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The U.  S.  fed beef industry is a complex composed of produc- 

tion,   slaughtering,   distribution,   and consumption activities.    The 

level of each of these activities varies spatially,   generating regional 

imbalances.    The purpose of this study is to explain the levels of 

cattle feeding in different regions and to study fed beef shipments 

from surplus-producing regions to deficit-producing regions. 

The continental U.   S.  was divided into nine regions.    A basic 

economic model was developed with functional relationships among 

production,   consumption and prices.    This model was diagrammed 

to show causal ordering in a recursive chain.    This structure was 

essentially a set of hypotheses to be tested.    The ordinary least- 

squares method of regression analysis was employed to estimate 

the coefficients in the relationships.    The equations were incorporat- 

ed to form a simulation model.    The model was validated by 



comparing estimated values over the 1962-68 period.    The overall 

average deviation between the estimated values of all variable calcu- 

lated by the model and their historical counterparts was about four 

percent.    Thus the model portrayed a reasonably accurate picture of 

actual conditions in the fed beef industry. 

The model was used to project the number of cattle fed and 

other variables for 1975. The effect of an increase in feed grain 

prices was also traced through the model. 

Consumption of fed beef in each region was estimated and 

compared with production of fed beef.    It was found that from 1962 

to 1966 only the Eastern region was a deficit fed beef-producing reg- 

ion.   In 1967, 1968 and 1975 the California-Arizona and Utah-Nevada 

region also showed deficits.    Amodel was designed to determine the 

flows of fed beef from surplus to deficit regions,   considering trans- 

portation costs,   slaughter costs,   and slaughter capacities in each 

region. 

The basic determinants of shipments among regions were the 

price differences of wholesale fed beef and live fed cattle.    Trade 

took place between two regions on the basis of a price difference 

which made it profitable for a surplus region to ship fed beef to a 

deficit region.    Equilibrium was reached when prices ot each trading 

pair of regions were such that they differed exactly by the transpor- 

tation cost between the regions. 



The results of the empirical analysis indicated that the cattle 

feeding industry is growing and is expected to continue to grow until 

at least 1975.    Colorado,   the Southern Plains,   the Northern Plains, 

and the Midwest were found to be the main areas of cattle feeding. 

The direction and magnitude of fed beef shipments are expected to 

change between 1968 and   1975.    The projected fed beef shipments 

from surplus-producing regions to deficit-producing regions in 1975 

are expected to be about 10 billion pounds.   .Most fed beef is projected 

to be shipped in carcass form in the future. 
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AN ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF CATTLE FEEDING AND 
INTERREGIONAL FLOWS OF LIVE 

AND CARCASS BEEF 

I     INTRODUCTION 

The Problem 

The beef cattle feeding industry in the United States has under- 

gone a tremendous expansion since World War II (7,  p.   22).    As con- 

sumer demand for fed beef increased rapidly,  it presented the na- 

tional beef industry with new opportunities for growth.    In response, 

there has been a rapid increase of commercial feedlots in the western 

and Plains states; shifts in the locations of beef cattle herds and 

slaughter plants; improved techniques of production,   slaughter,   and 

processing; and changes in the structure of marketing industries. 

The total number of fed cattle marketed increased from about 

13 million head in I960 to 23 million head in 1968,   for an increase 

of about 75 percent during the 9-year period.    Shifts in the location 

and importance of cattle feeding are evident in most feeding areas 

of the United States.    The North Central region has been and is still 

the leading cattle feeding region in the nation.    The 12 states of this 

region fed 8 million head of cattle,   about 64 percent of the 1 3 million 

for the whole United States,   in I960.    In 1968,   this region fed 14 

million cattle of the total 2 3 million and thus accounted for 62 percent 

of the total (32). 
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Cattle feeding activity increased very rapidly in the Southern 

Plains,   especially in Texas.    These states made the largest propor- 

tional gain in fed cattle production during the period I960-68.    The 

number of commercial feedlots with a capacity of 1, 000 head or 

more increased very rapidly in the area ( 7 ,  p.   34).    Cattle fed in 

Texas increased from 477, 000 head in I960 to 1, 970, 000 head in 

1968,   showing an increase of more than 400 percent (32). 

The Pacific Northwest showed an increase in cattle feeding, 

but its relative share in the total declined from 4. 25 percent to 4 

percent during 1960-68.    The state of California fed about 1.2 percent 

of the total cattle fed in I960,   but in 1968 it accounted for less than 

9 percent of the total.    Wyoming,   Utah and North Dakota demonstrated 

a decline in relative as well as absolute nunabers of cattle fed during 

the same period. 

Cattle feeding activity is shifting from farm feeding with ca- 

pacity of less than 1, 000 head annually to commercial feedlots with 

capacity ranging from 1,000 to 100,000 head (7,  p.   24).    These 

feedlots are highly specialized and efficient production units.    Inter- 

nal and external economies of size have helped them grow.    They 

utilize up-to-date technology, .modern equipment,   and trained man- 

agement. 

The cattle slaughtering industrymoved from its origin in the 

East to the large terminal markets in the Midwest and then to the fed 



beef production areas (7,  p.  82).    These location changes resulted 

from improved technology and greater mechanization of slaughter 

plant operations,   along with the economy of shipping beef in carcass 

form rather than in live form.    Development of refrigerated trucks 

and railroad cars facilitated the transition. 

On the demand side,   the national per capita consumption of fed 

beef has increased from 45. 5 pounds in I960 to 71. 3 pounds in 1968 

for an increase of 56 percent.    Per capita consumption varies from 

region to region.    The California-Arizona region was estimated to 

have the highest per capita consumption of 85.5 pounds in 1968,  while 

the lowest figure was 62 pounds for Texas-Oklahoma-New Mexico 

area.    Also,   there have been differential rates of growth of popula- 

tion and per capita income in different areas of the nation.    These 

changes have changed the total level and character of demand for 

fed beef. 

The differential growth of demand for fed beef,   along with 

differential increase in its supply,  have affected the activities of 

various components of fed beef industry.    The production, market- 

ing,   slaughtering,  processing,   distribution and consumption of fed 

beef have been affected.    When the levels of all these activities 

differ among regions,   regional imbalances are generated and con- 

sequently product shipments among regions become necessary. 

Knowledge of supply and demand of fed beef and the resultant 



interregional product shipments is   essential for all firms in the beef 

cattle industry.    It is necessary for feeder cattle producers and feed- 

lot operators to know the demand for fed cattle in order to make de- 

cisions as to how many feeder cattle should be produced and fed.    The 

production level of fed cattle affects the decisions of packing plant 

operators as to what the slaughter capacity of their plants should be 

in order to slaughter cattle that need to be slaughtered.    The location 

of slaughtering and processing facilities is affected by the location of 

production and consumption. 

Information regarding the factors that affect the regional sup- 

plies and the location of livestock production is needed as a guide to 

shipments among regions and is essential for various governmental 

agencies and industry groups concerned with the development of the 

fed beef economy. This study was undertaken with the view of such 

problems of all concerned firms and is expected to lead to higher 

levels of efficiency, more orderly systems of distribution, and more 

accurate pricing arrangements. 

Objectives of the Study 

The overall objective of this study is to make an economic 

analysis of the U. S. beef cattle feeding industry by regions, and 

interregional flows of live and carcass beef.    Specific objectives ares 
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(1) To develop a simulation model to explain and predict the levels 

of cattle feeding and the important variables which affect the 

levels of cattle feeding in each region of the United States. 

(2) To determine the structure of prices in the feeder cattle, 

slaughter cattle,   and wholesale beef markets. 

(3) To examine the impact of projected future changes in selected 

variables on other variables in the model,   and on the model as 

a whole. 

(4) To determine the direction and magnitude of equilibrium ship- 

ments of live and carcass beef among regions of the United 

States. 

Previous Research 

Several past studies have analyzed regional levels of cattle 

•feeding and interregional flows of live and carcass beef in the United 

States.    Erickson and Havlicek (4) made a study on regional produc- 

tion of cattle and calves for commercial slaughter for the period 

1948-61.    They used a recursive system of two multiple regression 

equations estimated by the least squares method to determine cattle 

production available for slaughter in each of 26 regions.    They con- 

cluded that cattle supply response to the stocker-feeder price varied 

greatly among different areas of the United States.    The Corn Belt 

area elasticities,   though inelastic,  were greater than those of the 
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western and mountain areas.    The southern and southeastern regions 

exhibited the greater supply response to a change in the feeder price. 

A change in price of corn on the average has a greater relative effect 

on cattle production in the Corn Belt and other areas where large 

numbers of cattle are fed than in areas where smaller numbers of 

cattle are fed.    On the national level,   their study reveals that the 

price of feeder cattle lagged one year affects the number and total 

liveweight of cattle on feed that will be commercially slaughtered 

during a given year,   and the price of corn affects the weight to which 

animals already in feedlots will be fed,   as well as the number that 

will be placed on feed. 

Havlicek,   Rizek,   and Judge (8) studied interregional flows of 

slaughter livestock for 1955 and I960.    They used a linear program- 

ming transportation model to determine the minimum-cost flows of 

slaughter livestock between regions.    They concluded that major 

surplus areas of slaughter cattle in 1955 and I960 were located in 

the western part of the Corn Belt,   and major deficit areas were the 

eastern part of the United States,   California,   Ohio,  Wisconsin,  and 

Michigan.    Moderate changes occurred in the flow patterns between 

the two years analyzed.    They concluded that the changes which oc- 

curred were due mainly to regional shifts in the location of production, 

and slaughter facilities moving closer to areas of production. 

Crom (2) developed a simulated interregional model of the 
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livestock-meat economy for data projected to 1975.    His model was 

essentially a transportation model in which total production and total 

consumption were equal and predetermined.    Slaughter capacity was 

a given restriction,   and meat flows were optimized subject to slaughter 

and transportation costs.    Crom concluded that interregional ship- 

ments of 7.67 billion pounds of beef (carcass weight) and 7. 4 billion 

pounds of cattle (liveweight) would take place.    Thirteen surplus beef 

producing regions (major surplus areas were Iowa,   Minnesota, 

Nebraska and Colorado) shipped beef to 11 deficit-producing areas 

(major deficit areas were the Eastern states and California).    Price 

differentials calculated from the solution showed Indiana would have 

the greatest comparative advantage for shipping beef east,   while 

New Mexico-Arizona and Utah-Idaho-Nevada would have the greatest 

advantage for supplying the Pacific Coast. 

Williams and Dietrich (34) developed an interregional analysis 

of the fed beef economy for I960,   using a linear programming spatial 

model.    Their study revealed that price differentials among surplus 

regions and transportation cost differences among these regions to 

deficit markets frequently were so small that they were readily offset 

by other factors.    Location relative to feed and feeder cattle as re- 

flected in delivered costs might be more important.    Located far 

from all deficit markets Colorado,   nevertheless,  would be able to 

ship surplus beef East,   West and Southeast.    The Kansas-Missouri 
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area,   as well as Southern Plains,  were located disadvantageously 

with respect to live and dressed beef shipments to California. 

Although these studies are pertinent to the problem on hand, 

no extensive effort has been made to form a comprehensive model to 

determine the supply of fed cattle and to estimate the variables asso- 

ciated with it.    In Chapter II of this study,   the economic structure 

of the cattle feeding industry has been detailed,  and a simulation 

model has been prepared to analyze the cattle feeding industry em- 

pirically.    Based upon this model the variables have been projected 

to 1975.    In Chapter III an attempt has been made to prepare a model 

to study the interregional flows of live cattle and carcass beef from 

a surplus-producing region to deficit-producing area.    Chapter IV 

contains a summary of the discussions and conclusions of the analy- 

sis. 



II     ECONOMIC STRUCTURE OF THE CATTLE 
FEEDING INDUSTRY 

Theoretical Considerations 

According to generally accepted microeconomic theory,   the 

supply of a product in a market area depends upon regional endow- 

ments of natural resources,  production functions for intermediate and 

final products,   costs of the inputs,   and price of the product. 

Theoretically,  the price of a product and the quantity offered 

for sale have a positive relationship.    Assuming everything else re- 

mains constant,   an increase in price of the product will encourage 

producers to produce more.    An inverse relationship exists between 

costs of production and supply of the product.    Assuming other things 

equal,   an increase in the cost of variable factors will raise the aver- 

age cost curve and marginal cost curve up and to the left so that the 

point of intersection between the price line and the marginal cost 

curve will be to the left of the original intersection point.    Conse- 

quently,   the producer will produce less if he is a profit maximizer. 

Per unit profits are measured as the price of the final product 

the producer gets in a market minus all costs he incurs in production 

of the product.    In general,   every firm is assumed to be operating 

in such a manner as to maximize its profits or to minimize its losses. 

A greater profit will give incentive to the firm to produce more. 
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The time period considered in this study is the short run.    In 

the long run resources are mobile in the cattle feeding industry,   but 

in the short run they are not.    The response to a change in product 

or factor prices is not instantaneous.    There is a time lag for adjust- 

ments to occur.    In the short run factors which affect production of 

fed cattle can affect only a portion of total cattle fed,   since the an- 

imals already exist,   and only weight variations of the animals from 

feeding them a little longer to heavier weights or selling them sooner 

at lighter weights can occur.    Thus,   supply response to a change in 

product or factor price requires a period in which producers can 

makes some changes, making the supply of fed cattle in the short 

run relatively less responsive to changes in prices.    The change in 

number of cattle fed in feedlots in any one time period,   therefore, 

is dependent upon the price a feedlot operator expects to get from 

selling his cattle,   the relation of this price to input costs which have 

been incurred on them,   and the length of time required to place fed 

cattle on the market. 

Analytical Procedure 

Models based on mathematical optimizing methods often fall 

short of realistically representing the complexities of an economic 

system.    With the advent of automatic data processing and high speed 

computers,  new and powerful analytical tools have been created.    One 
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such tool is simulation,   a research technique by which it is possible 

to analyze large and comprehensive models of an economic system. 

This technique is used to analyze the economic structure of the United 

States cattle feeding industry in this thesis. 

According to Naylor et al.   (21,  p.   3),   simulation is a numer- 

ical technique for conducting experiments on a digital computer, 

which involves certain types of mathematical and logical models 

that describe the behavior of a business or economic system (or some 

component thereof) over extended periods of real time.    Simulation 

models can be much more complex and realistic than models using 

conventional mathematical techniques.    Nonlinear ities,   discontinu- 

ities,   time delays,   and irreversibilities can be built into these models. 

Through simulation the effects of certain informational,   organiza- 

tional,   and environmental changes on the operation of a system can 

be studied by making proper alterations in the model.    Simulation of 

a complex system,  when properly constructed and validated,   can 

yield valuable insights into which variables are most important in 

a system,   and how these variables interact. 

One of the desirable features of a simulation model is that it 

can be recursive.    A model is said to be fully recursive if it is pos- 

sible to sequence one-at-a-time computations of successive values 

of endogenous variables in such a way that for any time period the 

value of each endogenous variable may be computed,   given only 
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exogenous variables,   lagged endogenous variables,   and preceding 

current endogenous variables in the sequence (22,  p. .232). 

Three types of variables are included in this model--endoge- 

nous,  predetermined endogenous,   and exogenous.    Those variables 

whose values are determined within the system are termed as endo- 

genous variables.    The values of these variables are determined by 

exogenous variables,   or predetermined endogenous variables,   or a 

combination of the two.    Predetermined endogenous variables or 

lagged endogenous variables are those whose values are generated 

by the system in a time period prior to the time period of the model 

under consideration.    The variables whose values are determined 

outside the system and whose values for the system are considered 

as given are known as exogenous variables. 

Two types of relationships are used in this model--identities 

and functional relationships.    Identities specify an exact relation 

between the variables,  with no random variable.    A functional rela- 

tionship may or may not be exact.    It generally has a random error 

term (1,   p. .2). 

Fourteen relationships were developed to study the regional 

economic structure of the United States cattle feeding industry.    The 

economic structure,  for the purposes of this study,  refers to the 

relationships among such variables as production, marketing,   and 

consumption in a comprehensive system of interdependent events. 
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These relationships were incorporated to form a simulation model to 

explain and predict the level of cattle feeding in nine specified regions, 

and the variables associated with the levels of cattle feeding. 

The United States was partitioned into nine regions,   each region 

consisting of one or more states.    Homogeneity of cattle production 

along with placing emphasis on western states, played an important 

role in grouping of states into regions.    The regions and states com- 

posing each region were as follows: 

Region 1  - California and Arizona. 

Region 2 - Pacific Northwest States (Oregon,   Washington, 

and Idaho). 

Region 3 - Montana and Wyoming. 

Region 4 - Colorado. 

Region 5 - Nevada and Utah. 

Region 6 - Northern Plains States (North Dakota,   South Dakota, 

Nebraska,  and Kansas). 

Region 7 - Southern Plains States (Texas,   Oklahoma,   and 

New Mexico). 

Region 8 - Cornbelt states (Minnesota,   Iowa,   Missouri, 

Wisconsin,   Illinois,   Michigan,   Indiana,   and Ohio). 

Region 9 - Remainder of Continental U.  S.    (23 states). 

Figure 1  shows the regional demarcation of the United States. 



Figure  1.    Regional Demarcation of the United States 
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The Empirical Model 

A flow   chart was designed to represent the causal ordering of 

prices and other variables in the cattle feeding industry (see Figure 

2).    The exogenous variables are shown by rectangles,  while the 

endogenous and lagged endogenous variables are depicted by circles. 

Causal ordering is shown by the direction of arrows.    The super- 

scripts above the variables refer to the area or region under consid- 

eratibn:   i refers to the individual region number,  N refers to a na- 

tional value,   C refers to a Chicago figure,   and K refers to a Kansas 

City figure.    The subscripts below the variables denote time period: 

initially,   t stands for 1961,   t+1 for 1962,   t-1 for I960,   and  t-2 for 

1959. 

The complete regional simulation model in equation form is 

shown in Figure 3. The units of measurement and an explanation 

of the variables are given in Table 1. 

Description of the Model 

There are no strictly separate compartments for production, 

marketing,   and consumption within the model.    Variables of the model 

interact among each other to estimate the dependent values. 

The number of cattle fed in a region during a year was consid- 

ered to be a function of three variables:   profits made by feedlot oper- 

ator from cattle feeding during the previous time period,   supply of 



Figure 2.    A Regiona 
1 Simulation Model for the U.   S.   Beef Cattle Feeding Industry-Flow Chart 

cr 
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(1) COWINV   = f (RANGE      ,   TIME,   PFDRCT      ) 

(2) FDR CAT* = f?( COWINV1.   PFDRCT*  _) 
t       c t t-Z 

Q 

(3) COWINV^ = S    COWINV* 
i=l * 

(4) COWBEEFN = f  (COWINV1^,   PFDRCT^   ) 

(5) PWSLBF^ = ffCONSBF^, Y^,   PKPRIC^) 
to t t t 

(6) PWSLBF* = f,(PWSLBF^,   Y*"N,   BSPERCAP1"3^) 
to t       t t 

(7) TSFDBF* = f (CATFED*) 

(8) PFDCAT* = f0(TSFDBF1,   PWSLBF*) 
to t t 

(9) PFDCAT^ = f (PWSLBF^, PBYPROD1^) 

(10) FDRCAT^ = S FDRCAT* 
i=l 

K N N N (11) PFDRCT  = f  (FDR CAT   PRDCAT   CATFED  ) 
LrXX If U L ^ X 

(12) PFDRCT* = f .(CATFED*  , PFDRCT^) 

(13) nCTFED* = f, _(PFDCAT* PFDRCT*  FDCOST* NFDCST*); 
t 1 5 t t t t 

(14) CATFED*t+1  = f14(n CTFED*,   FDRCAT*,   CATFED*) 

Figure 3.    A Regional Stimulation Model for the U.  S.   Beef Cattle 
Feeding Industry--Structural Equations 
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Table 1.    Description of Variables 

Variable 
Unit of 

measurement Description 

COWINV 

RANGE 

TIME 

PFDRCT 

FDRCAT 

COW BEEF 

PWSLBF 

CATFED 

CONSBF 

Y 

PKPRIC 

BSPER CAP 

TSFDBF 

PFDCAT 

PBYPROD 

n CTFED 

FDCOST 

NFDCST 

head 

percent 

number 

dollars 

head 

1, 000 pounds 

dollar s 

head 

pounds 

dollars 

dollars 

pounds 

1, 000 pounds 

dollars 

dollars 

dollars 

dollars 

dollars 

Cows,   2 yrs.  and older (other than 
kept for milk) on farms,   January 1 

Range conditions in a region 

1959=1,   1960=2,   .   .   . 

Price per cwt.,   choice steer, 
500-800 pounds 

Feeder cattle (80 percent of calves 
born) 

Nonfed beef 

Price per cwt.  of wholesale beef 

Number of fed cattle marketed 
from feedlots 

Per capita consumption of fed beef 

Disposable income per capita 

Pork price per cwt. 

Beef supply per capita 

Total supply of fed beef 

Price per cwt. ,   choice steer, 
900-1, 100 pounds 

Price per cwt.  of by-product 

Feedlot profits from one steer 

Feed costs for 425 pounds of gain 
in a feedlot 

Nonfeed costs for 425 pounds of 
gain in a feedlot 
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feeder cattle in that region during the previous time period,   and the 

number of cattle fed.in that region lagged one year. 

Feedlot profits per head of cattle fed were calculated as the 

price of fed cattle a feedlot operator receives minus price paid for 

feeder cattle minus feed and nonfeed costs of fattening the feeder. 

It was assumed that a feeder is bought when it weighs 600 pounds 

and it is fed until it weighs 1, 025 pounds.    As a result,   feed costs 

and nonfeed cost were calculated for a gain of 425 pounds in feeder 

weight in a feedlot.    Feed costs and nonfeed costs were treated as 

exogenous variables in this study. 

The supply of feeder cattle in a region was a function of cow 

inventory in the region in the same year and market prices of feeder 

cattle in the region two years previously.    This functional relation- 

ship was so constructed because the decisions of the production of 

feeder cattle are expected to be based on expectations of future 

prices,  which are usually based upon current price levels. 

The price of feeder cattle in a region was estimated as a func- 

tion of the number of cattle fed in the previous time period and the 

national price of feeder cattle.    Feeder cattle prices in the national 

market,   in turn,  were determined by the following three variables: 

(1) the total supply of feeder cattle in the United States (the sum of 

feeder cattle supplies in the various regions); (2) price of fed cattle 

in the national market; and (3) the number of cattle fed in the United 
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States in the previous time period. 

The price of fed cattle in a region was determined by the total 

supply of fed beef in the region and the regional price of wholesale 

beef.    The regional total supply of fed beef was a function of the num- 

ber of cattle fed in the region.    Price of wholesale beef in a region 

was estimated as a function of the national price of wholesale beef; 

the difference between regional per capita disposable income and the 

national per capita disposable income value; and the difference be- 

tween regional and national beef supply per capita. 

The national price of fed cattle was a function of the national 

price of wholesale beef and the price of by-products.    The price of 

by-products was treated as an exogenous variable.    The national 

price of wholesale beef was estimated as a function of fed beef per 

capita in the United States; the national per capita disposable income; 

and the pork price in the nation. 

The national supply of cow beef was determined by the national 

cow inventory,  which was the sum of the regional cow inventories, 

and the national price of feeder cattle    in the previous time period. 

The cow inventory in a region was estimated as a function of the 

range condition two years previously,   a trend variable,   and price 

of feeder cattle in the region two years previously.    The range con- 

dition was treated as an exogenous variable in this study. 

Kansas City price. 
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Collection and Processing of Data 

Data collected for the study were from various published 

sources.    These data were in raw form and,  where necessary,   were 

revised to fit the requirements of the model.    The main source of 

the data was the Statistical Reporting Service of the United States 

Department of Agriculture.    The data sources,   and methods of 

processing the data are discussed below, 

Feedlot Costs 

The cost structure of each feedlot depends upon numerous var- 

iables,   including type of feed fed to animals,   cost of each feed ingred- 

ient,   type of feedmill utilized,   capital and labor requirements with 

alternative methods of operation,   and cost of land,   as determined by 

alternative use value and tax differences.    These feedlot costs can 

be divided into feed costs and nonfeed costs.    Feed costs are those 

which are concerned with the feed ingredients fed to the animal to 

fatten it,   including grain,   supplements,   roughage,   etc.    Nonfeed 

costs are concerned with all other costs of the feedlot,   such as labor 

wages,   taxes,   interest, . insurance,  repairs,   depreciation,   gasoline, 

etc. 

For purposes of this study,   feeder cattle were assumed to be 

purchased by the feedlot operator when they weighed 600 pounds. 
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Though the initial weight of the animal varies from region to region 

and from state to state,   the initial weight of 600 pounds was consid- 

ered to be appropriate in a number of bulletins published by the Agri- 

cultural Experiment Stations of various states.    Similarly,   the weight 

of the finished cattle was taken to be 1, 025 pounds.    Thus,   the weight 

gained by the animal while in the feedlot was assumed to be 425 

pounds. 

.Nonfeed Costs (NFDCST);    Nonfeed costs of a feedlot operation 

include labor costs, management costs,  investment costs,   and mis- 

cellaneous items,   such as veterinary expenses,   death loss and taxes. 

The nonfeed costs will vary for each feedlot,   depending partially upon 

the size of the operation. 

The items involved in feeding cattle and their costs in a region 

were obtained from various bulletins of Agricultural Experiment Sta- 

tions for a particular year.    In order to calculate nonfeed costs for 

the entire period,   1956-67,  national indices were obtained separately 

for four categories:   production items,   labor wage rates,  interest 

on capital,   and taxes payable.    The source of such indices was 

Agricultural Prices,   1970, published by the Statistical Reporting 

Service of the United States Department of Agriculture.    The indices 

given therein used 1910-14 as the base period.    These were con- 

verted to the base year 1956 and were used to adjust the nonfeed 

cost data for other years. 
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Feed Costs (FDCOST):    Feed costs are affected by the system of 

feeding,   size of feedlot,   and ingredient prices.    Different regions in 

the study have different sizes of representative feedlots.    Costs also 

vary from region to region due to differences in feed components and 

the prices which feedlot operators pay for these components. 

Feed costs and feed ration ingredients for different states were 

taken from a Southern region study. 2   The states were grouped to- 

gether according to regions,  and the costs were averaged to obtain a 

figure for each region.    The average was a weighted average>   the 

weights used being the number of cattle fed in the individual state. 

These costs were on a per head basis for 350 pounds of gain and were 

converted to a per head basis for 425 pounds of gain by multiplying 

each region's cost by a conversion factor. 

In the Southern region study,   feed ingredients were priced at 

1965 prices to give 1965 costs.    In order to obtain feed costs for other 

years,   prices of the feed ingredients were taken from Agricultural 

Statistics and Agricultural Prices each year during the entire 1956- 

1967 period. 

Prices of Feeder Cattle (PFDRCT1 and Fed Cattle (PFDCAT) 

The price of feeder steers,   choice grade,   500-800 pounds,   was 

taken as the representative price for feeder cattle.   These prices were 

taken from reports of major livestock markets in each region.    Mar- 

kets used for each region are shown below: 

^A letter from Wesley G.   Smith,   Tennessee Valley Authority, 
along with summary of feed costs per head for beef animals,   1965. 
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Region Market(s) 

1 Lqs Angeles (California),   Phoenix (Arizona) 

2 Portland (Oregon) 

3 Billings (Montana) 

4 Denver (Colorado) 

5 Ogden(Utah) 

6 Omaha (Nebraska) 

7 Amarillo (Texas),   Oklahoma City (Oklahoma), 

Clovis (New Mexico) 

8 St.  Paul (Minnesota),  Kansas City (Missouri), 

Indianapolis (Indiana),   Sioux City (Iowa) 

9 Nashville (Tennessee),   Thomasville (Georgia), 

Baltimore (Maryland) 

The prices of choice steers, 900-1100 pounds, were taken to 

be the prices of fed cattle in each region. These prices were also 

taken for the markets listed above. 

The source of feeder cattle and fed cattle prices was Livestock 

Detailed Quotations, published by the Livestock Marketing Service 

of the U. S.   Department of Agriculture.    These prices are reported 

monthly,   and they were averaged for use as annual prices in the 

model. 
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Price of Wholesale Beef (PWSLBF) 

Price of wholesale beef at Chicago was taken as representative 

of the national price.    The price used was that reported for choice 

steers,   600-700 pound carcasses.    Source:   Agricultural Statistics, 

1969.    Regional prices used were wholesale dressed steer beef prices, 

choice grade,   600-700 pounds.    These prices were available for five 

principal markets of the United States.    The prices in other regions 

were taken on the basis of proximity to- the region in which these 

principal markets were situated.    Source:    Livestock and Meat 

Statistics,"  1958-1970. 

Total Supply of Fed Beef (TSFDBF) 

For total supply of fed beef in a region,   the figures for dressed 

fed beef were used.    The total supply of fed beef in head was obtained 

from Cattle and Calves on Feed bulletins.    Using average dressing 

yields,   the head count was converted to weight in pounds.    These 

data were not available for all years and states.    To get the required 

years and states,   an additional conversion was used.    The percentage 

of total, .marketings of dressed fed beef accounted for in each year 

was multiplied by the marketings in each state,   and the results 

were used to represent total supply of fed beef. 
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Supply of Cow Beef (COWBEEF) 

National supply of cow beef was taken as the total number of 

cattle slaughtered minus the number of fed cattle slaughtered,   con- 

verted to dressed beef equivalent.    Source:    Livestock and Meat Sta- 

tistics,   1958-70. 

Cow Inventory (COWINV) 

Cow inventory,  regional as well as national,   was taken as all 

cows two years and older (other than those kept for milk) on hand on 

January 1  of a given year.    Source:    Livestock and Meat Statistics, 

1958-70. 

Supply of Feeder Cattle (FDRCAT) 

Feeder cattle supply was estimated by using 80 percent of total 

calves born in a given year.    This figure of 80 percent was obtained 

in consultation with Extension livestock specialists at Oregon State 

University.    Source of figures for calves born was Livestock and 

Meat Statistics,   1958-70. 

Number of Cattle Fed (CATFED) 

The figures on cattle fed in different regions were taken as 

cattle marketed from feedlots during the year (by adding the four 
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quarterly figures).    The source was Livestock and Meat Statistics. 

For Region 9,   the data for cattle fed were approximated as follows; 

Cattle fed figures for only seven states--Pennsylvania,   Georgia, 

Florida,   Kentucky,   Tennessee,   Alabama,   and Mississippi--are re- 

ported in Livestock and Meat Statistics and in quarterly Cattle on 

■ Feed reports.    The other 16 states in Region 9 supposedly feed a 

negligible number of cattle.    The total number of cattle fed in the 

above-mentioned seven states was assumed to represent the total 

for Region 9.    However,   even the data for all the above seven states 

were not available before 1964.    To estimate the number of cattle 

fed in this region,   the average percentage that all cattle marketed 

in the missing states were of the total cattle marketed in the. remain- 

ing states in 1964 and 1965 was used to be representative of the per- 

centage of fed cattle marketed in the missing states during I960, 

1961,   1962,   and 1963. 

Per Capita Beef Supply (BSPERCAP) 

Total cattle slaughter (in pounds dressed weight) in each region 

was divided by the population of that region to arrive at beef supply 

per capita before imports and exports.    The figures for population 

were obtained from Statistical Abstract of the United States,   Bureau 

of Census. 
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Fork Price (PKPRIC) 

The national price of pork is wholesale price per hundred 

pounds of carcass pork at Chicago.    Source:    Livestock and Meat 

Statistics,   1958-1970. 

By-product Prices (PBYPROD) 

It was found that hides account for 34 percent of the value of 

by-products in beef slaughter (35,  p.  201).    Therefore,   hide prices 

at Chicago were used as a proxy for national by-product prices. 

These prices were taken from Livestock and Meat Statistics,   1958- 

70. 

Range Conditions (RANGE) 

Range conditions were only available for the western states. 

This variable was omitted in Regions 8 and 9»    The source of range 

condition information was data from the Crop Reporting Board of 

the U.   S.   Department of Agriculture. 

Disposable Income (Y) 

The figures for national and regional disposable income per 

capita were obtained from the Statistical Abstract of the United States, 

1960-1970. 
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Per Capita Consumption of Fed Beef (CONSBF) 

It was assumed in this study that the amount of fed beef produced 

in the Uo   S.   equals the amount of fed beef consumed,   and there is no 

3 
foreign trade in fed beef.       Fed beef consumed (produced) in the 

United States was divided by the total population to obtain national 

per capita consumption of fed beef. 

It was further assumed that an index prepared for per capita 

consumption of all beef,   fed and nonfed,   in each region,   taking the 

national figure as a base,   can be taken as an index for regional per 

capita consumption of fed beef.    This index was given in a study 

which used different regions than those used in this study (2 3, p. 

1 3).    The index was adjusted according to the regions considered in 

this study.    The same index was used for the entire period considered 

in this thesis. 

The national per capita consumption of fed beef in each year, 

combined with the regional index,  produced the figures for per capita 

consumption of fed beef in each region of the United States for the 

period under consideration. 

3 
At certain times small quantities of fed beef are imported from 
Canada and the United States is currently beginning to ship fed beef 
to Japan and West Germany.    However,   these movement of fed beef 
were very small during the period analyzed by the model. 
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To check if total demand was equal to total supply in the fed 

beef sector,  per capita consumption in each region was multiplied by- 

population of each respective region,   and the results were added to 

get the quantity of fed beef consumed in the United States.    When this 

quantity was compared to the total fed beef produced,  it was found 

that all deviations between the two figures were less than two percent 

for each year. 

Estimation of Behavioral Relationships 

The ordinary least-squares multiple regression technique was 

used to estimate the coefficients of the functional relationships in the 

model.    The following assumptions were made for the analysis;   (1) 

the functional relationship is linear; (2) the disturbance terms are 

distributed independently with zero expectation and constant variance; 

and (3) the variables are measured without error (11,  p.   107). 

The data used for the estimation of coefficients were generally 

for the period 1956-67.    Due to lack of data for some variables,   some 

coefficients were estimated from the data for a lesser number of 

years.    In choosing among alternative behavioral.relationships,   the 

selection was generally made on the basis of coefficients of deter- 

2 
mination (R   ) and the level of significance of the variable coefficients 

(t-values).    In general,  the coefficients were accepted where they 

were of the right economic sign and were statistically significantly 
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different from zero at the 0. 1 level. 

The equations were checked for multicollinearity.    Mutlicol- 

linearity is said to exist when some or all of the explanatory vari- 

ables in a relation are so highly correlated one with another that it 

becomes very difficult,   if not impossible,   to disentangle their sepa- 

rate influences and obtain a reasonably precise estimate of their 

relative effects (11,  p.  201).    Although it is possible to estimate 

the joint effect of the two variables,   it is difficult to identify the ef- 

fects of each variable individually.   However,   the estimate of the 

standard error of the total equation,   and thus of the index of multiple 

2 
determination,   R  ,   is unaffected (12, p.   227). 

A few high inter cor relations were found among variables.    In 

the equation estimating the national prices of feeder cattle,   the supply 

of feeder cattle in the United States and the number of cattle fed were 

found to be highly intercorrelated.    These two variables were posi- 

tively related and the magnitude of inter correlation between them 

was 0. 84. 

The inclusion of the number of cattle fed,   however,  increased 

2 
the coefficient of determination (R   ) of the equation from 0. 73 to 0. 82. 

It also enhanced the t-value of the national supply of feeder cattle 

from -0. 383 to -1.252.    High inter correlations were also found be- 

tween the national price of feeder cattle and the number of cattle fed 

in individual regions in the fitted equation of the regional price of 
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feeder cattle. 

In determining the price of wholesale fed beef in the nation,   the 

inter correlation was high between the national per capita consumption 

of fed beef and national per capita disposable income.    However,   the 

2 
R    value and t-value of per capita consumption of fed beef were en- 

hanced by the inclusion of per capita disposable income in the equa- 

tion. 

The existence of intercorrelation in the above equations sug- 

gests that the coefficients of inter cor related variables must be re- 

garded with caution.    This will not affect the interpretation of the 

explanatory power of the entire equation. 

The problem of incorrect specification of the functional rela- 

tionships deserves comment.    Certain relevant variables may be 

left out from the regression model (often due to inadequacy of data 

being analyzed).     This may seriously bias the individual estimates 

of the remaining regression coefficients.    In some cases the bias can 

be several times larger than the standard error estimated for the 

coefficient by ordinary least-squares technique.    Thus the coefficients 

should be regarded with caution. 

The final form of the regression equations is presented in 

Tables 2 to 10.    The t-value associated with each coefficient is 

shown below the coefficient.    The degrees of freedom are presented 

2 
with each regression equation.    At the end of each equation an R 



Table 2.   Estimating Equations for Regional Cow Inventories (COWINV ) 

Regression Coefficients 
Equation    Region 

No. 

Regre ssion 
Cons tant RANGE 

\-2 
TIME PFDRCT 

t-2 
R d.f. Period 

948,301.5 50 

272, 386.050 

959.732.3 70 

655,396.9 30 

507, 458.730 

3, 780, 263. 5 00. 

4, 598,010.100. 

3,714,038.100. 

6,935,611.200 

5,130.438 
(2.459)* 

9,912.302 
(1.891) 

12,737.857 
(5.036)* 

1,141.073 
(0.880) 

1,429.301 
(1.656) 

13, 853. 618 
(0.909) 

4,973.596 
(0.171) 

26, 107.421 
(10.156)* 

55, 413. 098 
(16.487)* 

63,927.726 
(23,344)* 

28,806. 252 
(23.865)* 

9,791.038 
(8.459)* 

226,578.851 
(15.023)* 

289,261.520 
(10.754)* 

209,662.386 
(28.768)* 

315,896.767 
(22. 552)* 

-8, 1 57. 290 
(-3.179)* 

1,786.307 
(0. 603 ) 

-16,6 27.264 
(-6.908)* 

-1,3 47.734 
(-0.759) 

-4,298.316 
(-4. 221)* 

-25,205.404 
(-1.453) 

26,3 31.490 
(0.683) 

-9,509.604 
(-1.231) 

-54,096.080 
(-4.628)* 

0.95 

0.98 

0.99 

0.99 

0.94 

0.97 

0.96 

0.99 

0.98 

1958-67 

1958-67 

1958-67 

1958-67 

1958-67 

1958-67 

1958-67 

1958-67 

1958-67 

*t-values significant at the five percent level. 



Table 3.    Estimating Equations for the Number of Feeder Cattle (FDRCAT1), by Regions 

Regression Coefficients 

Equation    Region 
No. 

Regression 
Constant 

COWINV PFDRCT 
t-1 

R d.f. Period 

2 1 751,145.930 

725, 234. 160 

112, 606. 140 

167,167.120 

105,810.070 

2,246,191.800 

2, 000, 047.300 

8 11,266,400.000 

9, 626,455.900 

0.641 -363.124 
(7.883)* (-1. 134) 

0.518 -109.154 
(11.283)* (-0. 294) 

0.719 -171.463 
(18.348)* (0.483) 

0.686 -296.560 
(18.172)* (-1.822) 

0.651 -123.817 
(5.297)* (-0.726) 

O.S38 -2,307.336 
(17.172)* (-2.161)* 

0.512 -1,859.926 
(17.650)* (-1.325) 

-0. 135 -76,874.970 
(2. 257)* (-5.609)* 

0.1© -71,129.037 
(7.693)* (-11.597)* 

0.92 

0.95 

0.98 

0.97 

0.82 

0.97 

0.97 

0.84 

0.96 

1957-66 

1956-66 

1957-66 

1956-66 

1956-66 

1957-66 

1957-66 

1956-66 

1956-66 

*t-values significant at the five percent level. 
00 
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Table 4.    Estimating Equations for the National Cow Beef (COWBEEF   ) and Price of Wholesale Beef (PWSLBF   ) 

Equation 2 
Regression Equation R d.f. Period 

No. 

COWBEEFN = 4. 511,404, 100. 000 + 341.823 COWINVN 0. 74 8 1957-67 
t ' t 

(4.384)* 

-326, 363, 099.000 PFDRCT   _ 
'       ' t-1 

(-2.900)* 

PWSLBF0 = 62.554 - 0.5888 CONSBF    +0.01304 Y1"1 0.77 4 1960-67 
t t t 

(-3.293)* (2.604)* 

N 
+ 0.05119   PKPRIC 

(0.345) * 

*t-values significant at the five percent level. oo 
ui 



Table 5.   Estimating Equations for the Regional Price of Wholes ale Beef (PWSLBF1) 

Equation 
No. 

Region Regre ssion 
Constant 

PWSLBF 

Regression Coefficients 

i-N 
BSPERCAP 

i-N 
R d.f. Period 

-1.579 1.0681 
(9.477)* 

-0. 00949 
(-1.204) 

0.14205 
(3.103)* 

0.92 1956-67 

8.5 50 0.8545 
(8.150)* 

0.00073 
(0.076) 

-0.18318 
(-3.068)* 

0.91 

16.8 44 0. 6214 
(4.658)* 

0. 02780 
(3.0 20)* 

0.05210 
(1.989)* 

0.88 

3.4 84 0.9702 
(10.017)* 

-0.00231 
(-0. 768) 

-0. 01593 
(-3.875)* 

0.93 

4.273 0.8756 
(6.070)* 

-0.00364 
(-1.020) 

-0.02934 
(-0. 626) 

0.84 

-0.008 0.9905 
(7.496)* 

-0.00388 
(-0.894) 

-0.00688 
(-2.751)* 

0.90 

-1.034 1.0734 
(9. 254)* 

0. 01455 
(4.392)* 

0.06357 
(2.064)* 

0.94 

-17.947 1.1088 
(5.075)* 

-0.02365 
(-1.768) 

0. 22673 
(1.077) 

0.86 

7.759 

*t-values significant at the five percent level. 

0.9438 
(9.133)* 

0.00304 
(0.315) 

0.08347 
(2.549)* 

0.94 



Table 6.    Estimating Equations for the Regional Supplies of Fed Beef (TSFDBF ) 

Equation Region 
No. 

Regression 
Constant 

Regression Coefficient 

CATFED R d.f. Period 

■,76,8.15.837 0.460047 
(22)* 

0.98 1960-67 

-35, 632.062 0.489665 
(32)* 

0.99 

-8, 799. 632 0.488377 

(37)* 

0.99 

■ 15, 607. 241 0.490321 
(63)* 

0.99 

-448.371 0.446476 
(11)* 

0.95 

-60,486.878 0.489851 
(65)* 

0.99 

-9, 687.128 0.453832 
(185)* 

0.99 

-300, 6 26.430 0.377218 
(21)* 

0.98 

82, 347. ? 20 

*t-values significant at the five percent level. 

0.279968 
(5.245)* 

0.82 



Table 7,    Estimating Equations for the Regional Price of Fed Cattle (PFDCAT ) 

Regression Coefficients 
Equation        R egion 

No. 
Regression 
C onstant 

TSFDBF1 

t 
PWSLBF1 

t 

-8.05150 0.000002648 0. 6935 
(2.665)* (7.541)* 

-8.04627 0.000002837 0.78278 
(0.417) (6.105)* 

-7. 28763 0.000033384 0.70296 
(1.295) (5.690)* 

-4.78666 0.000003244 0.71186 
(2.462)* (10.338)* 

-4.84953 -0.000003971 0.73086 
(-0.072) (5.101)* 

-6.00327 0.000000780 0.74325 
(2.246)* (10.468)* 

-4.69477 0.000001995 0.70844 
(2.189)* (7.003)* 

-6. 67262 0.000001080 0.71010 
(2.318)* (9.366)* 

-3.48353 0.000005650 0.63913 
(0.269) (4. 692)* 

R d.f. Period 

8 1 0.86 

0.81 

0.78 

0.92 

0.75 

0.92 

0.84 

0.90 

0.71 

1956-67 

*t-values significant at the five percent level. 
00 
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TableS.   Estimating Equations for the National Price of Fed Cattle (PFDCAT   ) and Feeder Cattle (PFDRCT   ) 

Equation 
No. 

Re gression Equation R d.f. Period 

PFDCAT    = -S. 2725 + 0.7007 PWSLBFC 

1 (17.357)* * 

N 
+ 6.1946 PBYPROD 

0.98 1956-67 

11 

(1.737) 

K N 
PFDRCT    = 30. 032 - 0.000001103 FDRCAT 

t t 
(-1.252) 

0.82 1961-67 

N N 
+ 1.01S889PFDCAT   + 0.000000527 CATFED   „ 

t t-1 
(2.300) (1.203) 

*t-values significant at the five percent level. 



Table 9„   Estimating Equations for the Regional Price of Feeder Cattle (PFDRCT^) 

Equation 
No. 

Region Re gression 
Constant 

Regression Coefficients 

CATFED 
t-1 

PFDRCT 
_K 

R d.f. Period 

12 5.345 ■ 0. 0000019 
(-6.333)* 

0.950 
(20.743)* 

0.99 1961-67 

-0. 673 .0.0000002 
(-0. 084) 

1.026 
(10.428)* 

0.96 

1.882 ■ 0.0000130 
(-7. Z7t 

1.044 
(5.258)* 

0.92 

5.180 •0.0000011 
(-0. 590) 

0.882 
(4.9 29)* 

0.86 

0.217 -0.0000104 
(-0.925) 

1.051 
(10.779)* 

0.97 

2.866 .0.0000001 
(-1.084) 

0.976 
(20.314)* 

0.99 

2.944 -0.0000002 
(-0.977) 

0.890 
(18.977)* 

0.98 

7.014 -0.0000001 
(-0.412) 

0.793 
(7.635)* 

0.94 

5.006 

*t-values significant at the five percent level. 

. 0. 00000354 
(-0.901) 

0.823 
(6,9 43)* 

0.92 

o 



Table 10.   Estimating Equations for the Number of Fed Cattle ( CATFED ..  ), by Regions- 

Equation Region 
No. 

Regression 
Constant 

Regression Coefficients 

ITCTFED. FDRCAT        CATFED d.f. Period 

14 -211, 846.790 

-126, 150. 120 

-63,697.548 

-1,456,571.200 

-1,473.977 

-1,368,347.300 

-618,655.750 

-12,922,725.000 

-11,190,053.900 

-1,459.037 
(-0. 255) 

-   -904. 244 
(-1.309) 

287.315 
(0.401) 

2,76 2.636 
(1.520) 

3 5.066 
(0.029) 

5,869.036 
(0.468) 

7, 873. 219 
(1.865) 

-6,065.641 
(-0.699) 

-411.433 
(-0.439) 

0.999 
(0.481) 

0.067 
(0.372) 

0.162 
(2.736)* 

2.856 
(2.544)* 

0.351 
(0.937) 

0.392 
(0.493) 

0.079 
(0.359) 

1.393 
(2.574)* 

0.228 
(1.670) 

0.516 
(1.270) 

1.115 
(8.028)* 

0.148 
(0.516) 

0.486 
(1.927) 

-0.014 
(0. 025) 

0.961 
(2.737)* 

1.184 
(7. 672)* 

1.176 
(13.633)* 

-0.504 
(0.748) 

0.81 

0.98 

0.88 

0.98 

0.26 

0.95 

0.99 

0.98 

0.76 

1960-67 

*t-values significant at the five percent level. 
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value is given.    The period for which data for each equation were 

used is also shown in the table. 

2 
In general,   the values of coefficients of determination (R   ) were 

very high.    That means that the independent variables chosen ex- 

plained a large percentage of the variation in the response or de- 

pendent variables.    Most coefficients of determination were between 

0.90 and 1.00.    The t-values associated with the coefficients of equa- 

tion were generally statistically significant at the 0. 10 level.    That 

means that most of the coefficients were statistically significantly 

different from zero at that level.    A brief discussion of the statistical 

results of each equation is given below. 

2 
For the equation estimating regional cow inventories,   all R 

were between 0.94 to 0.99.    Range conditions lagged two years and 

time trend were positively related to cow inventory,,   while price of 

feeder cattle two years previously was negatively related to it. 

These relations were the expected ones on the basis of economic 

knowledge.    There were,   however,   two exceptions.    Price of feeder 

cattle lagged two years was positively related to cow inventory in 

Regions 2 and 7. 

The number of feeder cattle in a region to be available to feed- 

lots had a positive relationship with cow inventories and a negative 

relationship with its own price.     The negative relationship of the 

number of feeder cattle and its price can be explained as follows. 
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When the price of feeder cattle increases,   the producers of heifers 

hold their heifers in the expectation of higher prices next year.    The 

number of feeder cattle to be fed in feedlots,  which also includes 

heifers,   therefore decreases.    All coefficients of determination for 

this equation were from 0.82 to 0.98. 

In the equation estimating the national supply of cow beef,   cow 

inventory was found to be directly related to cow beef supply,   and 

the national price of feeder cattle was inversely related.    The indi- 

vidual tests of significance of coefficients using the students t-distri- 

bution show that at the five percent level of significance both coeffici- 

ents are significant.    The fit of the equation to the historical data was 

found to be satisfactory. 

In estimation of the national price of wholesale beef,   the signs 

of coefficients of the national per capita disposable income and pork 

price were positive while that of per capita consumption was negative. 

2 
These signs were the expected ones a priori.    R    for the equation 

was 0. 77. 

Price of wholesale beef in a region had a positive relationship 

with the national price of wholesale beef.    That is,   an increase in the 

national price of wholesale beef induces an increase in the price of 

wholesale beef in a region.    The signs of coefficients of the difference 

in per capita national and regional disposable income and the differ- 

ence in per capita national and regional supply of fed beef were 
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positive in some regions and negative in others.    The magnitude  of 

2 
R    ranged between 0.84 to 0.94,   indicating the fit of the equations 

to the available data in all regions was reasonably good. 

Total.supply of fed beef in a region was found to be positively 

2 
related to the number of cattle fed.    This was expected a priori.    R 

for the estimating equation varied from 0.95 to 0.99,   except in 

2 
Region 9 where R    was 0. 82. 

The price of fed cattle in a region was estimated by the total 

supply of fed beef and the price of wholesale beef in that region and 

was found that it was positively related to both variables.    These 

signs were expected a priori.    The supply of fed beef and prices of 

fed cattle were expected to have a positive relationship.    The demand 

for fed cattle is a derived demand,  wholesale beef being the final 

product of consumption.   -When the prices of wholesale beef goes up, 

2 
the price of fed cattle increases.    The magnitude of R    ranged from 

0.71 to 0.92 for the various regions. 

The national price of fed cattle was found to be positively re- 

lated to the national price of wholesale beef and the national price of 

2 
by-products.    The magnitude of R   for the equation was 0.98.   The na- 

tional price of feeder cattle is negatively related to the national sup- 

ply of feeder cattle and positively related to the national price of fed 

2 
cattle and cattle fed one year previously.    The R    was 0. 82. 

In estimation of the regional prices of feeder cattle,   the 
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coefficient of the number of cattle fed in the region was negative,   indi- 

cating that an increase in the number of cattle fed in the previous year 

will reduce the price of feeder cattle this year.    This is not com- 

patible with what was expected a priori.    This may be because the 

effect of the national price of feeder cattle overshadows the effect of 

the number of cattle fed in the previous years.    The coefficient of the 

2 
national price of feeder cattle had positive sign.    R    for this equation 

ranged from 0.86 to 0.99. 

Feedlot profits per head of cattle fed were taken as identically 

equal to the price of fed cattle a feedlot operator receives minus 

price paid for 600-pound choice feeder cattle minus feed and non- 

feed costs of fattening a feeder to a fed cattle market weight of 1, 025 

pounds. 

In estimating the number of cattle fed in various regions,   the 

coefficient of one-year lagged supply of feeder cattle had a positive 

sign which was expected a priori because an increase in supply of 

feeder cattle will produce an increase in the number of fed cattle. 

Feedlot profits,   one-year lagged,   had positive signs in five regions 

and negative signs in four regions.    On the basis of economic theory 

the profits are expected to give incentive to the feedlot operators to 

increase the number of cattle fed.    Due to limited availability of data, 

only eight observations for the period 1960-67 were used.    The profits 

in those eight observations did not show any consistent trend,  while 
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the number of cattle fed increased every year.    That is how the nega- 

tive sign for the coefficient of feedlots profits was obtained in four 

regions.    The number of cattle fed in the previous year was positively 

related to the number of cattle fed this year in seven regions but 

negatively related in Region 5 and 9,  where the actual data on cattle 

2 
fed fluctuated.    The magnitude of R    ranged from 0. 76 to 0. 99,  with 

the exception of Region 5,   where its value was 0.26. 

Empirical Development of the Model 

The estimating equations and identities were ordered to form 

a simulation model.    A computer program in Fortran IV computer 

language was written to solve the model.    The model being recursive, 

the initial conditions which existed at or prior to 1961 were fed into 

the computer.    That is,   the values of lagged endogenous variables 

at or prior to 1961 were needed to run the model.    In addition,   the 

values of the following exogenous variables for the entire period were 

read.into the system;   national disposable income per capita,   regional 

disposable income per capita,  national beef supply per capita,   region- 

al beef supply per capita,  national price of by-products,   regional 

pork price,   and regional feed and nonfeed costs. 

The simulation program was run with initial values of the lagged 

endogenous variables and the values of exogenous variables.    Results 

obtained from the first iteration were the estimated values of the 
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endogenous variables for 1961,   and the level of cattle feeding in vari- 

ous regions for 1962.    The second iteration began with these values 

of the endogenous variables as values of predetermined endogenous 

variables for the second time period,   and the algorithm went through 

all the equations and identities once again,   estimating the values of 

all endogenous variables for 1962 and the level of cattle feeding for 

1963.     This process was repeated until the endogenous variables were 

estimated for 1967 &nd the level of cattle feeding was estimated for 1968. 

The results obtained from the computer simulation model were 

compared with the actual historical data for the same period to find 

the forecasting accuracy of the model.    Whenever there were signs 

of error buildup,   the model was examined to find the cause of the 

error and its buildup.    If the buildup of the error was of such a mag- 

nitude that it produced estimates completely out of the relevant 

range,   an operating limit or rule was introduced in the system ac- 

cording to what would have been expected on the basis of economic 

logic. 

The operating rules are introduced into the model to avoid ac- 

cumulation of error through time,   and to improve estimates.    The 

rules are wrought in such a fashion that they have economic basis, 

and their purpose is to dampen the deviations between the actual and 

estimated values.    Especially when the model is designed for predic- 

tion of a number of variables over an extended time period,   the 
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operating rules are important because if there is an error buildup 

through time,   then the long-run predictions would be out of the rele- 

vant range.    The introduction of operating rules in such situations 

is an essential part of the model development. 

When it was necessary to introduce an operating rule in the 

model,   the model was run again with the operating rule,   and the re- 

sults of all endogenous variables estimated by the system were com- 

pared to the historical data to determine whether the introduction of 

the operating rule had been useful.    If the operating rule had been 

operative,   and the results for that variable for which the operating 

rule was inserted in the system had come closer to the historical 

data,   then its effect on other endogenous variables was checked.    In 

the recursive model,   the results obtained for one endogenous variable 

affect the values of other endogenous variables.    If the values of other 

endogenous variables were disturbed and absolute deviation between 

their estimated values from the simulation model and their actual 

values increased substantially from as expected by randonaness, then 

that operating  rule was  discarded  and  a   new operating rule was 

introduced. 

The introduction of operating rules was continued until all the 

variables   were satisfactorily reproduced.    The complete simulation 

program is presented in Appendix II. 
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Operating Rules 

Five operating rules were introduced in the model,   four on the 

number of cattle fed and one on the national price of feeder cattle. 

This being a short run model,   there is a limit placed by certain fac- 

tors on the way the number of cattle fed will behave in a region. 

Some of these factors are slaughter capacity of a region,   the capacity 

of feedlots in a region,   the effect of supply of cattle fed on prices in 

wholesale beef,   fed cattle,   and feeder cattle markets,   the demand for 

fed beef,   and the availability and cost of transportation.    These fac- 

tors can be expected to place some constraints on the rate of growth 

of cattle feeding in a region. 

Some of the  estimated figures on the number of cattle fed in 

Region 7 (Texas,   Oklahoma,   and New Mexico) were about 20 to 30 

percent larger than the actual figures.    The deviation increased at 

a tremendous rate for that variable in the last few years.    One of 

the variables explaining the variation in the number of cattle fed ";as 

the number of cattle fed in the previous time period.    Thus,   in order 

to control the accumulation of error in the estimates,   restrictions 

were placed on that variable in that region.    The number of cattle 

fed in Region 7 was restricted to a maximum of 15 percent increase 

per year.    That is,  if the number of cattle fed in a certain year was 

estimated to increase by more than 1 5 percent from that in the previ- 

ous year,   then the number of cattle fed in that year was increased by 
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15 percent from that in the previous year.    If the increase in the num- 

ber of cattle fed in that region was less than 15 percent,   then the re- 

striction was inoperative. 

The limit of 15 percent increase was considered to be appropri- 

ate because with that restriction the estimated values of that variable 

were closer to the actual historical data,   and also the estimated val- 

ues of other variables were reproduced with a smaller deviation. 

The restriction was found operative in 1965,   1966,   1967 and 1968. 

Operating restrictions were also introduced on the number of 

cattle fed in Regions 2 (Pacific Northwest),   6 (North Plains states), 

and 8 (CornBelt states).    In the Pacific Northwest the estimates of 

the number of cattle fed were depressed in comparison with the actual 

historical values.    Therefore,   the first estimated value,   that is,   of 

1962,   was multiplied by 1. 10.    Since the estimation of the value of 

cattle fed in a certain year depended upon the value in the preceding 

year,   the years following 1962 were reproduced with higher accur- 

acy.    Similarly,   the number of cattle fed in the North Plains states 

in 1962 were multiplied by 0.90 to dampen its very rapid increase 

in that year. 

The estimated number of cattle fed in the Midewest were much 

lower than the actual values.    A figure of yearly increase of 0. 05 

was considered to be appropriate to put the estimated figure in line 

with the actual figures.    Therefore,   the minimum, yearly increase 

of 0.05 was introduced for the first four years (1962-65).    This 
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operating rule was operative only in 1963 and 1964. 

The estimated values of price of feeder cattle in the national 

market and regional markets were too high as compared with histor- 

ical figures.    Too high prices of feeder cattle in a region would give 

incentive to feeder cattle producers to increase their herds.    This 

will increase the number of cattle fed because the number of feeder 

cattle and cattle fed are positively related.    The number of cattle fed 

next year,   in turn,   depends upon the number fed this year.    This 

relationship is also positive.    Thus,   a cycle may continue which may 

cause the values of other variables to go out of line. 

One of the variables in the estimating equation of the regional 

price of feeder cattle was the price of feeder cattle in the national 

market.     Therefore,   the national price of feeder cattle was reduced 

by   $2. 00 through a reduction in the intercept value.    This operating 

rule brought the estimated prices of the feeder cattle closer to their 

historical counterparts. 

Validation of the Model 

Whether or not the simulation model is a valid representation 

of the cattle feeding industry depends upon how closely the simulated 

values of the variable of the model correspond to their historical 

counterparts.    The model is validated if the historical values were 

reproduced with an acceptable accuracy.    In general,   the values of 
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the variables which this simulation mo del generated fell within the 

acceptable limits from the observed values.    The historical and es- 

timated values of all endogenous variables are given in Appendix 1, 

.Tables 1 to 8.    The percent   deviations--average,   highest,   and low- 

est--between simulated values and actual values of all endogenous 

variables are shown in Table 11.    The deviations of individual vari- 

ables are discussed below. 

The average deviation of the simulated values of the number of 

cattle fed for the entire period,   1962-68,   from the observed values 

was six percent.    The lowest deviation was about two percent in 

Region 8 and the highest was about 16 percent.    The average devia- 

tion for the Pacific Northwest region was seven percent. 

The estimated values of the feeder cattle supply in any region 

for the period diverged less than three percent from the historical 

values.    The divergence was less than one percent in Region 8,   and 

slightly more than one percent in the Pacific Northwest. 

The simulated values of cow inventories were very close to 

the actual values.    The average deviation between the two was about 

one percent,   with the lowest percent deviation of 0. 60 occurring in 

Region 4.    The maximum percent deviation for this variable was two 

percent in the Southern Plains.    In the Pacific Northwest region,   the 

deviation was 1.75 percent. 

The regional prices of feeder cattle,   fed cattle,   and wholesale 



Table 11.     Percent Deviations Between Simulated Values and. Actual Values of all Endogenous 
Variables-'-Aver agej   Highest,   and Lowest 

Variable 
Avg.  % 

deviation 
Highest % deviation 

Region % Dev. 
Lowest % deviation 

Region % Dev. 

CATFED 

FDRCAT 

COW IN V 

T^FDBF 

PFDRCT 

PFDCAT 

PWSLBF 

PWSLBF* 

PFDRCT 

PFDCAT< 

COWBEEF 

K 

N 

6.06 7 

2.83 6 

1.27 7 

5.50 7 

3.97 9 

2.65 5 

2.19 5 

1.45 - 

7.84 - 

1.73 - 

10.26 . 

16.12 

6. 54 

2.09 

3.59 

2.26 

0.76 

0. 60 

15.29 1 1.99 

7.11 1 2.43 

5. 32 2 1.55 

1.43 
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beef were fairly reproduced.    The average deviations ranged from 

two percent to less than four percent.    Average deviations for the 

Pacific Northwest region for three price variables were 3.65,   1. 55, 

and 2..28 percent,  respectively. 

The deviation in the total supply of fed beef was closely related 

to the deviation in the number of cattle fed in feedlots.    The average 

deviation for this variable was 5. 5 percent,   and that in the Pacific 

Northwest region was 5.13 percent. 

The simulated value of the najional prices of wholesale beef, 

feeder cattle,   and fed cattle diverged from their historical counter- 

parts by 1.45,   7.84 and 1.73 percent,   respectively.    The average 

deviation in supply of cow beef in the nation was slightly more than 

ten percent. 

Forecasting Properties of the Model 

One of the main characteristics of the simulation model devel- 

oped above is that if the values of exogenous variables of the model 

are known for any given period--past,  present or future--the values 

of endogenous variables can be simulated by the model for the com- 

parable period.    Only the initial values of lagged variables and the 

values of exogenous variables are needed to operate it over any spe- 

cified time period.    The impact of various changes in the values of 

exogenous variables,   changes in the initial conditions,   or changes in 
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the structure of one or more equations can be handled through the 

model.    For example,   the model can be used to trace the impact of 

a change in price structure on the other variables determined in the 

system. 

This model is of a recursive nature and can be used to project 

values of endogenous variables in future time periods.    It can be 

initiated in any year and projected to any year by feeding in the ap- 

propriate data on initial conditions and exogenous variables.    When 

future predictions are desired,   the values of exogenous variables 

need to be estimated in order to operate the model.    Most of such 

estimated values can be obtained by techniques like time series simple 

regression analysis,   especially when there appears to be some trend 

shown by data of the past period.    The data on income, population, 

and per capita consumption of fed beef are a few examples of such 

variables.    The values of some variables whose historical values 

fluctuate around a pivotal value could be estimated by taking their 

mean value into consideration.    The range condition variable is an 

example of this type of relation. 

The parameters of the model were estimated from historical 

data.    They portray the economic activity during the historical period 

used for their estimation under the existing economic structure of the 

cattle feeding industry.    If the structure of the industry changes, 

that is,   if there are changes in the existing institutions or 
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governmental policies,   a new set of coefficients to represent the 

behavioral relationships is needed.    The model cannot predict these 

changes,  but it can trace the effect of such changes on the variables 

determined by the system if the changes are incorporated into the 

model. 

Projections to 1975 

Projections in 1975 were made through the model for all endoge- 

nous variables.    For this analysis,   values for all exogenous variables 

were estimated up to 1975.    The ordinary least-squares technique 

was used to estimate the national per capita consumption of beef, 

national and regional per capita disposable income,  beef supply per 

capita in the U.   S.  and all nine regions,   and feedlot costs in each 

region.     Prices of by-products were considered as constant because 

the changes in that variable throughout the 1956-68 period were very 

small.    The range conditions in all regions and the national price of 

pork were taken at their mean values because their values in the past 

years indicated that they fluctuated around mean values. 

The values of the exogenous variables and the initial conditions 

were fed into the computer,   and the projected values were obtained 

up to 1975.    The values of the endogenous variable in 1968 and 1975, 

along with the percent changes for the period 1968-75,  are shown in 

Table 12. 



Table 12.    The Estimated Values of Endogenous Variables,   1968 and 1975,  and Percent Changes during 1968-75. 

Variable Period 
Region 

4 5 8 9 National 

CATFED 
(1,000 head) 

1968 

1975 

2,907 

3,191 

809 

1,269 

236 

261 

% change 
1968-75 9.74 56.89 10.-41 

Yearly % 
change 1.39 8.12 1.48 

FpRiSAT . 
(1,000 head) 

1968 

1975 

1,659 

1,755 

1,581 

1,785 

1,685 

J 1,956 

% change 
1968-75 5.79 12.95 16.03 

Yearly % 
change 0.82 1.85 2.29 

COW1NV 
(1,000 head) 

1968 

1975 

1,431 

1,583 

1,657 

2,053 

2, 194 

2,571 

% change 
1968-75 10.63 23.90 17.18 

Yearly % 
change 1.51 3.41 2.45 

1,476 172 6,066 2,071 8,525 

2,208 181 10,291 5,510 11,246 

49.57 5.68 69.64 166.0 32.09 

7.08 0.81 9.94 23.7 4.58 

19.75 

2.82 

684 22,946 

709 34,871 

3.69 51:96 

0.52 7.42 

844 503 5,662 6>317 8,484 9,457 36,192 

978 534 6,450 7,396 8,023 9,521 38,402 

15.91 6.12 13.91 17.07 -5.44 0.67 

1.12 2. 89 3.55 3.68 3.24 

6.10 

2.27 0.87 1.98 2.43 -0.77 0.09 0.87 

998 616 6,465 8,523 5,564 8,853 36,301 

1,196 664 7,948 10,644 6,999 10,862 44,525 

7.84 22.93 24.88 25.80 22.69 22.65 

3.23 
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1,260,995      360,647        106,869 708,393        76,410       2,911,326       930,410   3,516,697   273,989  10,145,736 

1,391,403     586,100        118,918      1,067,343       80,782      4,980,931   2,490,991   4,430,122   280,543 15,427,130 

Variable Period 

TSFDBF 1968 
(1,000 pounds) 

1975 

% change 
1968-75 

Yearly % 
change 

PFDCAT 1968 
(doUars) 

1975 

% change 
1968-75 

Yearly % 
change 

PFDRCT 1968 
(doUars) 

1975 

% change 
1968-75 

Yearly % 
change 

Region 
4 5 8 National 

11.03 

2.2 

13.30 

1.90 

62.51 

15.7 

2.20 

11.27 

1.57 8.93 1.61 

26.24 26.05 21.3 7 

26.83 26.07 19.76 

-7.5 

0.31 0 -1.07 

25.46 26.76 26.96 

28.82 30.91 30.91 

14.0 

2.00 

52.39 

10.2 

1.45 

5.72 

7.48 0.81 

27.04 27.18 

27.93 28.50 

3.3 4.7 

16.1 

2.30 

71.08 

10.15 

27.04 

28.81 

6.6 

0.47 0.67 0.94 

27.42 26.69 28.56 

30.21 30.93 32.17 

12.0 

1.71 

167.73 25.97 

8.3 

11.0 

1.57 

10.9 

1.55 

2.39 53.56 

23.96 3.71 0.34 7.65 

26.49 27.79 25.59 27.02 

28.71 27.78 25.38 27.69 

-0.7 

13.3 

1.90 

2.47 

rl. 18 0 -0.1 0.35 

26.51 27.52 24.73 26.89 

29.59 30.54 28.03 31.01 

15.32 

2.18 

00 
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42.25 35.70 41.48 43.41 41.41 41.40 43.18 43.07 45.17 

41.46 32.83 41.10 45.20        41.61 40.13 41.78 42.68 46.12 

Variable Period 1 

PWSLBF 1968 44.64 
(dollars) 

1975 44.99 

% change 
1968-75 0.7 

Yearly % 
change 0.1 

COW BEEF 1968 
(1,000 pounds) 

1975 

% change 
1968-75 

Yearly % 
change 

Region 
4 5 8 

-1.8 -8.0 -0.9 4.1 0.48 -3.0 

-0.26 -1.14 -0.12 0.58 0.07 -0.42 -0.46 

■ National 

-3.24 -0.90 2.10 

-0.12 0.30 

8, 623,057 

9,891,412 

14.70 

2.10 
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According to the projected estimates,   substantially greater 

numbers of cattle will be fed in United States feedlots in 1975 than 

in 1968.    The total number of fed cattle was estimated to be about 

23 million head in 1968,   while the number projected for 1975 was 

about 35 million.    This means that about 50 percent more cattle will 

be fed in 1975 than in 1968 in the.United States.    Though the estimated 

number of cattle fed showed an increase in all nine regions separately, 

the increase was not equally divided among all regions.    The Pacific 

Northwest region showed an increase of about 57 percent in the num- 

ber of cattle fed duirng 1968-75.    That is,   eight percent more cattle 

are estimated to be fed in Pacific Northwest feedlots annually during 

that period.    The California-Arizona region is projected to increase 

its fed cattle production by less than ten percent in the 1968-75 per- 

iod,   that is,   an annual increase of slightly over one percent is ex- 

pected to take place in that region. 

The lowest increase in the number of cattle fed was found in 

the eastern states.    These states were estimated to have fed 684, 000 

head of cattle in 1968 and were projected to feed 709, 000 head in 

1975.    Thus,   an increase of 3.69 percent in the number of cattle fed 

was estimated during 1968-75 period,   or an increase of 0. 52 percent 

per year. 

The Utah-Nevada region would increase the number of cattle 

fed by 0. 81 per annum during this period.    Its total number of cattle 
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fed was estimated to increase from 172, 000 head to 181, 000 head 

during the 1968-75 period. 

The maximum increase in the number of cattle fed was estimat- 

ed in the Texas-Oklahoma-New Mexico region.    This region recorded 

an expansion from 2, 0 71, 000 head in 1968 to 5, 510, 000 head in 19 75, 

which is an increase of about 23 percent annually. 

The North Central area comprised of 12 states was estimated 

to be the leading area in the number bf cattle fed in 19 75.    It in- 

creased its fed cattle by 48 percent during 1968-75.    Of the 35 mil- 

lion head about 22 million head will be fed in these states in 19 75. 

Thus,   about 62 percent of the total number of cattle fed in the United 

States are estimated to be fed in these states. 

Colorado is expected to increase its fed cattle at the rate of 

seven percent annually during the period 1968-75,   feeding over two 

million head in 19 75.    The Montana-Wyoming region is found to have 

an increase of about 1. 40 percent annually during the period. 

The supply of feeder cattle in the United States increased from 

about 36 million head in 1968 to more than 38 million head in 19 75, 

for an increase of six percent during the period. 

The increase in supply of feeder cattle in the Pacific Northwest 

was about 13 percent during 1968-75,  whereas the number of cattle 

fed increased by about 5 7 percent during the same period.    This may 

be due to the fact that in the earlier years the number of cattle fed 

in Pacific Northwest feedlots was substantially less than the number 

of feeder cattle available there.    This uneven increase between the 
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two variables would bring this difference to a lesser extent in 1975. 

The supply of feeder cattle was estimated to increase by about 

two percent annually in the Northern Plains states,   and to decrease 

by 0.77 percent annually in the Corn ^sit area.   Thus,   the increase 

for the North Central states during 1968-75 is expected to be only 

about two percent. 

The simulated value of cow inventory in the United States was 

23 percent higher in 1975 than in 1968.    The value of this variable 

increased in every region.    The Pacific Northwest was estimated to 

increase its cow inventory from 1. 6 million head in 1968 to two mil- 

lion head in 1975,   for an increase of 3.41 percent annually. 

The national supply of nonfed beef increased from 8.6 billion 

pounds in 1967 to about 9.9 billion pounds in 1975,   showing an in- 

crease of about 15 percent during 1968-75,   or about two percent 

annually. 

The projected values of the national prices of feeder cattle, 

fed cattle,   and wholesale beef markets recorded an increase of 2. 1, 

.2.5,  and 15. 3 percent,   respectively,   during 1968-75.    The projected, 

increase in regional feeder cattle prices ranged from 1.45 percent 

to 2. 3 percent annually,   the Pacific Northwest prices increasing by 

about two percent annually.    The regional fed cattle prices decreased 

in two regions, Montanar-Wyoming and the Eastern states.    Montana- 

Wyoming recorded a decrease of about one percent annually and 
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Eastern states about 0. 1 percent annually during 1968-75.    The 

Pacific Northwest did not show any change in the price of fed cattle 

during that period. 

The projected values of regional prices of wholesale beef in 

1975 deviated slightly from the values estimated by the model for 

1968.    The only value which was significantly different from that in 

1968 was of Montana-Wyoming region where the price of wholesale 

beef had shown a decline of eight percent during the period or decline 

of about one percent per year.    This is in correspondence with the 

decrease of price of fed cattle in the same region. 

Impact of Changes in Feed Grain Prices 

The simulated model of the beef cattle feeding industry was 

used to analyze the effect of an increase in feed grain prices on the 

number of cattle fed in different regions,   and the variables associated 

with it.    Feed grains were divided into two categoreis--corn and all 

other feed grains.    Corn prices were raised by 20 percent over the 

usual estimates for 1970-75,   and the prices of all other feed grains 

were raised by 15 percent for the period 1970-75.    These figures 

were used because in Fall,   1970,   corn leaf blight occurred in the 

United States increasing corn prices by more than 20 percent. 

This increase in feed grain prices increased the regional feed 

costs for the period 1970-75.    The values of all other exogenous 
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variables were the same as used in the projections of the endogenous 

variables for 1975.    Only the value of feed costs were changed for 

the period 1970-75. 

Since feed cost is one of the variables in calculating profitability 

of cattle feeding,   an increase in feed costs decreases the profitability 

of feedlot operators.    The number of cattle fed,   among other things, 

is a function of profits of feeding cattle in feedlots lagged one year. 

Therefore,   a change in profits in 1970 affected the number of cattle 

fed in 1971.    If the effect of the change in cattle fed is traced through 

the flow chart (Figure 2),  it can be seen that a change in the number 

of cattle fed in 1971 would affect prices of fed cattle and the total 

supply of fed beef in 1971,   the national and regional price of feeder 

cattle in 1972,   the supply of feeder cattle and nonfed beef in 1973, 

and cow inventories in 1974.    This is due to lagged reactions in the 

beef cattle feeding industry.    The changes in the projections for 

1975 for all endogenous variables with the feed grain price increase 

are shown in Table 13. 

The number of cattle fed in the United States were predicted 

to decline by about 324, 000 head in 1975 with the increase in feed 

grain prices.    This constitutes a decline of about one percent in the 

earlier projections made for 1975.    The estimated number of cattle 

fed showed an increase in four of the nine regions.    These four 

regions were California-Arizona,   Pacific Northwest,   Midwest, 
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Table 13 .    Changes in Projections for 197S of the Endogenous Variables with Feed Grain Price 
Increase. 

Without feed With feed Percent 
grain grain difference 

Variable Region increase increase Difference Y2-Yl 
Y       *100 

1 
Yl Y2 Y2-Yl 

Head Head Head Percent 

CATFED 1 3,191,455 3, 219^ 159 27,704 0.86 
2 1,269,710 1, 293, 214 23,504 1.85 
3 261,516 259, 597 rl,919 -0.73 
4 2, 208, 656 2,140, 870 -   -07,786 -3.06 

■5 131,938 181, 696 -242 -0.13 
6 10, 291, 740 9, 971, 039 -320,701 -3.11 
7 5, 510, 049 5, 510,140 0 0 
8 11,246,970 11, 262, 190 15, 220 0.13 
9 709,841 710, 425 584 0.08 

Total U. S. 34,871,966 34,548,330 -323, 636 -0.92 

FDR.CAT 1 1,755,892 1,756,286 394 0.02 
2 1,786,733 1, 785, 706 -27 0 
3 1,956,265 1, 956, 360 95 0 
4 978,869 978, 832 -37 0 
5 534, 869 534j 954 85 0.01 
6 6, 450, 147 6,450, 409 262 0 
7 7,396,590 7*396,284 -306 0 
8 8, 023, 235 8, 026* 545 3,310 0.04 
9 9,521.363 9, 524, 244 2,881 0.03 

Total U. S. 38,402,963 38,409, 620 6,657 0.02 

COWINV 1 1, 583* 374 1, 583, 943 569 0.03 
2 2,053, 625 2, 053, 567 -58 0 
3 2, 571, 368 2, 571,498 130 0 

4 1,196, 017 1,195,979 -38 0 

5 664, 790 664,915 125 0.02 
6 7,948,653 7,949, 069 416 0 

7 10, 644, 560 10, 643, 850 -710 0 
8 6,999, 895 7, 000, 218 323 0 

9 10,862,910 10,864,550 1,640 0.01 

Total U. S. 44, 525, 192 44, 527, 589 2,397 0 

(Continued) 
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Table 13.    Continued 

Without feed With feed Percent 
grain grain difference 

Variable Region      increase increase Dif'ereuee 
Vl    .on -       xlOO Yl Y2 VYi 

Pounds Pounds Pounds Percent 

TSFDBF 1 1,391,403,000 ..,     1,404,149, 000 12, 746, 000 0.90 
2 586,100,000 597, 609, 000 11, 509, 000 1.96 
3 118,918,000 117,982, 000 - -936,000 -0.78 
4 1,067,343,000 1, 034,106, 000 -33, 237,000 -3.11 
5 80,782,000 80, 674, 000 r108,000 -0.13 
6 4,980,931,000 4,823,837,000 -157,094,000 -3.15 
7 2,490,991,000 2,490,991, 000 0 0 
8 4, 430,122,000 4, 548,927, 000 118, 805, 000 2.68 
9 280, 543, 000 281,243, 000 7004 000 0.25 

Total U. S. 15,427,130,000 15, 379, 518, 000 -47,612,000 -0.31 

Dollars Dollars Dollars Percent 

PFDRCT 1 28.82 28.74 -.08 -0.27 
2 30.91 30.88 -.03 -0.09 
3 30.91 30.90 -.01 -0.03 
4 30.21 30.25 .04 0.12 
5 30.93 30.90 -.03 -0.09 
6 32.17 32.16 -.01 -0.03 
7 29.59 29.56 -.03 -0.09 
8 30.54 30.50 -.04 -0.12 
9 28.03 28.00 -.03 -0.10 

N 31.01 30.98 -.03 -0.09 

PFDCAT 1 26.83 26.87 .04 0.15 
2 26.07 26.10 .03 0.10 
3 19.76 19.72 -.04 -0.20 
4 27.93 27.82 -.11 -0.04 
5 28.50 28.50 0 0 
6 28.81 28.68 -.13 -0.45 
7 28.71 28. 71 0 0 
8 27.78 27.91 .13 0.46 
9 25.38 25.38 0 0 

N 27.69 27.69 0 0 

Pounds Pounds Pounds Percent 

COWBEEF N 9,891,413,000 9,903, 578, 000 12,165,000 0.12 
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and Eastern states.    The Pacific Northwest states showed an increase 

of about 24, 000 head.    The maximum decline in the estimated number 

of cattle fed occurred in the Northern Plains states.    The cattle fed 

in these states decreased by 320, 000 head in response to an increase 

in feed grain prices.    The total supply of fed beef which is directly 

related to the number of fed cattle decreased with increase in feed 

grain prices.    It showed the same direction of change in the individual 

regions as that shown by the number of cattle fed. 

The regional and national prices in the feeder cattle market 

declined from the projected ones with the increase in feed grain 

prices.    The only exception was Colorado,  where prices increased 

by four cents per hundredweight over the projections for 1975. 

Prices in the fed cattle market increased in three regions,   did not 

show any change in three regions,   and declined in three regions 

from the projected values for 1975. 

The supply of feeder cattle decreased slightly in the Pacific 

Northwest,   Colorado,  and the Southern Plains in response to the feed 

grain price increase,   while it increased in the other six regions. 

Cow inventories also showed the same trend as the supply of feeder 

cattle. 

The national supply of nonfed beef increased slightly in re- 

sponse to a relative decline in the number of fed cattle in the United 

States in 1975.    This increase was expected on the basis of economic 
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theory,   because cow beef is considered to be a good substitute for 

fed beef,   cross elasticity between the two being 1..292,  when per- 

centage change in the quantity of nonfed beef is considered in response 

to the price of fed beef (15,   p.   178). 
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III     INTERREGIONAL SHIPMENTS OF FED BEEF 

The total demand for a product in a region is the horizontal 

summation of individual consumer's demand curves in that region. 

That is,   at every price the quantities taken of that product by an 

individual consumer are added for all consumers in the region to 

derive a regional demand curve. 

The consumer's demand for a product depends upon (1 ) the 

price of the produce,   (2) consumer's tastes and preferences,  (3) the 

consumer's income,  (4) prices of related commodities,   and (5) the 

range of goods available to consumer.    The demand curve is gener- 

ally drawn as a relationship between price and quantity of the product 

demanded.    All other factors are assumed constant.    Usually,   as the 

price of the product increases,   the quantity demanded decreases. 

Therefore,   the individual's demand curve is drawn downward sloping 

to the right.    When any of the other factors change,   the demand curve 

changes.    For example,   if the individual's income increases then at 

the same price the individual will buy more of that product.    When 

summing the individual demand curves to obtain total demand for a 

region or a nation,  population also becomes an important factor. 

Due to an increase in consumer income per capita and increasr; 

es in population after World War II,   the demand for fed beef haS ex- 

panded.    Consumers' tastes and preferences have also played an 
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important role in this expansion of demand.    This growth has not 

been the same in every region.    In some regions,   where urbaniza- 

tion is relatively higher and new industries have been developed,   the 

population has increased very rapidly.    Therefore,   the regional dis- 

tribution of fed beef consumption and the level and character of de- 

mand have changed tremendously during the past 25 years. 

On the supply side,   technological innovation outside as well as 

within the livestock-meat industry has increased the overall supply 

of fed beef in the United States.    Some regions were located favor- 

ably with respect to resources and were well adapted to adjust to new 

methods and practices.    Regional differences in supplies or in prices 

of factors of production also resulted in differences in the regional 

rate of acceptance of technological innovation.    The rate of special- 

ization and integration also varied among different regions.    There- 

fore,   supplies of cattle and beef increased more in some regions, 

which were favored by economic environments,   than in others. 

This differential growth in demand and supply of fed beef in 

various regions contributed to important changes in physical and 

economic relationships among regions,   necessitating interregional 

adjustments. 

In the first section of this chapter,   a model for determining 

interregional shipments of fed beef has been developed.    The second 

section describes the collection and processing of data for estimating 
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the cost of transportation of live and carcass fed beef among regions, 

cattle slaughtering capacity,   and slaughter costs.    In the third sec- 

tion,   the coefficients of behavioral equations used in the model have 

been estimated.    Finally,   the results of empirical analysis have been 

discussed. 

Framework of Analysis 

An attempt has been made here to construct a model which can 

explain the shipments of fed beef among regions.    The model as pre- 

sented is still in a crude,   developmental stage.    While solution of the 

model may not exactly depict the actual industry situation,   the meth- 

odology used is expected to be of value in viewing some locational 

aspects of the fed beef industry. 

Perfect competition has been assumed in the model; trade be- 

tween regions takes place on the basis of economic incentives.    Also, 

fed beef is viewed as a homogeneous commodity; that is,   there are 

no differences of quality of fed beef among regions. 

Theoretical Considerations 

The basic determinants of the amounts of interregional trade, 

as discussed in this study,   are prices of live fed cattle and carcass 

beef.    Trade takes place from a surplus-producing region to a deficit- 

producing region on the condition that there is a price differential 
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which makes it profitable for a surplus region to ship to a deficit 

region.    A surplus region is considered to be one in which the number 

of cattle fed,   transformed into carcass weight,   exceeds the fed beef 

consumption of the region.    The consumption in a region was calcu- 

lated by multiplying per capita consuraption of fed beef by population 

of the region.    A deficit region is considered to be one in which the 

number of cattle fed,   transformed into carcass weight,   fell short of 

the consumption of fed beef in that region.    Trade continued until 

4 
the price level in the importing region    did not exceed the price level 

of the exporting region by more than the cost of transportation be- 

tween the two regions.    That is,   the price level in the importing 

region should be equal to or greater than the price level of the ex- 

porting region plus the cost of transportation between the two.    This 

is the condition of an equilibrium in the two regions.    When all pairs 

of exporting and importing regions,   considered simultaneously,   have 

reached the condition described above,  an equilibrium in national 

fed beef trade is said to have been reached. 

A hypothetical two-region case may be presented graphically 

(13,  p.   334).    A demand and supply curve for a product are given 

for two regions,   E and I (Figure 4).    Cost of transportation for 

4 
Importing and exporting do not refer to foreign trade but to 

interregional shipments in the United States. 
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shipping product from one region to the other is also known.    The 

intersection of the demand and supply curves determines the equilib- 

rium prices in Regions E and I separately,  the price in Region I being 

higher than that in Region E. 

Region E ships the product to Region I as  long as the price dif- 

ferential exceeds the cost of transportation between the two regions. 

This trade shifts the supply curve of exporting  Region E to the left, 

from Si-, to S   ',   indicating a decrease in supply of the product for that 
E E 

region and increasing the price.    The supply curve of the importing 

Region I shifts to the right (left in the inverted diagram) from ST to 

S ' indicating an increase in supply for that region,   decreasing the 

price.    The equilibrium price level after the shipments have taken 

place will be OP    for the importing region and O-,?    for the export- 
I   e E   e 

ing region.    If the prices are not CLP    and O^P ,   trade will continue 
I   e E   e 

to take place.    With every injection of supply (in one iteration),   the 

prices in both regions will move toward an equilibrium position. 

The amount of adjustment needed depends upon the slopes of 

the demand curves.    The more elastic the demand curves,   the greater 

the quantity of the product which must be shipped to reach a new 

equilibrium price level.    In the final equilibrium,  price in the im- 

porting region equals price in the exporting region, plus the cost of 

transportation between the regions,   that is,   OTP    = 0,_,P    + T„T. 0 I   e E   e        El 

This two-region case is extended to a multi-region case in the model 
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Quantity 
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O, 

Quantity 

REGION E 

Figure 4.      Hypothetical Two-region Model Illustrating the 
Determination of Equilibrium Market Prices 
and Shipment Patterns with Given Supply and 
Demand Curves . 

The Model 

A description of the model for interregional shipments of live 

and carcass beef is given in this section.    The same nine regions are 

used as in the previous chapter where regional levels of cattle feeding 

are discussed (see Figure 1). 
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The price differentials among regions  were the basic deter- 

minants of the interregional shipments.    The regional price of whole- 

sale beef was considered as a function of the price of wholesale beef 

in the nation,   the difference between the per capita supply of fed beef 

in the nation and in that region,   and the difference between national 

and regional per capita disposable income.    The national price of 

wholesale beef depended upon per capita consumption of fed beef in 

the United States,   the national per capita disposable income,   and 

the national pork price (see Figure 3). 

The wholesale prices of fed beef were calculated for each 

region.    These prices were compared between regions,   and the 

differences in prices packers can get selling in their own region 

relative to that in other regions were calculated.    The cost of trans- 

porting carcass beef from one region to another was then deducted 

from these differences to calculate the net price advantage of shipping 

carcass beef between regions.    The maximum price advantage was 

then picked up from these values. 

The basic method of calculating the maximum price advantage 

of shipping live cattle among regions was the same as that described 

above for carcass beef shipments.    The total number of fed cattle 

presently available in a region relative to slaughter capacity in the 

region was calculated.    The dollar value that could be obtained for 

fed cattle slaughtered in a region was calculated by subtracting 
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transportation costs of shipping beef in carcass form within the 

region and slaughter costs per  hundredweight in a region from the 

price of wholesale fed beef in the region.    These two variables deter- 

mined the price of fed cattle in a region.    The difference in price per 

hundred pounds that producers can get selling fed cattle in their own 

region relative to that in other regions was obtained,   and subsequently 

the price advantage was calculated by deducting the transportation 

costs of shipping live cattle between the regions.     The maximum price 

advantage was then identified. 

The two maximum price advantages, one in the case of ship- 

ments of carcass beef and the other for live cattle shipments,  were 

compared.     Beef in carcass form  was shipped if the price advantage 

of shipping carcass beef was greater than that of shipping beef in live 

form.     Live cattle were shipped if the price  advantage of shipping 

live cattle was greater than that in shipping carcass beef. 

The amount of beef to be shipped in one iteration was calculated 

by an arbitrary number.    A number was selected which,   when multi- 

plied by the amount of maximum price advantage,   would indicate the 

quantity of live or carcass beef to ship in one iteration.     This selec- 

tion of an arbitrary number was made for carcass beef,   and then the 

number was divided by 615,   the average dressed carcass weight of a 

fed steer,   to represent the number    of live cattle to be shipped.    The 

arbitrary number was so selected that it would be large enough to get 
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convergence to a solution in a reasonable number of iterations,  and 

small enough so that small surplus-producing regions would ship beef. 

Any potential shipments,   calculated on the basis of the price 

advantage,  from exporting regions to importing regions were re- 

quired to meet certain restrictions before they were considered to 

have taken place.    This was done in order to make the solution eco- 

nomically feasible.    The surplus regions were not allowed to be net 

importers of live and carcass beef,   and the deficit regions were not 

allowed to be net exporters.    The net importers were considered to 

be ones whose imports exceeded exports,   and the net exporters were 

the ones whose exports exceeded imports.    Some surplus regions 

found it advantageous to sell other surplus regions who,   in turn, 

could sell it to a deficit region advantageously.    This was allowed 

for within the restrictions,  provided the surplus region was not the 

net importer of fed beef in live or carcass form. 

The slaughter capacity of a region was one of the limitations 

imposed on the number of cattle a region could slaughter.    A deficit- 

producing region was not allowed to import fed cattle in live form in 

excess of the slaughter capacity minus the number of cattle slaugh- 

tered in that region.    If the import of fed cattle from other regions 

exceeded the reriiaining slaughter capacity after consideration had 

been given to their own cattle,   then this restriction indicated that the 

last flow of imports of live cattle to that region was void.   If slaughter 
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capacity of a region was less than the consumption of fed beef,   then 

that region could not be a net exporter of carcass beef,   even though 

that region was surplus in fed cattle. 

If any of the above restrictions applied to the shipments calcu- 

lated on the basis of maximum price advantage,   then that shipment 

was considered null and void.    The maximum price advantages of 

shipping live or carcass beef were again compared,   and the next most 

advantageous difference was identified for shipments.    This was multi- 

plied by the same arbitrary number to obtain the amount to be shipped, 

which was then checked to meet the restrictions described above. 

This process was repeated until a shipment was calculated which was 

economically feasible. 

The export of beef was subtracted from the beef available in the 

exporting region,   and the import of beef was added to that available 

in importing region.    This marked the beginning of the second itera- 

tion,  with new values of amounts of beef available for both importing 

and exporting regions,   and the same initial values for all other reg- 

ions. 

The next iteration started with the inshipments and outship- 

ments of live or carcass beef which were found feasible in the first 

iteration.    These shipments were divided by the population of the 

region concerned to get inshipments and outshipments on a per capita 

basis.     The amount by which prices in a region will change due to 
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to shipments depended upon the slope of the per capita denaand curve 

in the region. 

It was assumed that the slope of the national per capita demand 

curve for beef was fairly representative of the regional per capita 

demand curve for fed beef in all regions.    That is,   the nature of the 

behavioral patterns of the consumers in the United States was the 

same in all parts of the country. 

The slope of the national demand curve for beef was obtained 

from a study   as    -0.01967(26,  p.  29).    This may be interpreted as 

follows.    If per capita consumption of fed beef in the United States 

changes by one pound,   the price of wholesale beef,   in dollars per 

hundredweight,  will change by two cents in the opposite direction of 

the change in consumption. 

The change in per capita supply of fed beef in a region,   due to 

shipments was multiplied by this slope to find the change in the price 

of fed beef.    The price change was negative in the importing region; 

therefore,   it was subtracted from the original price in that region. 

The price change was positive in the exporting region; therefore,   it 

was added to that region.    These price changes in the importing and 

exporting regions were not of the same magnitude because of popula- 

tion differences. 

The price differences among regions were again calculated, 

the maximum price advantages were obtained and compared,   and 
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shipments were calculated as above.    Iterations continued until no 

price advantage of shipping from one region to another remained. 

The final results required that positive price differences exactly 

equalled or were less than the cost of transportation between the 

two regions that entered the trade. 

The process discussed above is represented by the flow chart 

in Figure 5.    The symbols used in the flow chart are explained in 

Table 14.     The computer program written in Fortran IV language is 

given in Appendix III. 

Data Collection and Processing 

Transportation Costs (TRCSTC,   TRCSTL) 

Actual costs of transportation of live and carcass  beef,  whether 

by rail or by truck,  are not available in a published form.    The mak- 

ing of freight rates is a complicated process,   involving considera- 

tion of such things as value of the commodity,   frequency and volume 

of shipments,   density of commodity or weight per cubic foot,   competi- 

tion from other modes of transportationj   and susceptibility to dam- 

age,  in addition to the distance of shipment involved.    By correlating 

each specific factor involved,   a new transportation cost matrix can 

5 
be obtained. 

5 
A letter from R.  W.   Hall,   Assistant Traffic Manager,   Con- 

solidated Freightways,   Portland,   Oregon,   to the author,   written 
August 17,   1967. 
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Figure 5.    A Model for Interregional Shipments of Live and Carcass Beef 
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Table 14.    Description of Variables 

M stands for the region which exports carcass beef. 
N stands for the region which imports carcass beef. 
MM stands for the region which exports live beef. 
NN stands for the region which iraports live beef. 

TPRDL 

I 

J 

TPRDC 

CATFB 

POP 

SUPCB (I) 

CATFED (I) 

FNMFB (I) 

CNMFB (I) 

PWHFB 

PWHFBR (I) 

SUPCBR (I) 

POPR (I) 

YTR (I) 

YT 

VDFCAT (I) 

TRCSTC (I, J) 

= U.   S. production fed cattle,live weight. 

■= Subscript for region and/or origin-region. 

= Subscript for region and/or destination region. 

= U.   S. production fed beef,   carcass weight. 

= Carcass weight of fed beef available per capita 
in nation. 

= U.   S. population 

= Supply fed carcass beef in region. 

= Cattle fed that year for slaughter in region. 

= Imports-exports of cattle for that region. 

= Imports-exports of carcass beef for that region. 

= Carcass price of fed beef for nation. 

= Carcass price of fed beef for that region 

= Supply of fed carcass beef per capita in region. 

= Population of region. 

= Income per capita (after taxes) in region. 

= Income per capita (after taxes) in nation. 

= Value that could be obtained for fed cattle 
slaughtered in each region. 

= Cost of transporting carcass beef from Region I 
to Region J. 
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Table 14.    Continued. 

SLCOST (I) 

DIFWV (I, J) 

EIXA (I, J) 

VCAT (I) 

TL(I) 

SL(I) 

SLCPY (I) 

DIFLV (I, J) 

XILA (I, J) 

TRCSTL (I, J) 

MAXS (Mf.N) 

.MAXL(MM>NN) 

CANMFB(I, J) 

FDNMFB (I, J) 

b(I) 

= Slaughter cost per 100# liveweight in region. 

= Difference in price slaughterers can get selling 
in their own Region I,   relative to Region J. 

= Price advantage of shipping carcass beef from 
I to J (or real large negative number to show 
not pay). 

= Value that could be obtained for fed cattle 
slaughtered in each region,   changed to live 
weight basis. 

= Total live animals presently available in region. 

= Amount of TL relative to SI.    Capacity in region 
may be + or - (-when TL exceeds SLCPY). 

= Slaughter capacity of region (live weight). 

= Difference in price producer can get selling in 
their own Region I,   relative to Region J. 

= Price advantage of shipping live cattle from I to J 
(or real large negative number to show not pay). 

= Cost of transporting live beef from Region I to 
Region J. 

= Maximum price differential (EIXA) between 
regions for carcass beef. 

= Maximum price differential (XILA) between 
regions for live beef. 

= Import of carcass beef into Region J from Region I. 

= Import of live fed cattle into Region J from Region I. 

= Slope of regional demand curve for fed beef. 
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Most fed beef in live and carcass form is shipped by truck 

rather than by rail (4, p.   81).    For the purpose of this study it is 

assumed that all fed beef is shipped by truck.    Thus,   truck rates 

were used extensively as applicable rates. 

The rates used in this study were based upon the minimum load 

required by trucking companies.    Assuming everything else constant 

the truck transportation function was developed with transportation 

cost in dollars per hundredweight as the dependent variable and mile- 

age between the points of shipment as the independent variable.    These 

functions were based on current tariffs--most for 1967,   1968 and 

1969--and on rates rather than out-of-pocket costs.    The following 

formulas were used to estimate the transportation costs in this study. 

Carcass Beef 

Y = 0.8508 + 0.00109 X 

R2 = 0.7450 

Live Cattle 

Y = 0. 1061  + 0. 00191  X + 0. 00455 N/IT 

R2 = 0.9271 

Where      Y = transportation cost in dollars per hundredweight, 

and X = mileage between the two points of shipment. 

A letter from R.  A.   Dietrich,  Assistant Professor,   Texas 
A&M University addressed to James G.   Youde,   written June 3,   1970. 
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The points of outshipments and inshipments in the various 

regions were selected from the important market centers in each 

region.     These points are given below. 

Region Center of shipment 

1 Fresno (California) 

2 Portland (Oregon) 

3 Billings (Montana) 

4 Denver (Colorado) 

5 Salt Lake City (Utah) 

6 Omaha (Nebraska) 

7 Fort Worth (Texas) 

8 Chicago (Illinois) 

9 Nashville (Tennessee) 

In reality,   transportation rates sometimes vary with differences 

in the direction of shipments.    The freight rate is not necessarily the 

same from Portland to Denver as it is from Denver to Portland.    For 

the purposes of this study,   however,   the transportation rates were 

not assumed to depend upon the direction of shipnaents,  but only on 

the distance the load is hauled. 

Crom (2) developed a matrix of the rates of transportation of 

beef in live and carcass form among regions for 1975.    When the 

prediction of the direction and magnitude of shipnaents were made for 

1975 in this study,   these rates were used. 
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Slaughter Capacity (SLCPY) 

For the purposes of this study,   slaughter capacity of a region 

was defined as the maximum amount of live cattle which could be 

slaughtered in federally inspected plants and other commercial 

slaughter houses in the region.    The monthly figures are reported in 

Livestock and Meat Statistics.    The month of maximum cattle slaugh- 

ter was selected out of the 12 months for each region and the number 

of cattle slaughtered in that month was recorded.    This figure was 

multiplied by 12 to obtain an annual figure.    The number obtained 

was regarded as the estimated annual slaughter capacity for a region. 

The process was repeated for all years under consideration. 

Slaughter Costs (SLCOST) 

The costs involved in slaughtering cattle in a given region are 

important considerations in deciding whether fed beef will be shipped 

in live or carcass form from surplus-producing regions.    That is, 

slaughter costs in an exporting region help determine whether cattle 

will be slaughtered in that region prior to shipment. 

Most fed beef is shipped in carcass form because many 

slaughter houses have shifted to the areas of production.    Most 

of these   slaughter   houses  are.very large,   highly automated, and 

highly   specialized.      The  costs   of  slaughtering per   hundred 
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pounds carcass in these commercial slaughter houses differ by a 

7 
very small amount. '    - 

In a study made by Williams and Dietrich (34,  p.  44),   the 

authors assumed that regional differences in cost of slaughtering 

were explained by regional differences in wage rates and average 

output per plant.     Taking the Northern Plains as their base region, 

they indicated that the cost differentials associated with volume or 

scale of plant were lowest in the North Central region and Colorado, 

where the average size of plant is large,   and highest in the South, 

where the average plant is small.    In contrast,   the differentials asso- 

ciated with average wage rate differences were lowest in the South 

and highest in the North Central region,   Colorado,   and California. 

The two sources of cost differences tended to offset one another. 

They concluded that the contribution of slaughter cost differentials 

were so small that in models incorporating the estimated slaughter 

cost differentials,   optimum distribution patterns were not affected 

significantly. 

It was assumed in this study that the slaughter costs per 

hundred pounds carcass are the same for all commercial slaughter 

houses.     These costs were taken from a study for I960 and were 

inflated to cover the entire period (17,  p.   9)- 

7 
From discussions of members of technical committee for 

project WM-48,   San Francisco,   June 15-16,   1970. 
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Estimation of Behavioral Relationships 

The same estimating equations as were used in the previous 

chapter were employed to estimate the national and regional price 

of wholesale beef.    The ordinary least-squares method of multiple 

regression analysis was used to estimate the functional coefficients 

of the nine equations used for estimating price of fed cattle.    In all 

equations,   data for the 1960-67 period were utilized.    This limitation 

was imposed by the availability of data for the number of cattle fed 

in feedlots,  which were not available before I960. 

The equations,  with the t-value:   below each coefficient,   are 

shown in Table 15.    The period of analysis,   degrees of freedom,   and 

2 
the coefficient of determination (R   ) are listed opposite each equation. 

The value that could be obtained for fed cattle slaughtered in each 

region was positively related to the price of fed cattle.    This was 

expected a priori because that variable was derived from the price 

of wholesale fed beef,  which is expected to have a positive relation 

with the price of fed cattle.    The amount of total slaughter capacity 

relative to total number of cattle fed was positively related to the 

price of fed cattle in six regions,   but negatively related in three 

2 
regions.    The coefficients of determination (R   ) ranged between 0.74 

to 0.96.    No high intercorrelation was found in the independent vari- 

ables of the equations in any region. 



Table 15.    Estimating Equations for Regional Price of Fed Cattle (PFDCAT(I)) 

R egion Regression 
Constant 

Rfegrfession Coefficients 

VCAT(I) SHI) R d.f. Period 

3.423 

2.279 

0.169 

0.235 

-3.973 

-0.503 

9.540 

-8.225 

14.860 

0.7831 0.0000!P22Q7 
(5.415)* (1.487) 

1.0433 -0.000003238 
(6.569)* (-1.198) 

1.0414 0.000003264 
(6.786)* (1.133) 

1.0458 0.000002307 
(7.519)* (0.716) 

1.1092 0.000018289 
(7.663)* (3.182)* 

1.1008 0.000000241 
(7.798)* (0.193) 

0.7478 -0.000001217 
(2. 613)* (-0.758) 

1.2505 0.000000694 
(10.384)* (2.342)* 

0.6003 -0.000000816 
(2.851)* (-0.828) 

0.85 

0.93 

0.90 

0.91 

0.92 

0.93 

0.78 

0.96 

0.74 

1960-67 

*t-values significant at the five percent level. 

00 
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The estimated prices of wholesale fed beef in the California- 

Arizona region and the Eastern states were so low that they did not 

give price incentives to surplus regions to ship fed beef to these 

deficit-producing regions.    The Eastern region consists of 23 states. 

Due to lack of data on prices of wholesale fed beef,   only prices in 

New York and Philadelphia represented the whole region.    When the 

price in these two markets decreased,   the prices in whole region 

declined.    Similarly price of wholesale fed beef in California-Arizona 

region did not take Arizona into account.    Due to the interregional 

model being very sensitive to prices of wholesale fed beef,   the prices 

in these two regions were estimated as follows. 

It was assumed that prices of wholesale fed beef in both regions 

bear the same ratios to the estimated national price of wholesale fed 

beef as that in 1962.    That is,   ratios of the prices of wholesale beef 

in the California-Arizona region and the Eastern states with the 

estimated national price were computed for 1962.    The estimated 

national prices of wholesale fed beef in 1967,   1968 and 1975 were 

multiplied by these ratios to obtain estimates of prices in the two 

regions in the respective years. 

Results of Empirical Analysis 

A comparison of production and consumption of fed beef in each 

region indicated that from 1962 to 1966 only the Eastern region of the 
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United States was a deficit-producing area.    Although some states 

in other regions were deficit producers of fed beef,  when these states 

were aggregated into regions,  many areas did not show a deficit. 

California-Arizona and Utah-Nevada were also deficit-producing 

areas in 1967 and 1968.    The production-consumption balances in 

each region for 1962 to 1968 are shown in Appendix I,   Tables 9 to 15. 

.   The Pacific Northwest area consists of Oregon,   Washington, 

and Idaho.    Although Oregon and Washington are deficit producers of 

fed beef,   the inclusion of Idaho in the region makes the region a 

surplus one.    Oregon's deficit has increased consistently throughout 

the 1962-68 period.    In 1962,   the dressed fed beef produced in Oregon 

was about 91 million pounds,  while the total consumption of fed beef 

during the same year was estimated at slightly more than 103 million 

pounds.    Thus,   Oregon had a deficit of about 12 million pounds in 

1962.    In the same year,  Washington showed a deficit of about 9 

million pounds of fed beef.    The Pacific Northwest in that year had 

a surplus of 74 million pounds.    In 1968 Oregon and Washington had 

a deficit of 56 and 69 million pounds of fed beef,   respectively,  but 

the Pacific Northwest showed a surplus of 69 million pounds. 

Due to only one deficit fed beef region before 1967,   there was 

no competition for the supplies of surplus regions.    The results of 

empirical analysis for optimum pattern of interregional shipments 

are,   therefore,   discussed for 1967 and 1968.    The optimum projected 
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interregional shipments were also obtained for 1975 and are dis- 

cuseed in this section. 

1967 Shipments 

The results of the model indicated that in 1967,   five regions 

supplied fed beef to the Eastern states.    These five regions were 

Montana-Wyoming,   Colorado,   the Northern Plains,   the Southern 

Plains,   and the Corn Belt area.    The total shipments to the Eastern 

region were about 2. 5 billion pounds of fed beef,   out of which the Corn 

Belt area provided 1. 3 billion pounds.    The initial price of wholesale 

beef in the Eastern states was $44. 08 per hundred pounds.    After the 

shipments to that region,   the price decreased to $43.57.    That is, 

the drop in price of wholesale beef was $0. 51 per hundred pounds. 

Since price of fed cattle,   among other things,  is a function of price of 

wholesale beef,   the price of fed cattle was also affected.    The rela- 

tionship between the two prices is positive in every region.    There- 

fore,   the direction of the impact of change on the price of fed cattle 

is the same,   that is,   a decrease in the price of wholesale beef will 

entail a decrease in the price of fed cattle.    A fall of about $0. 18 was 

recorded in the price of fed cattle in the Eastern region once an equi- 

librium was reached for 1967. 

The deficit of fed beef in the California-Arizona region was very 

small.    Colorado supplied about 6 million pounds of fed beef to that 
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region,   and 600, 000 pounds were supplied by the Northern Plains 

region,   which made consumption of fed beef there equal to supply. 

Colorado shipped about 14 million pounds to the Utah-Nevada region. 

The price of wholesale beef and fed cattle dropped in that region from 

$43.65 and $27.61 to $43.45 and $27.48,   respectively. 

As a result of the model,   about 2. 5 billion pounds of fed beef 

entered the trade in 1967.    Colorado and the Northern Plains still 

had a surplus of about 500 million and 2. 3 billion pounds,   respectively. 

The Eastern region had a remaining deficit of about 2.9 billion pounds 

of fed beef.    The equilibrium, price of wholesale beef in the Eastern 

region was $43. 57 per hundredweight,   and the prices in Colorado and 

the Northern Plains was $41.45 and $41.89,   respectively.    Thus,   the 

price differential between Colorado and the Eastern region was $2. 1 2 

in favor of Colorado and that between the Northern Plains and the 

Eastern region was $1.68 in favor of the Northern Plains.    The cost 

of transporting a hundred pounds of fed beef between the two pairs 

was exactly $2.12 and $1.68,   respectively.    Therefore,   there was 

no price advantage for shipments to take place from surplus fed beef 

regions to the Eastern region.    The Pacific Northwest,  which had a 

surplus of 60 million pounds of fed beef,  was at a disadvantageous 

position locationally with respect to the Eastern states because the 

transportation costs of shipping fed beef from that region to the 

Eastern states was $3.48,   and the price difference between the 
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prices of wholesale beef in the two regions was only $2.67 per 

hundred pounds. 

This implies that if any shipments of fed beef were to take place 

from Colorado and the Northern Plains to the Eastern region,   the 

demand curves for fed beef in all three regions should have zero 

slopes at equilibrium prices.    That is,   at the equilibrium price,   as 

obtained from the model,   the three demand curves would be perfectly 

elastic.    This means that the remaining surplus could be shipped 

from Colorado and the Northern Plains to the Eastern states only 

when the prices of wholesale beef do not increase in the shipping 

region above the level given by the results of the model,   and the 

price does not fall in the recipient region below the equilibrium level 

there.    This would maintain the equilibrium because the price of 

wholesale beef per hundred pounds in the deficit region would not 

exceed the price in the surplus region by more than the cost of 

shipping a hundred pounds of fed beef from surplus to deficit regions. 

This suggests that there may be a kink in the demand curves 

for fed beef in the three regions?    Colorado,   the Northern Plains,   and 

the Eastern region.    It can be visualized  by .a diagram.    Figure 6 

shows the possible types of demand curves for deficit and surplus 

producers of fed beef.    The demand curve for fed beef in surplus 

regions may look like D     and that in deficit region may look like D   . 
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Supply curves for fed beef are shown as S.  and S-.,   respectively. 

After the equilibrium price,  P ,   has been reached in surplus reg- 

ions,   any decrease in supply would not have any effect.    The price 

would not increase above P   .    Similarly,   after the equilibrium price, 

P !,   has been reached in deficit fed beef producing region,   any in- 
e 

crease in supply of fed beef would not decrease the price further. 

That is,   in the surplus regions,   P ,   is the upper limit of the price 

of wholesale fed beef and in the deficit region P ' is the lower limit. 

Price Price 

s A 

\DA 

Quantity Quantity 

DEFICIT REGION SURPLUS REGION 

Figure 6.    Demand Curvtes for Surplus and Deficit Fed 
Beef Producing Regions. 
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Table 16 shows interregional shipments of live and carcass fed 

beef during 1967 as given by the model and Table 17 shows the final 

equilibrium shipments.    The map of directions and magnitudes of 

shipping pattern is shown in Figure 7. 

1968 Shipments 

During 1968,   the California-Arizona region had a deficit of 82 

million pounds of fed beef.    The estimated price in that region was 

$46.45 per hundredweight.    On the basis of price advantages,   the 

model showed that three regions shipped fed beef to that region. 

These three regions were the Pacific Northwest,  Montana-Wyoming, 

and Colorado.    The Pacific Northwest region shipped about 13 million 

pounds of fed beef to California and the Montana-Wyoming region 

shipped about 42 million pounds.    Colorado supplied 26 million pounds 

to that region.    Thus,   the consumption of fed beef in the California- 

Arizona region was equal to supply of fed beef.    Price of wholesale 

beef in that region decreased by about 8 cents and price of fed cattle 

by 4 cents per hundred pounds. 

The Utah-Nevada region was supplied fed beef from the Pacific 

Northwest and Colorado.    The total deficit in that region was 16 

million pounds of fed beef,   out of which Colorado provided about 10 

million pounds and the Pacific Northwest shipped the rest.    The 

starting prices of wholesale beef and fed cattle in the Utah-Nevada 



Table 16.    Interregional Shipments of Live and Carcass Fed Beef,   1967 (thousand pounds dressed weight) 

Origin 
Destination 

5 Total 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Total 

5,749 

595 

14,668 

6,344 14,668 

62, 218 62, 218 

153, 203 173, 620 

434, 010 434, 605 

518, 793 518, 793 

1^316,655 1,316,655 

2,484,879 2,505,891 



Table 17.   Optimum Interregional Shipments of Live and Carcass Fed Beef,  1967 (thousand pounds dressed weight) 

Origin 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Total 

5,749 

595 

Destination 
4 5 

14,668 

Total 

6,344 14,668 

62, 218 62, 218 

649, 796 670, 213 

2,786,355 2,786,950 

; 518, 793 . 518, 793 

1,316,655 1,316,655 

5,333,222 5,354,234 

00 



Figure 7.    Optimum Shipments of Live And Carcass Fed Beef,   1967 (m illion pounds dress ed weight) 
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region were $45.17 and $27. 82 per hundred pounds,  respectively. 

The prices decreased to $44.96 and $27.68 after the shipments had 

taken place. 

All surplus producing regions,  with the exception of the Pacific 

Northwest,   shipped fed beef in carcass form to the Eastern states. 

The.results of the model indicated that about 2. 7 billion pounds of 

fed beef was shipped from five surplus regions to the Eastern states. 

The Southern Plains and the Corn Belt region shipped surplus fed 

beef in the aimounts of about 764 million pounds and 1. 3 billion pounds, 

respectively,   to the Eastern region.    The amounts of fed beef shipped 

to the East from Colorado and the Northern Plains were 117 million 

pounds and 506 million pounds.    Colorado and the Northern Plains still 

had a surplus of 569million pounds and 2. 5 billion pounds of fed beef, 

respectively,  but they had no price advantage in shipping their re- 

maining surplus to the Eastern region.    The final price of wholesale 

beef in the Eastern region was $45.07,   while the prices in Colorado 

and the Northern Plains were $42.95 and $43. 39,  respectively.    That 

means the differences of prices of wholesale beef in Colorado and the 

Northern Plains with respect to the Eastern region was $2. 1 2 and 

$1.68,   respectively.    The transportation costs for shipping fed beef 

from Colorado and the Northern Plains to the Eastern region were 

exactly $2. 12 and $1.68 per hundredweight,   respectively.    Therefore, 

there was no price advantage in shipping fed beef from these two 



Table 18.    Interregional Shipments of live and Carcass Fed Beef^   1968 (thousand pounds dressed weight) 

Origin 
Destination 

4 5 Total 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Total 

12,937 

42, 350 

26, 131 

5,266 

10,145 

81,418 15,411 

18, 203 

18, 002 60, 352 

117,041 153,317 

506,166 506, 317 

764, 237 764, 237 

1, 301, 208 li 301^ 208 

2, 706, 654 2, 803, 634 



Table 19.   Optimum Interregional Shipments of Live and Carcass Fed Beef,  1968 (thousand pounds dressed weight) 

Origin 
Destination 

5 Total 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Total 

12,937 

42, 350 

26, 131 

5,266 

10, 145 

81,418 15,411 

18, 203 

18, 002 60, 352 

686,155 722,431 

3,030,521 3,030,521 

764, 237 764, 237 

1, 301, 208 1,301, 208 

5,800, 123 5,896, 952 

o 



Figure 8.   Optimum Shipments of Live and Carcass Fed Beef,  1968 (million pounds dressed weight) O 
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surplus regions to the East. 

If the demand curves in the three regions were considered to be 

perfectly elastic,   as discussed above,   at the equilibrium prices,   the 

shipments would take place from Colorado and the Northern Plains 

to the Eastern region.    The prices of wholesale beef in the deficit 

region and surplus regions would differ exactly by the transportation 

cost. 

The model results and final equilibrium results for 1968 are 

given in Tables 18 and 19,   respectively,   and the directions and mag- 

nitudes of the shipments are given in Figure 8. 

Projected 1975 Shipments 

When projecting shipments in 1975,   the same three regions were 

found to be deficit;   California-Arizona,   Utah-Nevada and the Eastern 

states.    The results of the model indicated that four regions would 

ship fed beef to the California-Arizona region.    The Pacific Northwest, 

the Corn Belt area and Colorado would ship 47 million,   25 million and 

466 million pounds of fed beef,  respectively,   to that region.    The 

Southern Plains region would supply about 29 2 million pounds to the 

California-Arizona region.    The price of wholesale beef in that region 

would decrease from $47. 43 to $46. 78 per hundredweight,   and the 

price of live fed cattle would decline from $27.54 to $27. 17 per 

hundredweight,   as a result of these interregional shipments. 
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The Southern Plains and Montana-Wyoming regions would ship 

about 13, 000 and 69, 000 head of fed cattle to Utah and Nevada.    The 

Pacific Northwest would ship both live cattle and dressed fed beef to 

that region.    Total shipment of 67 million pounds dressed weight of 

fed beef will be received by Utah and Nevada from the three sources. 

The prices of wholesale fed beef and fed cattle would decrease from 

$46. 12 and $26.97 to $45. 36 and $26. 53,   respectively,  in the Utah- 

Nevada region. 

Three regions were estimated to ship fed beef to the deficit pro- 

ducing Eastern states.    These three regions are;   the Northern Plains, 

the Southern Plains,   and the Corn Belt region.    A total of about 3. 6 

billion pounds of fed beef would be shipped to the Eastern region. 

The Southern Plains would have the largest share of the shipments, 

shipping about 1. 7 billion pounds of fed beef in 1975.    The Eastern 

states also would receive about 1.1 billion pounds from the Midwest 

and 800 million pounds from the Northern Plains.    The prices of 

wholesale beef and fed cattle in the Eastern region are expected to 

decrease from $46.58 and $26. 22 to $45.89 and $25.84 per hundred- 

weight,   respectively,   as a result of these shipments. 

The results of the model indicated that about 4. 5 billion pounds 

of fed beef would enter interregional trade channels in 1975.    It was 

found that there was still a surplus of fed beef in two regions; 

Colorado and the Northern Plains.    These regions had surpluses 
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of about 650 million pounds and 5 billion pounds of fed beef,   respec- 

tively.    The California-Arizona region and the Eastern states had 

deficits of 255 million pounds and 5. 3 billion pounds of fed beef, 

respectively.    There was no price incentive for further shipment 

to occur from these surplus regions to the deficit regions.    The 

differences in carcass beef prices in Colorado and the Northern 

Plains with respect to the California-Arizona area were $1. 61  and 

$1.96 per hundredweight,   respectively.    The cost of transportation 

of fed carcass beef from these regions to the California-Arizona 

region was estimated to be $1.61 and $2.70,   respectively.    This 

means that the Northern Plains would be in a disadvantageous posi- 

tion for shipping fed beef to the California-Arizona region.    If the 

demand curve for fed beef in Colorado has a slope of zero--that is, 

if it is infinitely elastic--at the equilibrium price of wholesale fed 

beef in that region and the demand curve for fed beef in the California- 

Arizona region is also infinitely elastic at the price of $46. 78 (equi- 

librium price in that region) per hundredweight of carcass fed beef, 

then the surplus fed beef would be shipped from Colorado to the 

California-Arizona region.    This shipment would not affect the price 

of wholesale beef or fed cattle in any of the two trading regions. 

Similarly,  price differences were calculated between the two 

surplus regions and the Eastern states.    After deducting transporta- 

tion costs between the two potential trading partners,  it was found that 
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Colorado had a disadvantage in shipping its surplus fed beef to the 

Eastern states.    The price of wholesale beef in Colorado was project- 

ed at $45. 17,  which was only $0. 72 less than the price in the deficit 

Eastern region,   and cost of transportation between the two regions 

was estimated to be $2.07 per hundredweight.    However,   the price 

of wholesale beef in the Northern Plains was $44. 82; the prices in 

two regions differ by $1.07.    The transportation cost of shipping a 

hundred pounds of fed beef from the Northern Plains to the Eastern 

•■states was projected to be $1.07 in 1975.    This means that the price 

difference exactly equals the cost of transportation between the two 

regions and there is no price advantage or disadvantage.    The demand 

curves for fed beef in the Northern Plains and the Eastern states 

have to be infinitely elastic at the equilibrium prices of $44.82 and 

$45.89,   respectively,  per hundred pounds of carcass fed beef for 

trade to take place.    As a result,   5 billion pounds of fed beef from 

the Northern Plains would move to the Eastern states. 

The total amount of fed beef to enter interregional trade in 

1975 was projected to be 10 billion pounds, .most of which will be 

shipped to the Eastern states. 

The results of the model and final optimal shipments are shown 

in Tables 20 and 21.    The direction and magnitude of optimal ship- 

ments are shown in Figure 9. 



Table 20.   Interregional Shipments of Live and Carcass Fed Beef,  1975 (thousand pounds dressed weight) 

Origin 
Destination 

4 5 Total 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Total 

46,544 

466, 058 

291, 673 

24,837 

829,112 

16, 772 

42, 591 

7,859 

67, 222 

63, 316 

42, 591 

466, 058 

835, 365 835, 365 

1, 716, 142 2, 015, 674 

1, 076, 568   1,101, 405 

3,628,075   4,524,409 

o 
oo 



Table 21.   Optimum Interregional Shipments of Live and Carcass Fed Beef,  1975 (thousand pounds dressed weight) 

Origin 
Destination 

5 6 Total 

1 

2 46, 544 

3 - 

4 721, 688 

5 

6 - 

7 291, 673 

8 24,837 

9 

Total 1, 084, 742 

16, 772 

42, 591 

7,859 

67, 222 

6?, 316 

42, 591 

721, 688 

5,769,138 5,769,138 

1,716,142 2,015,674 

1, 076, 568   1,101,405 

8,561,848   9,713,812 

o 



Figure 9.   Optimum Shipraents of live and Carcass Fed Beef,  1975 (million pounds dressed weight) 
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From the results of the empirical analysis,   it is clear that 

many changes are expected to take place between 1968 and 19 75. 

First,   in 1968 the California-Arizona region showed a smaller deficit 

in its production-consumption balance of fed beef.    Hence,   the sur- 

plus production in Colorado was shipped to the Eastern states.    In 

19 75,   Colorado is expected to be the main supplier of fed beef to the 

California-Arizona region.    Second,   the Southern Plains region 

shipped 764 million pounds of fed beef to the Eastern states in 1968, 

but in 19 75 it is projected to supply fed beef to all three deficit reg- 

ions,   the amount supplied being more than two billion pounds.    Third, 

the total quantity of fed beef entering interregional trade is expected 

to increase about 70 percent from 1968 to 19 75.    Fourth,   the Pacific 

Northwest is projected to increase supplies of fed beef to the Cali- 

fornia-Arizona region from 13 million pounds in I968 to 46 million 

pounds in 19 75. 

The results of model indicate that most shipments of fed beef 

from surplus-producing regions to deficit-producing regions will be 

in carcass form,,    This implies that the slaughter houses will be 

located near the areas of production rather than consumption. 
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IV     SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Demand for fed beef in the United States has increased rapidly 

since World War II,  presenting the fed beef industry with opportuni- 

ties for expansion.    The improved techniques of production,  proces- 

sing and transportation have provided additional incentives for in- 

creasing the number of cattle fed in feedlots.    The supply of and the 

demand for fed beef depend upon different factors,   and have been 

different for various regions.    When there are differential levels and 

rates of growth of supply and demand,   there arises a need for inter- 

regional trade between regions.    This research was undertaken to 

study the levels of cattle feeding in different regions and to build a 

model to show the interregional flows of live and carcass beef. 

A basic economic structure of the fed beef economy was deter- 

mined.    The critical variables and relationships that make up the fed 

beef economy were identified.    The ordinary least-squares method 

of multiple regression analysis was used to estimate the coefficients 

of functional relationships.    These relationships and three identities 

were arranged into cause-effect sequence and were incorporated to 

form a simulation model of the fed beef economy.    The main purpose 

of forming the simulation model was to explain and project the levels 

of cattle feeding,   the number of feeder cattle,   cow inventory,   and 

prices of feeder cattle,   fed cattle,   and wholesale beef when these 

variables interact in the model. 
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The model was validated by comparing the estimated values of 

endogenous variables with their historical counterparts over the 1962- 

68 period.    The results were adjusted,  where necessary,   to yield a 

better explanation of the historical phenomenon.    This adjustment was 

accomplished by putting limits on the values of variable according to 

what was expected on the basis of economic logic.    The average devia- 

tions between the estimated values from the final model and historical 

values of the endogenous variables were between 1 and 6 percent. 

Thus,   the model portrayed a reasonably accurate picture of the fed 

beef economy for the 1962-68 period. 

The model was used to project the number of cattle fed and all 

other endogenous variables for 1975.    Due to the recursive nature of 

the model,   only the values of exogenous variables for the entire peri- 

od were needed.    The exogenous variables were per capita consump- 

tion of fed beef in the United States and the individual regions,   the 

national and regional per capita disposable income,   regional feedlot 

costs,  pork price,  price of by-products,   and range conditions.    The 

range conditions, pork prices,  and price of by-products for each reg- 

ion were taken at their mean values,   and the values of the remaining 

exogenous variables were estimated by the method of simple least- 

squares regression. 

It was projected that the nurtiber of cattle fed in the United 

States in 19 75 would be about 35 million head,   indicating an increase 
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of about 50 percent over 1968 numbers.    The number of fed cattle also 

showed an increase in all nine regions individually.    Fifty-seven 

percent more cattle are projected to be fed in the Pacific Northwest 

in 1975 than in 1968; that is,   a yearly increase of 8 percent is expect- 

ed to take place.    The number of cattle fed in Colorado is projected 

to increase by 7 percent per year during the period 1968-75.    Hence, 

it would feed over 2 million head in 1975.    The California-Arizona, 

Montana-Wyoming and Utah-Nevada regions annually will feed 1.40, 

1.40,   and 0.81 percent more cattle respectively during this period. 

The North Central area is expected to feed 22 million head out of the 

total of 35 million head in 1975.    The Southern Plains is projected to 

increase the number of fed cattle at the rate of 23 percent annually, 

while the Eastern states' number is expected to grow by only 0. 52 

percent per year. 

The prices of feeder cattle and fed cattle,   in general,   are pro- 

jected to increase in 1975 over those in 1968.    The price of wholesale 

beef would increase in California-Arizona,   Utah-Nevada,   and the 

Northern Plains regions,   while it would decrease in the other six 

regions during the period. 

The regional cow inventories and supply of feeder cattle also 

showed an increase,   in general. 

The impact of an increase in feedgrain prices on the number 

of cattle fed and other endogenous variables was traced through the 
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model.    Corn prices were increased 20 percent and the price of other 

feedgrains by 1 5 percent for the 1970-75 period over the usual esti- 

mated prices.    It was found that the number of cattle fed in the 

United States would decrease slightly compared with the original 

estimates for 1975.    National cow beef supply would increase slightly 

in response to the decrease in the number of cattle fed.    The esti- 

mates of prices of fed cattle would increase in California-Arizona, 

the Pacific Northwest,   and the Corn Belt states with the increase 

in feed grain prices,  while in other regions they are expected to 

remain constant or decrease slightly.    The regional prices of feeder 

cattle would decrease from the original estimates,   with the only 

exception in Colorado where feeder cattle prices are expected to 

increase by 4 cents per hundredweight. 

A model was designed to determine the flows of live and car- 

cass fed beef among regions.    Fed beef was shipped from a surplus- 

produping region to a deficit-producing region until the difference 

between prices of wholesale fed beef,   or prices of fed cattle,   in the 

two regions equalled the cost of transporting fed beef between the 

two regions.    That is,   trade took place between the two regions on 

the basis of a price differential which made it profitable for a surplus 

region to ship fed beef to a deficit region. 

Consumption of fed beef in each region was calculated by 

multiplying per capita consumption of fed beef in the region by the 
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population of the region,   and production was estimated by converting 

the estimated number of fed cattle to dressed beef.    A comparison 

between production and consumption of fed beef in each region 

showed that during the 1962 to 1966 period only the Eastern region 

was a deficit-producing region.    Though Oregon and Washington were 

deficit states throughout the period,   the Pacific Northwest as a reg- 

ion was not a deficit-producing one.    In 1967 and 1968,   two mdre 

regions were also found to be deficit-producers.    These were 

California-Arizona and Utah-Nevada.    The California-Arizona 

region had a deficit of 6. 3 million pounds of fed beef in 1967 and 

82.4 million pounds in 1968; while the Utah-Nevada region had a 

deficit of 14.7 million pounds in 1967 and 16 million pounds in 1968. 

The deficit in the Eastern states in these two years was 5.4 billion 

and 5. 8 billion pounds,   respectively. 

The results of the model showed that in 1967 Colorado shipped 

fed beef to both California-Arizona and Utah-Nevada region.    The 

Eastern states received fed beef from the Montana-Wyoming region, 

Colorado,   the Southern Plains,   the Northern Plains,   and the Corn 

Belt area. 

In 1968,   fed beef was shipped to the California-Arizona region 

from the Pacific Northwest,   the Montana-Wyoming area,   and 

Colorado.    The main supplier to the Utah-Nevada region was 

Colorado.    The Eastern states received fed beef mainly from 
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Colorado,   the North Central area,   and the Southern Plains.    Hence, 

Colorado supplied fed beef to all deficit regions in 1968. 

The model was used to project shipments in 1975.    The esti- 

mates of production and consumption of fed beef showed that the same 

three regions would be deficit in 1975 as were in 1967 and 1968.    How- 

ever,   there were some notable changes in shipping patterns.    The 

Eastern region will be supplied fed beef by the Northern Plains,   the 

Southern Plains and the Corn Belt region.    Colorado,  which was one 

of the main suppliers to this region in 1967 and 1968,   would not ship 

fed beef to the East.    This change was probably brought about by an 

estimate of heavy deficit of fed beef in the California-Arizona region. 

Colorado was projected to supply about 720 million pounds of fed 

beef to the California-Arizona region.    The latter would also receive 

291 million pounds of fed beef from the Southern Plains,   and about 

47 million pounds from the Pacific Northwest in 1975.     The Utah- 

Nevada region would be supplied live cattle from the Montana- 

Wyoming region and the Southern Plains.    The Pacific Northwest 

would ship both live fed cattle and dressed beef to that region.    The 

total fed beef which is expected to enter interregional trade in 1975 

was projected to be about 10 billion pounds. 

The results of this study imply that the production and con- 

sumption of fed beef would continue to grow in the United States. 

With the expansion of fed cattle industry,   feeder cattle producer s 
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would have an incentive to increase their production.    This is espe- 

cially true of the Northern and Southern Plains where cattle feeding 

activity has increased tremendously.    The Pacific Northwest would 

also increase its production of feeder cattle in response to the expan- 

sion in the number of cattle fed.    Increase in feeder cattle production 

would stimulate cow-calf operations in the United States. 

As the cattle feeding industry grows the need for construction 

of additional slaughter plants would arise.    It is evident from the 

results of this study that most beef would be shipped among regions 

in dressed form.    The processing facilities would be needed near the 

areas of production.    This would necessitate an increase in the num- 

ber of refrigerated units in the transportation industry. 

Reductions in medium- and long-distance transportation rates 

for shipping fed beef in live and carcass form would result in a 

change in direction and magnitude of interregional shipments.    Gov- 

ernmental agencies, federal and state,  would need to take exempt 

carriers backhaul factors into consideration in regulation of trans- 

portation rates. 

Further studies are needed in many sub-areas under the head- 

ing of interregional flows of fed beef.    Unless improvement is made 

in collection and processing of basic data,   studies of this type may 

be of limited use.    For example;  without the accuracy of slaughter 

cost data,   it would be very difficult to determine whether cattle will 
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be slaughtered in the region of production before it is shipped to 

other regions,   or whether slaughtering will take place at the place 

of destination.    This is one area where additional work is needed to 

increase the reliability of results. 

No reliable regional data are available on consumption of fed 

beef.    The only data for which some accuracy can be claimed are 

for consumption of all beef.    Only rough estimates are available on 

consumption of fed beef.    This factor needs to be studied further. 

Other important areas where further work is needed are trans- 

portation costs among regions,   economies of feedlot utilization and 

scale in various regions,   and the collection of more accurate data 

on prices of livestock and feed products in various regions. 

The potential contribution which this type of study can make to 

the fed beef industry,   on both a national and a regional scale,   justi- 

fies the effort to collect more reliable data.    This requires a national 

effort,   and close cooperation of public agencies with all sectors of 

the fed beef industry. 
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APPENDIX TABLE 1    The Comparison of Actual and Predicted Values of the Number of 

Cattle Fed 1962-68, by Region 

Region Year 
Actual 
Value 

Predicted 
Value Deviation 

Percent 
Deviation 

1,000 Head 1,000 Head 1,000 Head Percent 

1962 2 ,412 2 ,421 -9 -.37 

1963 2 ,507 2 ,558 -51 -2.03 

196A 2 ,661 2 ,692 9 .33 

1965 2 ,532 2 ,741 -209 -8.25 

1966 2 ,833 2 ,797 36 1.27 

1967 2 ,707 2 ,858 -151 -5.57 

1968 2 ,777 2 ,907 -130 -4.68 

AVE. 3.21 

1962 627 676 -49 -7.81 

1963 636 689 -53 -8.33 

196A 688 712 -24 -3.48 

1965 746 728 19 2.54 

1966 784 748 36 4.59 

1967 861 776 85 9.87 

1968 925 809 116 12.54 

AVE. 7.02 

1962 172 171 1 .58 

1963 162 184 -22 -13.58 

1964 187 189 -2 -1.07 

1965 204 205 -1 -.39 

1966 233 221 12 5.15 

1967 227 230 -3i -1.32 

1968 226 236 -10 -4.42 

AVE. 3.78 
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Region Year 
Actual 
Value 

Predicted 
Value Deviation 

Percent 
Deviation 

1,000 Head 1,000 Head 1,000 Head Percent 

1962 815 859 -44 -5.39 

1963 900 968 -68 -7.55 

196A 951 1,065 -114 -11.98 

1965 1,144 1,145 -1 -.08 

1966 1,268 1,259 9 .71 

1967 1,330 1,339 -9 -.67 

1968 1,431 1,476 -45 -3.14 

AVE. 4.21 

1962 142 151 -9 -6.33 

1963 148 155 -7 -4.73 

1964 171 159 12 7.01 

1965 175 163 12 6.85 

1966 191 167 24 12.56 

1967 150 171 -21 -14.00 

1968 160 172 -12 -7.50 

AVE. 8.42 

1962 2,986 3,053 -67 -2.24 

1963 3,304 3,525 -221 -6.68 

1964 3,934 3,999 -65 -1.65 

1965 4,031 4,447 -416 -10.32 

1966 4,663 4,995 -332 -7.11 

1967 5,135 5,492 -357 -6.95 

1968 5,562 6,066 -504 -9.06 

AVE. 6.28 
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Region Year 
Actual 
Value 

Predicted 
Value 

Percent 
Deviation Deviation 

1,000 Head Percent 

-40 -3.73 

188 14.93 

223 15.84 

205 13.08 

392 20.02 

505 21.89 

63A 23.40 

16.12 

-213 -3.66 

-202 -3.30 

-190 -2.95 

186 2.56 

41 .53 

135 1.63 

103 1.19 

2.26 

4 .65 

-54 -9.26 

-15 -2.39 

-6 -.88 

-2 -.28 

-5 -.74 

-53 -8.39 

3.22 

1,000 Head 1,000 Head 

1962 1,071 1,111 

1963 1,259 1,071 

1964 1,407 1,184 

1965 1,567 1,362 

1966 1,958 1,566 

1967 2,306 1,801 

1968 2,705 2,071 

AVE. 

1962 5,809 6,022 

1963 6,121 6,323 

1964 6,450 6,640 

1965 7,244 7,058 

1966 7,697 7,656 

1967 8,279 8,144 

1968 8,628 8,525 

AVE. 

1962 614 610 

1963 583 637 

1964 627 642 

1965 675 681 

1966 698 700 

1967 672 677 

1968 631 684 

AVE. 

OVERALL AVERAGE 6.06 
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APPENDIX TABLE 2 The Comparison of Actual and Predicted Values of the Number of 

Feeder Cattle 1961-67, by Region 

Region Year 
Actual 
Value 

Predicted 
Value Deviation 

Percent 
Deviation 

1,000 Head 1,000 Head 1,000 Head Percent 

1961 1,458 1,494 -36 -2.46 

1962 1,490 1,533 -43 -2.88 

1963 1,491 1,544 -53 -3.55 

1964 1,568 1,577 -9 -.57 

1965 1,576 1,609 -33 -2.09 

1966 1,577 1,626 -49 -3.10 

1967 1,602 1,647 -45 -2.80 

AVE. 2.49 

1961 1,354 1,382 -28 -2.06 

1962 1,401 1,408 -7 -.49 

1963 1,434 1,427 7 .49 

1964 1,490 1,473 17 1.14 

1965 1,521 1,512 9 .59 

1966 1,499 1,519 -20 -1.33 

1967 1,496 1,551 -55 -3.67 

AVE. 1.39 

1961 1,290 1,290 0 0 

1962 1,304 1,351 -47 -3.60 

1963 1,383 1,386 -3 -.21 

1964 1,456 1,494 -38 -2.60 

1965 1,566 1,582 -16 -1.02 

1966 1,612 1,628 -16 -.99 

1967 1,624 1,649 -25 -1.53 

AVE. 1.42 
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Region Year 
Actual 
Value 

Predicted 
Value Deviation 

Percent 
Deviation 

1,000 Head 1,000 Head 1,000 Head Percent 

1961 653 703 -50 -7.65 

1962 678 725 -47 -6.93 

1963 714 747 -33 -4.62 

1964 733 766 -33 -4.50 

1965 746 782 -36 -4.82 

1966 . 776 802 -26 -3.35 

1967 

AVE. 

788 825 -37 -4.69 

5.22 

1961 427 439 -12 -2.81 

1962 443 452 -9 -2.03 

1963 442 463 -21 -4.75 

1964 460 475 -15 -3.26 

1965 488 487 1 .20 

1966 486 498 -12 -2.43 

1967 488 500 -12 -2.45 

AVE. 2.56 

1961 4,422 4 ,741 -319 -7.21 

1962 5,676 4 ,923 -753 -13.26 

1963 4,757 5 ,027 -270 -5.67 

1964 5,062 5 ,191 -129 -2.54 

1965 5,154 5 ,331 -177 -3.43 

1966 5,092 5 ,447 -355 -6.97 

1967 5,202 5 ,553 -351 -6.74 

AVE. 6.54 
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Region Year 
Actual 

Value 
Predicted 

Value Deviation 
Percent 

Deviation 

1,000 Head 1,000 Head 1,000 Head Percent 

1961 4,978 5,347 -369 -7.41 

1962 5,228 5,445 -217 -4.15 

1963 5,431 5,589 -158 -2.90 

1964 5,690 5,734 -44 -.77 

1965 5,746 5,850 -104 -1.77 

1966 5,767 5,966 -199 -3.45 

1967 5,909 6,159 -250 -4.23 

AVE. 3.52 

1961 8,622 8,681 -59 -.68 

1962 8,697 8,695 2 .02 

1963 8,713 8,650 63 .72 

1964 8,881 8,732 149 1.67 

1965 8,802 8,820 -18 -.20 

1966 8,543 8,630 -87 -1.01 

1967 8,461 8,550 -89 -1.05 

AVE. .76 

1961 8,759 8,880 -121 -1.38 

1962 8,951 9,124 -173 -1.93 

1963 9,042 9,186 -144 -1.59 

1964 9,086 9,358 -272 -2.99 

1965 9,483 9,544 -61 -.64 

1966 9,406 9,457 -51 -.54 

1967 9,286 9,446 -160 -1.72 

AVE. 1.54 

OVERALL AVERAGE 2.83 
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APPENDIX TABLE 3 The Comparison of Actual and Predicted Values of the Cow 

Inventories 1961-67, by Region 

Region Year 
Actual 

Value 
Predicted 

Value Deviation 
Percent 

Deviation 

1,000 Head 1,000 Head 1,000 Head Percent 

1961 1,188 1,173 15 1.26 

1962 1,224 1,234 -10 -.81 

1963 1,227 1,251 -24 -1.95 

1964 1,318 1,302 16 1.21 

1965 1,363 1,351 12 .88 

1966 1,365 1,378 -13 -.95 

1967 1,425 1,410 15 1.05 

AVE. 1.15 

1961 1,240 1,273 -33 -2.66 

1962 1,310 1,323 -13 -.99 

1963 1,385 1,361 24 1.73 

1964 1,469 1,449 20 1.36 

1965 1,539 1,524 15 .97 

1966 1,567 1,537 30 1.91 

1967 1,558 1,600 -42 -2.69 

AVE. 1.75 

1961 1,676 1,644 32 1.90 

1962 1,692 1,728 -36 -2.12 

1963 1,788 1,788 0 0 

1964 1,902 1,926 -24 -1.26 

1965 2,016 2,049 -33 -1.63 

1966 2,147 2,114 33 1.53 

1967 2,153 2,143 10 .46 

AVE. 1.27 
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Region Year 
Actual 
Value 

Predicted 
Value Deviation 

Percent 
Deviation 

1,000 Head 1,001 D Head 1,000 Head Percent 

1961 795 793 2 .25 

1962 815 824 -9 -1.10 

1963 867 856 11 1.26 

1964 887 883 4 .45 

1965 911 906 5 .54 

1966 936 936 0 0 

1967 964 970 -6 -.62 

AVE. .60 

1961 528 516 12 2.27 

1962 541 536 5 .92 

1963 537 553 -16 -2.97 

1964 562 572 -10 -1.77 

1965 592 589 3 .50 

1966 615 608 7 1.13 

1967 615 610 5 .81 

AVE. 1.48 

1961 4,744 4 ,752 -8 -.16 

1962 4,980 5 ,089 -109 -2.18 

1963 5,282 5 ,284 -2 -.03 

1964 5,716 5 ,581 135 2.36 

1965 5,982 5 ,834 148 2.47 

1966 6,093 6 ,060 33 .54 

1967 6,118 6 ,261 -143 -2.33 

AVE. 1.43 
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APPENDIX TABLE 3 Continued,  Page 3 

Region Year 
Actual 
Value 

Predicted 
Value Deviation 

Percent 
Deviation 

1,000 Head 1,000 Head 1,000 Head Percent 

1961 6,495 6,628 -133 -2.04 

1962 6,787 6,818 -31 -.45 

1963 7,329 7,100 229 3.12 

1964 7,705 7,377 323 4.19 

1965 7,648 7,597 51 .66 

1966 7,839 7,832 7 .08 

1967 7,889 8,213 -324 -4.10 

AVE. 2.09 

1961 4,061 4,073 -12 -.29 

1962 4,228 4,300 -84 -1.98 

1963 4,456 4,516 -60 -1.34 

1964 4,714 4,723 -9 -.19 

1965 4,962 4,947 15 .30 

1966 5,260 5,171 89 1.69 

1967 5,329 5,361 -32 -.60 

AVE. .91 

1961 6,301 6,264 37 .58 

1962 6,728 6,824 -96 -1.42 

1963 7,209 7,253 -44 -.61 

1964 7,512 7,562 -50 -.66 

1965 7,912 7,968 -56 -.70 

1966 8,314 8,374 -60 -.72 

1967 8,520 8,571 51 .59 

AVE. .75 

OVERALL AVERAGE 1.27 
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APPENDIX TABLE 4 The Comparison of Actual and Predicted Values of the Total 

Fed Beef Supply 1961-67, by Regions 

Region Year 
Actual 
Value 

Predicted 
Value Deviation 

Percent 
Deviation 

1,000 Lbs. 1. ,000 Lbs. 1,000 Lbs. Percent 

1961 943,928 942,188 1,740 .18 

1962 1 ,037.352 1 ,037,038 314 .03 

1963 1 ,073,306 1 ,100,195 -26,889 -2.50 

1964 1 ,133,823 1 ,143,670 -9,847 -.86 

1965 1 ,251,889 1 ,184,244 67,645 5.40 

1966 1 ,233,911 1 ,210,021 23,890 1.93 

1967 1 ,201,669 1 ,238,175 -36,506 -3.03 

AVE. 1.99 

1961 262,867 263,553 -686 -.26 

1962 271,638 295,456 -23,818 -8.76 

1963 282,009 302,069 -20,060 -7.11 

1964 304,702 313,425 -8,723 -2.86 

1965 325,289 321,003 4,286 1.31 

1966 349,074 331,009 18,065 5.17 

1967 385,225 344,829 40,396 10.48 

AVE. 5.13 

1961 82,258 82,526 -268 -.32 

1962 74,504 74,821 -317 -.42 

1963 71,531 81,210 -9,679 -13.53 

1964 81,613 83,764 -2,151 -2.63 

1965 90,602 91,530 - 928 -1.02 

1966 105,692 99,508 6,184 5.85 

1967 101,538 103,676 -2,138 -2.10 

AVE. 3.69 
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APPENDIX TABLE 4 Continued,  Page 2 

Actual Predicted Percent 
Region Year Value Value Deviation Deviation 

1,000 Lbs. L.OOO Lbs. 1,000 Lbs. Percent 

1961 375,028 373,707 1,321 0.35 

1962 377,801 405,952 -28,151 -7.45 

1963 430,488 459,096 -28,608 -6.64 

1964 456,251 506,630 -50,379 -11.04 

1965 541,157 546,247 -5,090 -.94 

1966 603,466 602,161 1,305 .21 

1967 633,771 641,406 -7,635 -1.20 

AVE. 3.97 

1961 65,592 64,737 (355 1.30 

1962 63,956 66,984 -3,028 -4.73 

1963 67,471 68,996 -1,525 -2.26 

1964 75,779 70,647 5,132 6.77 

1965 77,979 72,747 5,232 6.70 

1966 85,432 74,427 11,005 12.88 

1967 62,867 76,051 -13,184 -20.971 

AVE. 7.94 

1961 1,399,505 1 ,402,208 -2,703 -.09 

1962 1,388,753 1 ,435,082 -46,329 -3.33 

1963 1,555,033 1 ,666,644 -111,611 -7.17 

1964 1,892,546 1 ,898,866 -6,320 -.33 

1965 1,900,173 2 ,118,105 -217,932 -11.46 

1966 2,200,117 2 ,386,442 -186,325 -8.46 

1967 2,458,297 2 ,629,838 -171,541 -6.97 

AVE. 5.41 
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APPENDIX TABLE  4 Continued,  Page 3 

Region Year 
Actual 
Value 

Predicted 
Value Deviation 

Percent 
Deviation 

r ,000 Lbs. 1,000 Lbs. 1,000 Lbs. Percent 

1961 358,077 357,916 161 .04 

1962 475,321 494,842 -19,521 -4.10 

1963 564,445 476,469 87,976 15.58 

1964 631,672 527,816 103,856 16.44 

1965 705,335 608,442 96,893 15.92 

1966 891,972 701,161 190,811 27.21 

1967 i ,032,247 807,788 224,459 27.78 

AVE. 15.29 

1961 2 ,498,574 2,509,238 -10,664 . .42 

1962 2 ,433,653 2,572,522 -138,869 -5.70 

1963 2 ,512,956 2,686,116 -173,160 -6.89 

1964 2 ,736,204 2,805,391 -69,187 -2.52 

1965 2 ,993,143 2,963,169 29,974 1.00 

1966 3 ,206,415 3,188,791 17,624 .54 

1967 3 ,453,864 3,372,861 81,003 2.34 

AVE. 2.77 

1961 235,138 237,169 -2,031 -.86 

1962 245,952 253,405 -7,453 -3.03 

1963 238,849 260,779 -21,930 -9.18 

1964 251,101 262,192 -11,091 -4.41 

1965 268,551 273,228 -4,677 ■1.74 

1966 285,597 278,546 7,051 2.46 

1967 276,250 272,054 4,196 1.51 

AVE. 3.31 

OVERALL AVERAGE 5.5 
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APPENDIX TABLE 5 The Comparison of Actual and Predicted Values of the Price of 

Feeder Cattle Per Hundred Pounds 1961-67, by Region 

Region Year 
Actual 
Value 

Predicted 
Value Deviation 

Percent 
Deviation 

Dollars Dollars Dollars Percent 

1961 24.52 24.73 -.21 -.85 

1962 25.28 24.69 .59 2.38 

1963 23.50 22.60 .90 3.82 

1964 20.06 20.53 -.47 -2.34 

1965 21.72 22.90 -.18 -.82 

1966 24.90 23.62 1.28 5.14 

1967 24.73 24.18 .55 2.22 

AVE. 2.43 

1961 24.20 24.38 -.18 -.74 

1962 25.29 24.64 .65 2.49 

1963 24.11 22.80 1.31 5.43 

1964 19.84 20.84 -1.00 -5.04 

1965 22.71 23.58 -.87 -3.83 

1966 25.81 24.54 1.27 4.92 

1967 26.08 25.26 .82 3.14 

AVE. 3.65 

1961 24.60 24.93 .33 -1.34 

1962 26.59 25.33 1.26 4.73 

1963 25.25 23.68 1.57 6.21 

1964 20.60 21.52 -.92 -4.46 

1965 23.55 24.25 -.70 -2.97 

1966 26.05 25.02 1.03 3.95 

1967 25.98 25.54 .44 1.69 

AVE. 3.62 
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APPENDIX TABLE 5 Continued,  Page  2 

Region Year 
Actual 
Value 

Predicted 
Value Deviation 

Percent 
Deviation 

6 

Dollars 

25.97 

Dollars Dollars 

-.03 

Percent 

1961 26.00 -.11 

1962 26,87 26.17 .70 2.60 

1963 25.31 24.53 .78 3.08 

1964 21.49 22.73 -1.24 -5.77 

1965 25.17 24.98 .19 .75 

1966 26*50 25.72 .78 2.94 

1967 27.03 26.22 .81 2.99 

AVE. 2.60 

1961 24.24 24.31 -.07 -.28 

1962 25.70 24.76 .94 3.65 

1963 24.04 22.83 1.21 5.03 

1964 19.75 20.78 -1.03 -5.21 

1965 22.81 23.55 -.74 -3.24 

1966 25.98 24.49 1.49 5.73 

1967 25.24 25.19 .05 .19 

AVE. 3.33 

1961 26.06 26.56 -.50 -1.91 

1962 27.54 26.76 .78 2.83 

1963 25.96 25.02 .94 3.62 

1964 22.42 23.11 -.69 -3.07 

1965 24.35 25.68 -1.33 -5.46 

1966 28.13 26.55 1.58 5.61 

1967 27.46 27.18 .28 1.01 

AVE. 3.35 
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139 

Region Year 
Actual 
Value 

Predicted 
Value Deviation 

Percent 
Deviation 

Dollars Dollars Dollars Percent 

1961 24.38 24.63 -.25 -1.02 

1962 25.40 24.85 .45 1.77 

1963 24.45 23.24 1.21 4.94 

1964 20.67 21.51 -.89 -4.06 

1965 23.04 23.87 -.83 -3.60 

1966 26.01 24.67 1.34 5.15 

1967 25.63 25.60 .03 .11 

AVE. 2.95 

1961 24.93 25.89 -.96 -3.85 

1962 26.93 26.09 .84 3.11 

1963 25.69 24.66 1.03 4.00 

1964 22.34 23.12 -.73 -3.26 

1965 24.69 25.21 -.52 -2.10 

1966 27.13 25.91 1.22 4.49 

1967 26.59 26.41 .18 .67 

AVE. 3.06 

1961 25.00 23.31 1.69 6.76 

1962 25.11 23.45 1.66 6.61 

1963 24.94 21.78 3.16 12.67 

1964 21.05 20.12 .93 4.41 

1965 22.81 22.30 .51 2.23 

1966 25.67 22.93 2.74 10.67 

1967 

AVE. 

25.06 23.45 1.61 6.42 

7.11 

OVERALL AVERAGE 3.57 
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APPENDIX TABLE 6 The Comparison of Actual and Predicted Values of the Price of 

Fed Cattle Per Hundred Pounds 1961-67, by Region 

Region Year 
Actual 
Value 

Predicted 
Value Deviation 

Percent 
Deviation 

Dollars Dollars Dollars Percent 

1961 24.05 24.88 -.83 -3.45 

1962 26.29 25.67 .62 2.35 

1963 23.75 24.10 -.35 -1.47 

1964 23.12 22.31 -.81 -3.41 

1965 24.63 25.34 -.71 -2.80 

1966 25.98 25.40 .58 2.23 

1967 25.07 25.75 -.68 -2.71 

AVE. 2.63 

1961 24.34 24.84 -.50 -2.05 

1962 26.74 25.37 1.37 5.12 

1963 24.11 24.10 .01 .04 

1964 21.88 22.16 -.28 -1.27 

1965 23.91 23.92 -.01 -.04 

1966 24.91 24.48 .43 1.72 

1967 25.10 24.94 .16 .63 

AVE. 1.55 

1961 23.13 22.53 .60 2.59 

1962 25.26 24.29 .97 3.84 

1963 22.62 22.64 -.02 -.08 

1964 21.04 20.81 .23 1.09 

1965 23.37 22.78 .59 2.52 

1966 24.48 23.19 1.29 5.26 

1967 24.26 24.18 .08 .32 

AVE. 2.24 
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APPENDIX TABLE 6 Continued,  Page 2 

Region Year 
Actual 
Value 

Predicted 
Value Deviation 

Percent 
Deviation 

Dollars Dollars Dollars Percent 

1961 24.21 24.71 -.50 -2.06 

1962 26.86 25.51 1.35 5.02 

1963 23.36 24.22 -.86 -3.68 

1964 22.53 22.79 -.26 -1.15 

1965 25.14 25.12 .02 .07 

1966 25.60 24.91 .69 2.69 

1967 

AVE. 

25.00 25.59 -.59 -2.36 

2.43 

1961 23.57 24.30 -.73 -3.09 

1962 25.56 24.92 .64 2.50 

1963 22.93 23.37 -.44 -11.95 

196A 21.31 23.52 -2.21 -10.37 

1965 23.86 24.73 -.87 -3.64 

1966 25.24 24.96 .28 1.10 

1967 25.00 26.16 -1.16 -4.64 

AVE. 5.32 

1961 24.43 25.41 -.98 -4.01 

1962 26.52 25.57 .95 3.58 

1963 23.58 24.32 -.74 -3.13 

1964 22.41 22.57 -.16 -.71 

1965 24.99 25.32 -.33 -1.32 

1966 25.71 25.14 .57 2.21 

1967 25.29 25.91 -.62 -2.45 

AVE. 2.48 
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APPENDIX TABLE  6 Continued,  Page 3 

Region Year 
Actual 
Value 

Predicted 
Value Deviation 

Percent 
Deviation 

Dollars Dollars Dollars Percent 

1961 24.86 24.52 .34 1.36 

1962 25.86 24.67 1.19 4.60 

1963 23.32 22.61 .71 3.04 

1964 21.90 22.15 -.25 -1.14 

1965 24.48 24.92 -.44 -1.79 

1966 25.58 24.73 .85 3.32 

1967 25.22 25.18 .09 .15 

AVE. 2.34 

1961 24.54 25.29 -.75 -3.05 

1962 27.13 25.42 1.71 6.30 

1963 23.85 24.27 -.42 -1.76 

196A 22.69 23.64 -.95 -4.18 

1965 25.32 25.33 -.01 -.03 

1966 25.80 25.27 .53 2.05 

1967 25.43 26.41 -.98 -3.85 

AVE. 3.03 

1961 25.28 25.42 -.14 -.55 

1962 25.35 25.99 -.64 -2.52 

1963 23.96 24.30 -.34 -1.41 

1964 23.12 22.68 .44 1.90 

1965 25.16 24.90 .26 1.03 

1966 25.54 24.68 .86 3.36 

1967 25.51 24.97 .54 2.11 

AVE. 1.84 

OVERALL AVERAGE 2.65 
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APPENDIX TABLE 7 The Comparison of Actual and Predicted Values of the Price 

of Wholesale Fed Beef Per Hundred Pounds 1961,67, by Region 

Region Year 
Actual 
Value 

Predicted 
Value Deviation 

Percent 
Deviation 

Dollars Dollars Dollars Percent 

1961 42.34 43.89 -1.55 -3.66 

1962 46.06 44.67 1.39 3.01 

1963 41.53 42.17 -.64 -1.54 

1964 39.58 39.42 .16 .40 

1965 43.30 43.63 -.33 -.76 

1966 43.62 43.61 .01 .02 

1967 44.29 44.01 .28 .63 

AVE. 1.43 

1961 39.44 41.05 -1.61 -4.08 

1962 43.13 41.62 1.51 3.50 

1963 38.28 39.97 -1.69 -4.41 

1964 36.89 37.46 -.57 -1.54 

1965 40.31 39.67 .64 1.58 

1966 40.49 40.36 .13 .32 

1967 41.14 40.90 .24 .58 

AVE. 2.28 

1961 38.34 38.50 -.16 -.41 

1962 42.06 41.37 .69 1.64 

1963 37.18 38.72 -1.54 -4.14 

1964 35.90 35.99 -.09 -.25 

1965 39.36 38.42 .94 2.38 

1966 39.62 38.63 .99 2.49 

1967 40.29 39.84 .45 1.11 

AVE. 1.77 
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APPENDIX TABLE  7 Continued,  Page  2 

Region Year 
Actual 
Value 

Predicted 
Value Deviation 

Percent 
Deviation 

Dollars Dollars Dollars Percent 

1961 38.34 39.74 -1.40 -3.65 

1962 42.06 40.72 1.34 3.18 

1963 37.18 38.66 -1.48 -3.98 

1964 35.90 36.44 -.54 -1.50 

1965 39.36 39.52 -.16 -.40 

1966 39.62 38.98 .64 1.61 

1967 40.29 39.76 .53 1.31 

AVE. 2.23 

1961 38.34 39.54 -1.20 -3.12 

1962 42.06 40.36 1.70 4.04 

1963 37.18 38.24 -1.06 -2.85 

1964 35.90 38.44 -2.54 -7.07 

1965 39.36 40.08 -.72 -1.82 

1966 39.62 40.39 -.77 -1.94 

1967 40.29 42.02 -1.73 -4.29 

AVE. 3.59 

1961 38.66 40.79 -2.13 -5.50 

1962 42.54 40.98 1.56 3.66 

1963 37.65 39.05 -1.40 -3.71 

1964 36.15 36.45 -.30 -.82 

1965 39.65 39.92 -.27 -.68 

1966 39.99 39.41 • .58 1.45 

1967 40.62 40.19 .43 1.05 

AVE. 2.41 
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APPENDIX TABLE  7 Continued,  Page 3 

Region Year 
Actual 
Value 

Predicted 
Value Deviation 

Percent 
Deviation 

Dollars Dollars Dollars Percent 

1961 38.34 40.24 -1.90 -4.95 

1962 42.06 40.06 2.00 4.75 

1963 37.18 37.20 -.02 -.05 

1964 35.90 36,41 -.51 -1.42 

1965 39.36 40.10 -.74 -1.88 

1966 39.62 39.56 .06 .15 

1967 40.29 39.90 .39 .96 

AVE. 2.02 

1961 39.44 41.20 -1.76 -4.46 

1962 43.13 41.36 .23 .53 

1963 38.28 39.49 -1.21 -3.16 

1964 36.89 38.43 -1.54 -4.17 

1965 40.31 40.57 -.26 -.64 

1966 40.49 40.13 .36 .88 

1967 41.14 41.47 .33 .80 

AVE. 2.09 

1961 41.15 43.12 -1.97 -4.78 

1962 45.05 43.88 1.17 2.59 

1963 40.04 41.17 -1.13 -2.83 

1964 38.40 38.62 -.22 -.57 

1965 41.85 41.99 -.14 -.33 

1966 42.00 41.61 .39 .93 

1967 42.64 42.12 .52 1.21 

AVE. 1.89 

OVERALL AVERAGE 2.19 
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APPENDIX TABLE 8 The Comparison of Actual and Predicted Values of the 

National Variables 1961-67, by Region 

C 0 W B E E F 

Year 
Actual 
Value 

Predicted 
Value 

Deviation Percent 
Deviation 

1,000 Pounds 1,000 Pounds 1,000 Pounds Percent 

1961 5,735,880 6,053,467 -317,587 -5.53 

1962 5,648,100 6,308,708 -660,608 -11.69 

1963 5,519,360 6,658,244 -1,138,884 -20.63 

196A 6,915,600 7,727,051 -811,451 -11.73 

1965 8,957,034 8,822,438 134,596 1.50 

1966 9,591,357 8,375,461 1,215,896 12.67 

1967 

AVE. 

9,200,400 8,455,909 744,491 8.09 

10.26 

P W S L B F 

Actual Predicted Deviation Percent 
Year Vaule Value Deviation 

Dollars Dollars Dollars Percent 

1961 41.14 42.70 -1.56 -3.79 

1962 44.84 43.43 1.41 3.14 

1963 40.83 41.15 -.32 -.78 

1964 39.48 39.03 .45 1.13 

1965 42.61 42.72 -.11 -.25 

1966 43.04 42.83 .21 .48 

1967 43.37 43.65 -.28 -.64 

AVE. 1.45 
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APPENDIX TABLE 8    Continued, Page 2 

P F D R C T 

Actual Predicted Percent 
Year Value Value Deviation Deviation 

Dollars Dollars Dollars Percent 

1961 26.06 24.53 1.53 5.87 

1962 27.54 24.79 2.75 9.98 

1963 25.96 23.01 2.95 11.36 

196A 22.42 21.11 1.31 5.84 

1965 24.35 23.78 .57 2.34 

1966 28.13 24.72 3.41 12.12 

1967 27.46 25.42 2.04 7.42 

AVE. 7.84 

P F D C A T 

Year 
Actual 
Value 

Predicted 
Value 

Deviation Percent 
Deviation 

Dollars Dollars Dollars Percent 

1961 24.54 25.46 -.92 -3.74 

1962 27.13 26.01 1.12 4.12 

1963 23.89 24.18 -.29 -1.21 

1964 22.69 22.61 .08 .35 

1965 25.32 25.44 -.12 -.47 

1966 25.80 25.75 .05 .19 

1967 

AVE. 

25.43 25.96 -.53 -2.08 

1.73 



APPENDIX TABLE 9    Production - Consumption Balances for 

1 2 

Fed Beef, 1962, by Region 

3 (Col. 5 - Col. 3) 

Region 
Per Capita 
Consumption Population Total Consumption 

Cattle 
Fed 

Total Production 
Carcuss Weight 

Balance 
Production — Consumption 

Pounds Number Pounds Head Pounds 
Pounds Head 

California 5S.45 16,990,000 993,065,000 1,844,000 1,134,060,000 140,995,000 229,000 

Arizona 58.45 1,466,000 85,688,000 568,000 349,320.000 263.632.000 429,000 

(1) Calif. & Ariz. 58.45 18,456,000 1,078,753,000 2,412,000 1,483,380,000 404,627,000 658,000 

Oregon 56.99 1,817,000 103,550,000 148,000 91,020,000 -12,530,000 -20,000 

Washington 56.99 2,944,000 167,778,000 258,000 158,670,000 -9,108,000 -15,000 

Idaho 56.99 695,000 39,608,000 221,000 135,915,000 96,307,000 156,000 

(2) Pacific Northwest 56.99 5,456,000 310,937,000 627,000 385,605,000 74,668,000 121,000 

(3) Montana & Wyoming 52.61 1,028,000 54,083,000 172,000 105,780,000 51,697,000 84,000 

(4) Colorado 52.61 1,883,000 99,064,000 815,000 501,225,000 402,161,000 654,000 

(5) Utah & Nevada 52.61 1,305,000 68,656,000 142,000 87,330,000 18,674,000 30,300 

(6) Northern Plains 53.09 5,053,000 268,263,000 2,986,000 1,836,390,000 1,550,127,000 2.520,000 

(7) Southern Plains 42.38 13,537,000 573,698,000 1,071,000 658,665,000 84,967,000 138,000 

(8) Corn Belt States 54.07 47,484,000 2,567,459,000 5,809,000 3,572,535,000 1,005,076,000 1,634,300 

(9) Eastern States 43.84 90,750,000 3,978,480,000 614,000 377,610,000 -3,640,870,000 -5,920,000 
i—' 

NATIONAL 48.71 184,952 9,009,011,000 14,648,000 9,008,520,000 0 0 OO 



APPENDIX TABLE 10    Production - Consumption Balances 

1 2 

for Fed Beef, 1963, by Region 

3 4 (Col. 5 - Col. 3) 

Region 
Per Capita 
Consumption 

Population Total Consumption 
Cattle 
Fed 

Total Production 
Carcuss Weight 

Balance 
Production  - Consumption 

Pounds Number Pounds Head Pounds Pounds Head 

California 61.40 17,556,000 1 ,077,938,000 1,899,000 1,167,885,000 89,947,000 146,000 

Arizona 61.40 1,517,000 93,144,000 608,000 373,920,000 280,776,000 456,600 

(1) Calif. & Ariz. 61.40 19,073,000 1 ,177,082,000 2,507,000 1,541,805,000 370,723,000 602,800 

Oregon 59.87 1,852,000 110,879,000 136,000 83,640,000 -27,239,000 -44,000 

Washington 59.87 2,961,000 177,275,000 267,000 164,205,000 -13,070,000 -21,000 

Idaho 59.87 689,000 41,250,000 233,000 143,295,000 102,045,000 165,000 

(2) Pacific Northwest 59.87 5,502,000 329,404,000 636,000 391,140,000 61,736,000 100,000 

(3) Montana & Wyoming 55.26 1,036,000 57,249,000 162,000 99,630,000 42,381,000 68,900 

(4) Colorado 55.26 1,913,000 105,712,000 900,000 553,500,000 447,788,000 728,100 

(5) Utah & Nevada 55.26 1,364,000 75,374,000 148,000 91,020,000 15,646,000 25,400 

(6) Northern Plains 55.78 5,081,000 283,418,000 3,304,000 2,031,960,000 1,748,542,000 2,843,100 

(7) Southern Plains 44.52 13,697,000 609,790,000 1,259,000 774,285,000 164,495,000 267,500 

(8) Corn Belt States 56.80 47,941,000 2 ,723,048,000 6,121,000 3,764,415,000 1,041,367,000 1,693,300 

(9) Eastern States 46.05 92,118,000 4 ,242,034,000 583,000 358,545,000 -3,883,489,000 -6,314,600 

NATIONAL 51.17 187,725 9 ,597,111,000 15,620,000 9,534,300,000 0 0 



APPENDIX TABLE 11    Production - Consumption Balances for 

  1 2 

Fed Beef, 1964, by Region 

3 (Col. 5 - Col. 3) 

Region Per Capita 
Consumption 

Population Total Consumption 
Cattle 

Fed 
Total Production 
Carcuss Weight 

Balance 
Production - Consumption 

Pounds Number 

California 66.18 18,003,000 

Arizona 66.18 1,549,000 

(1) Calif., & Ariz. 66.18 19,552,000 

Oregon 64.53 1,886,000 

Washington 64.53 2,971,000 

Idaho 64.53 687,000 

(2) Pacific Northwest 64.53 5,544,000 

(3) Montana & Wyoming 59.56 1,041,000 

(4) Colorado 59.56 1,941,000 

(5) Utah & Nevada 59.56 1,395,000 

(6) Northern Plains 60.11 5,058,000 

(7) Southern Plains 47.98 13,870,000 

(8) Corn Belt States 61.22 48,518,000 

(9) Eastern States 49.64 93,483 

NATIONAL 55.15 190,402,000 

Pounds 

1,191,438,000 

102,513,000 

1,293,951,000 

121,703., 000 

191,718,000 

44^332,000 

357,754,000 

62,002,000 

115,606,000 

83,086,000 

304,036,000 

665,483,000 

2,970,272,000 

4,640,496,000 

10,492,686,000 

Head 

2,061,000 

600,000 

2,661,000 

147,000 

290,000 

251,000 

688,000 

187,000 

951,000 

171,000 

3,934,000 

1,407,000 

6,450,000 

627,000 

17,076,000 

Pounds 

1,267,515,000 

369,000,000 

1,636,515,000 

90,405,000 

178,350,000 

154,365,000 

423,120,000 

115,000,000 

584,860,000 

105,165,000 

2,419,410,000 

865,300,000 

3,966,750,000 

385,600,000 

10,501,720,000 

Pounds Head 

76,077,000 124,000 

266,487,000 433,000 

342,564,000 557,000 

-31,298,000 -51,000 

-13,368,000 -21,000 

110,033,000 178,000 

65,366,000 106,000 

52,998,000 86,175 

469,254,000 763,000 

22,079,000 35,900 

2,115,374,000 3,439,632 

199,817,000 324,900 

996,478,000 1,620,000 

■4,254,896,000 6,918,530 

0 0 

O 



APPENDIX TABLE 12    Production - Consumption Balances 

1 2 

for Fed Beef, 1965, by Region 

3 (Col. 5 - Col. 3) 

Region 
Per Capita 
Consumption 

Population Total Consumption 
Cattle 
Fed 

Total Production 
Carcuss Weight 

Balance 
Production - Consumption 

Pounds Number Pounds Head Pounds Pounds Head 

California 68.16 18,400,000 1,254,144,000 2,282,000 1,403,430,000 149,286,000 242.741 

Arizona 68.16 1,575,000 107,352,000 650,000 399,750,000 • 292,398,000 475,443 

(1) Calif. & Ariz. 68.16 19,975,000 1,361,496,000 2,932,000 1,803,180,000 441,684,000 718,185 

Oregon 66.46 1,937,000 128,733,000 168,000 103,320,000 -25,413,000 -41,321 

Washington 66.46 2,976,000 197,784,000 307,000 188,805,000 -8,979,000 -14,600 

Idaho 66.46 694,000 46,123,000 271,000 166,665,000 120,542,000 196,003 

(2) Pacific Northwest 66.46 5,607,000 372,641,000 746,000 458,790,000 86,149,000 140,080 

(3) Montana & Wyoming 61.34 1,033,000 63,364,000 204,000 125,460,000 62,096,000 100,969 

(4) Colorado 61.34 1,947,000 119,429,000 1,144,000 703,560,000 584,131,000 949,806 

(5) Utah & Nevada 61.34 1,423,000 87,286,000 175,000 107,625,000 20,339,000 33,071 

(6) Northern Plains 61.91 5,045,000 312,336,000 4,031,000 2,479,065 2,166,729,000 3,523,136 

(7) Southern Plains 49.42 14,016,000 692,670,000 1,567,000 963,705,000 271,035,000 440,707 

(8) Corn Belt States 63.05 49,066,000 3,093,611,000 7,244,000 4,455,060,000 1,361,449,000 2,213,738 

(9) Eastern States 51.12 94,723,000 4,842,240,000 675,000 415,125,000 -4,427,115,000 -7,198,560 

NATIONAL 56.80 192,835,000 10,953,765,000 17,811,000 10,953,765,000 0 0 

Ui 



APPENDIX TABLE 13    Production - Consumption Balances 

1 2 

for Fed Beef, 1966, by Region 

3 (Col. 5 - Col. 3) 

Region 
Per Capita 
Consumption 

Population 

Pounds Number 

77.09 18,802,000 

77.09 1,603,000 

77.09 20,405,000 

75.16 1,973,000 

75.16 3,040,000 

75.16 697,000 

75.16 5,710,000 

69.38 1,021,000 

69.38 1,955,000 

69.38 1,438,000 

70.02 5,036,000 

55.89 14,226,000 

71.13 49,632,000 

57.81 95,522,000 

64.24 194,945,000 

Total Consumption 
Cattle 

Fed 

Pounds Head 

1,449,446,000 2 ,219,000 

123,575,000 614,000 

1,573,021,000 2 ,833,000 

148,290,000 189,000 

228,486,000 290,000 

52,386,000 305,000 

429,163,000 784,000 

70,836,000 233,000 

135,637,000 1 ,268,000 

101,156,000 191,000 

352,620,000 4 ,663,000 

795,091,000 1 ,985,000 

3,539,258,000 7 ,697,000 

5,522,127,000 698,000 

12,522,630,000 20 ,362,000 

Total Production 
Carcuss Weight 

Balance 
Production - Consumption 

California 

Arizona 

(1) Calif. & Ariz. 

Oregon 

Washington 

Idaho 

(2) Pacific Northwest 

(3) Montana i Wyoming 

(4) Colorado 

(5) Utah & Nevada 

(6) Northern Plains 

(7) Southern Plains 

(8) Corn Belt States 

(9) Eastern States 

NATIONAL 

Pounds Pounds Head 

1,364,685,000 -84,761,000 -137,822 

377,610,000 254,035,000 413,065 

1,742,295,000 169,274,000 275,242 

116,235,000 -32,055,000 -52,121 

178,350,000 -50,136,000 -81,521 

187,575,000 135,189,000 219,819 

482,160,000 52,997,000 86,173 

143,295,000 72,459,000 117,819 

779,820,000 644,183,000 1 ,047,452 

117,465,000 16,309,000 26,518 

2,867,745,000 2,515,125,000 4 ,089,634 

1,220,775,000 425,684,000 692,169 

4,733,655,000 1,194,397,000 1 ,942,108 

429,270,000 -5,092,857,000 -8 ,281,068 

12,522,630,000 0 0 U1 



APPENDIX TABLE 14    Production - Consumption Balances 

1 2 

for Fed Beef, 1967, by Region 

3 4 (Col. 5 -. Col. 3) 

Region 
Per Capita 
Consumption 

Population Total Consumption 
Cattle 

Fed 
Total Production 
Carcuss Weight 

Balance 
Production  -  Consumption 

Pounds Number Pounds Head Pounds Pounds Head 

California 81.35 18,899,000 1,537,433,000 2,049,000 1,260,135,000 -277,298,000 -450,891 

Arizona 81.35 1,644,000 133,739,000 658,000 404,670,000 270,931,000 440,538 

(1) Calif. & Ariz. 81.35 20,543,000 1,671,173,000 2,707,000 1,664,805,000 -6,368,000 -10,354 

Oregon 79.31 1,979,000 156,954,000 181,000 111,315,000 -45,639,000 -74,209 

Washington 79.31 3,215,000 254,981,000 315,000 193,725,000 -61,256,000 -99,603 

Idaho 79.31 703,000 55,754,000 365,000 224,475,000 168,721,000 274,343 

(2) Pacific Northwest 79.31 5,897,000 467,691,000 861,000 529,515,000 61,826,000 100,530 

(3) Montana & Wyoming 73.21 1,018,000 74,527,000 227,000 139,605,000 65,078,000 105,817 

(4) Colorado 73.21 2,018,000 147,737,000 1,330,000 817,950,000 670,213,000 1,089,777 

(5) Utah 6, Nevada 73.21 1,462,000 107,033,000 150,000 92,250,000 -14,783,000 -24,037 

(6) Northern Plains 73.89 5,022,000 371,075,000 5,135,000 3,158,025,000 2,786,950,000 4,531,626 

(7) Southern Plains 58.98 14,372,000 847,660,000 2,306,000 1,418,190,000 570,530,000 927,691 

(8) Corn Belt States 75.25 50,165,000 3,774,916,000 8,279,000 5,091,585,000 1,316,669,000 2,140,925 

(9) Eastern States 61.01 96,330,000 5,877,093,000 672,000 413,280,000 -5,463,813,000 -8,884,248 

NATIONAL 67.79 196,827,000 13,343,040,000 21,696,000 13,343,040,000 0 0 
i—' 



APPENDIX TABLE 15    Production - Consumption Balance for 

1 2 

Fed Beef, 1968, by Region 

3 4 (Col. 5 - Col. 3) 

Region 
Per Capita 
Consumption 

Population Total Consumption 
Cattle 

Fed 
Total Production 
Carcuss Weight 

Balance 
Production Consumption 

Pounds Number Pounds Head Pounds Pounds Head 

California 85.52 19,221,000 1,643,779,000 2,068,000 1,271,820,000 -371,959,000 -604,811 

Arizona 85.52 1,670,000 142,818,000 703,000 432,345,000 289,527,000 470,775 

(1) Calif. & Ariz. 85.52 20,891,000 1,786,598,000 2,771,000 1,704,165,000 -82,433,000 -134,037 

Oregon 83.39 2,008,000 167,447,000 181,000 111,315,000 -56,132,000 -91,271 

Washington 83.39 3,276,000 273,185,000 332,000 204,180,000 -69,005,000 -112,203 

Idaho 83.39 705,000 58,789,000 412,000 253,380,000 194,591,000 316,408 

(2) Pacific Northwest 83.39 5,989,000 499,422,000 925,000 568,875,000 69,453,000 112,931 

(3) Montana & Wyoming 76.97 1,008,000 77,585,000 226,000 138,990,000 61,405,000 99,845 

(4) Colorado 76.97 2,048,000 157,634,000 1,431,000 880,065,000 722,431,000 1,174,684 

(5) Utah & Nevada 76.97 1,487,000 114,454,000 160,000 98,400,000 -16,054,000 -26,104 

(6) Northern Plains 77.68 5,022,000 390,109,000 5,562,000 3,420,630,000 3,030,521,000 4,927,676 

(7) Southern Plains 62.00 14,505,000 899,310,000 2,705,000 1,663,575,000 764,265,000 1,242,707 

(8) Corn Belt States 79.11 50,606,000 4,003,441,000 8,628,000 5,306,220,000 1,302,779,000 2,118,339 

(9) Eastern States 64.14 97,248,000 6,237,487,000 631,000 388,065,000 -5,849,422,000 -9,511,255 

NATIONAL 71.27 198,804,000 14,168,985,000 23,039,000 14,168,985,000 0 0 
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APPENDIX II 

Computer Program for Simulation of Cattle 

Feeding Industry 
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PRCoP'V-i   FttQCcr •       ■---    : - "  
'U^tHSir:-'   CCwI'iv (9) ,f:0(?CAT<9) »PWSL8F(9) , 

1         T^F'-'iF (V) 9KF0CAT(9) ,PFDRcT(9) ,PICTFFn(9) « 
?        C^TfTiM'-*) 9M) ( >) ,B] 1 (9) 9B2) (9) ,H31 (9) ,A2(9) , 

-~r •    m p-(7r-!.'22 l^r) 9-AT5TgTTBTF^"7BT(rr9T7B-.^^^  " 
4 AK (M) ,;-sjn (9) 9Ay (9) ,RJ9 (9) 0B29 (9) ,Al3 (9) , 
5 Bin (9) ,U?13(9) ,Ar,5(9) ,Bn5(9) ,B2l5(9) , 
^   H31-, (Q) ,PFuUcri (9, ,PAN(iE (9) ,Y (9) ,RSPFPCAP (9) , 
7   Fr.cn^TU) 9CATFEi)i (9)  

t-'FAL   NFIC^"1 (9) 'Kr^nRCToMPpurAT 
■ TfTTEM-STrr'T 7mr+T?2r)Yrrm^y^ """""■"  

1 Taiic ( 1U920) 9TAB6(20) ,TAtt7(?0) ,TAbfl(20) 
I'v)TE(~E.?   T   
00    1,,   T==.9]<+ 

CALL   UirrMJlPd) 

C.k\.L   FTJlPUtbHU- '    _J_„_  

101        F"0tJM/>T    (/ISETl'LESj!) 

6000 FCPMar (^U»KiX9*riHAGlA        CATTLE   FEEOl.CT*) 
W^TTF ('••., rui'] ) 

6001 FCRMftT (js-C^TFEO ( I »T*J ) i/*u^) 
——•yPTTrT7*VS-^'e-)    --    ■—■--''—— ——■—- ~ -—■ — 

WHJTK(7.7001) 
7001.   Fn'?M'VT<*-Fiif?CAT(IiT)*/*0*) 

'/JH7TF (^,6000) 
W9TTF (^."OO'l) 

«Onl FC-MaTj toCCWl'-J'/ iltJ)*/*0t) 
■—'--rjfojrmvKc.va'f'   ■-■•■—-- ■- -—-———-«-— -.—..-——.......—_™—_._ 

mile ( 4,9 001 > 
9001   FGVMAT (y-CnwHEEF(iJ9T) , ,:,V/SLHF (C , T 1 tPFoKCT (K, T) .PFilCAT ( M, T ) */*0* ) 

w«TTF (ln.^COO' 
ViRf'Tt. ( i-;-,lcio) 

10] 0   FCvHaT ( ^-f'^SL^F (I ,T) */*Q*) 

—'"—■SPTrrcn .""fi'OOT'l" '=     "   = ~"" ~ '" """     ~™  
^PfTf- ( 11 .1 .''ID 

1011   FC^K^Tc^-TSFDMKtf ,T)</jt0*) 
W^rTf- (1 ;',isr.oG) 
WRiTt-(i ?,10]2) 

101?   FC^MflT(f-^FQCAl (1,1)^/^0^) 
  ■wprTrni^^coo') * ""'-"" ■-»■'■■--■'" -■-'•—-- .....„.....-„.,     -..- 

W9ITF Ol-^.lOl^) 
1013 FOc?MflT(jf„PF[iWCT(I,T)*/*0*). 

AfPTTF ( |^,i'.'00) 
wpTTrd'-'.r;-!'*) 

1014 FORMAT (!f=^ICTEEO(X97) */*(;*) 
■—"—"-«F-Arfir?"9T7D^")^Jt '""■      " ""•'   "        """ ""'"  " "•'"   ' .-- —.— 

i\IT.1? = 'JT-? 
100?   FORMAT(I?) 

QF* P (j ,1 OuO)    ^l 9kil l 9H?1 9831 9A2,Hl2,8?2,A6, 
1 H 1 f>, R2^ • FHt 9 Ac 9 m P 9 A9 9 R 19 , [\29 9 A 13, 811 3 , 
•->        Fr^n,A159rU lS.H2]h9«31S 

1-000   FC^MA-f (^rlu.O) ■'■ ---■-. ...-,...„.... -    .   ..„,._..,  ._. 

('FAlJ ( i , ] oul )    A^-9'U49H2<f»AS»Mi?5«H?S»t3lb»Alo» 
1        hD.":,^?]09Al2?nll2 9n?129H3)2 

1001  FCI'VATI jp]'. .o/^Eiu,,::') 
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►?F:.ftDr2,^;»u;"-)   KPPDlCT,Tf;aTFEr)l .TCATFEO 
200(>   FC^Mftj ( = 10.0) 

«FAf)(.p,i 00.".-)   PFni'CTl. »PFn«CT,CATFFOHCATFED 
4 E All (.3, iOOO) ( (TAHI ( T ,j) ,1 = 1,7) »jrl.N-M?) 

1000   FC^NflT(7Tl«."i.'0)    ■■•--—      »-,...„„,.,.«,..... 

4FAD(3, JOvi".-)    ( ("P'liSMT ,J) »I = i .'?) ,j=3ti-.!T) , 
1 ( (T„-<3(T,J) il = l ,q) ,J = 3,NT) » ' (TAR^(I,J) , 
? 1=].iO) ,^1 = 3,HT) 

(*FArH3, 3;tni ) (TApift (J) ,Js3,MT) 
MFA(i(:ii, ^nul) ( I'AH'/( j) , J = 3,I-JT) 

^EAl:'(3,30;n) {TABB(ll)T.J = 3,TiT-)"- "^    ^" "      -' 

REAI)(3,3:)0n    < (TAB5(I,J) »1 = 1.10)'*J=3tMT) 
3001   FORMAT(1OFl0.0) 

W^rrF(S,50'iO)    Al,^ll,R?l ,H3l 
i'.»P 7 TF ( s , 5000)    A? ,H 12 , R?2 
''ir; j Tt-- ( "-., riU'wO)    A6 ♦ H16» H?6 • HJft 
W9-iTF(^oSt)00)   *8,tnfl~   -  — - - „ ■ - 
w^nr m,SOuO)    A9,i-J1^,R?9 
wqjTr(s,3000)    A13,R113,^213 

i-jniTk: (e».S0'.)0)    Alfttrtl]S,B2l5.M3l5 
SOOn'    FCPMaTdtO^/dAsQ^ 13.5) ) 

WPlTr (^NSvyuO) A^»HH,(-<?4 

  'VPITF(^VSOOO) A^BT^FT^TR^S   ----- 
■.!«T TF ( ^ , 5000) A10, ril 10 , P? 1M 
*'M I Tr (S ,5000) A1 ?_ > W112, B? 1 2,R312 
''/WTTf-(S,50u4)    KPFOrtCT.TCATFFOJ •TTATFFO 
WRITFC>,5.;>J0)    f'Fi^CTl'PFL-iRCT.CATFLDl.CATFEO 
••ir?ITF (-i, SOvil ) 

SOOl      roPMii (/!■*) ..._.. 

"^jTpf :>,:S002)     ( (TAHI < It J> ,1 = 1 ,7) ,J=1,NTM?) 
500?      FCt--K'\T(/f>*/(lXt7trll.l5) ) 

WP T TF(S,5OCO) < 'T AH2(1,J) ,I = 1,9) ,J=1t NT) 
•■^TTFt-VvJUO) ( (TAB3( I, J) t 1 = 1 ,9) ,.)=1,MT) 
wa I Tr < 5,5000) (t T ArH ( T ..t>, i = i,Q), j= j.,MT > 

'.iPTTf (5,5Qn4') (TAHb(J) ,11 = 1 ,MT) 
I/HTTP (>,5..).j4) ( rAH7(j) ,,j=l ,HT) 

■w»ITr <<-.,5004) (TAHrt (J) ,J = 1 ,IMT) 

WRTTF (b^OuA) ( ( TAHSd , J) ,1 = 1 , )01 , J=l,iMT) 
500A      FC'MnT (#■')*/( I A,] OF 13. &) ) 

-'JA\!f-,r ( H) s^AMlit" (9) =0. 
■ vrUTr (^(.OOQ) 

no s r) T = "Vjr 
OG   St.    T -l ,•> 
Y ( I )=TA <5(IJT' 

RSPF^CA^'DsTAH^I I,T) 

FDCOSTf T)=TA^-S(I» D 
WFr)C5T(TV=TA^A(i,T) 
IP(I.'JT.7)    F.G    TO   ^U 
TT?=T-^ 
HA-IOF ( T ) =1 \R1 ( I , IT2) 

S1"1 rCTT-J-.ir 
*M= THM5( i ;,.T) 
MKPPre-sTAM-ti-tT ) 

P«ypt.-C.)=TAH7( N 
CC-iS^FsTAi-iMlT) 
.■i«rTp<^,5 >'.J0)    Yt^SPp.f-1cAP«FOrGST,N;Fi)CSl ,«AM(iE« 
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-971- 

1       Y"-^'«'0PTC»P3YPRC^»"CCNSHF         '    ""-"  

'tC  7'''   1 = 1 »^   
cn.Mr..iv( i )-M < u *^i\ (I)*RANGE:(I) ♦RHI (T'^T 

——1—__TF^r(.rp^r(^c;r1_j:_[T1 ^  

TcnvJTM\/ = Tr,aw!.N\/*CGWT!MV (I ) 
FIT»C£"T (i) =«? 11) +P 12(1) »"CC'wmv (I'V ♦822(1) #PFD"RCT'(I) 
'rFn^r/\r = TFI)«CAr*KDRcAT (T) 

70        cO^'TT'^iF     
CW..»,RFFF = I\^+R14»TCCWI''I\/*R2^»KPFI')^CT 

DC    q-,     1 = 1.4 
P'viSLnF (T)=A6(I) ♦HI* (I) «'CP1A)SL.RF + R?6 (T ) »y ( D 

1 ♦'•^'3(I)»RSPERCAD(I) 
T'^FD'tF (I) =AR (1) ♦1513 (I) *CATFFD «I) 
fFnCa'l ( T)J=ACJ(I) ♦fcii^ J)#TSFUi^F(I)4B?9(I)»PwSLSF(l) 

\IPFnCAV = AlO + *nOwCPi«/SLnF*B2io<»RRYPRCn 
KPFD^'CT = fil?*Rll2«TFnR'CAT*82l2"«Nef.-0CAT 

I ♦^3l''»TCATFE0i 
TCMFE;-)1 =TCATF£D 
iCiTFE.:'^*. 

^FHWrTl (I)=PFURcr(I) 
PFm-'cT (I) =A n (1) ♦Rl l 3 ( T ) »CATFEDi. (I) ♦R2n (1) 

1 #KpF^^CT 
PlCTFEr> (I) =PFOCAT (I) «] O.ZB-PFDRCT (I) »6.oo-FDCCST (1) -KlFnCsT (1) 
CATf-TM ( I)=CATFELi(I) 

~cifl TrFrrTii'=iflT5i TTTB rr5TTT*'pirTFE^Tn'Ta21^TIT 
1 ofO-'CisT (I) ♦B3.15(I )<>r.ATFEn(T) 
TF(T.^f.3)SC   TC   yS 
IF(I.E .i.?)CATFEn(2)=1.10«CATFED(?) 
IF (I . r, "v. f.) C A TF ED (6) =. 9n«t ATFED Cft)   ' 
TFd.F ).7)CAlFE[)(7)=.l.15*CATFED(7) 

95 IF d.NF.MHiC   10   9 7 
IFd.LT.^.GR. J .GT.^)GC   TO   97 

) 
) 

109      c; 
•rcTTFE-'r=rc"ATFErr+-c'a"TFrn"*riT 

11°    CCMTTH IF 
WPTT^ {.:,„<; nyp)    CAT FED 

feonr1  (■ CPMAT (] y »*£]*♦.6) 
"tf^rT^iT.S'J".!?)    FD'VCAT 
Uit-IT^ (s-.^'j:.:?'    CC'-^l.JV 

 ---•- - 'of>TTr'( ■•) J W-'^27 ~CCWRTFF'i ro'WstTTFVK'PF,D'R"CTTNPFirC"A"T— 
wRrTF(lr,'.',002) P^'SLMF 

■w^TTc- ( n ,*.C0?)    TSK:irjF 
WRjTF ( i PtfiOO?' 3EDCAT 
'«/R7Ti--( )3,f,'. 02) OFQHCT 
WRITFI 1'-*,<V02)    OTCTFHT) 

""•fOO" - eo^Trnj-'   " — '■■*■- -       •'—   -  '--^—"—— 
CALL   EXIT 
EM3 

97 

TF«T.LT.fr.CR.T.GT.3)GC   TO   97 
I.F(CArFrT(.H) .Lr.l.05*CATFt"in (8) )rATFFIJ(R)=1.0=.*CATFEDl (8! 
!F(C6Tf^")( T) .'vr.i.isttCATFEDl (7) ) C.ATFFD (7) = 1.15*tATFEDl <7] 
CCr'TT^ij- 
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APPENDIX III 

Computer Program for Interregional Shipments 

of Live and Carcass Beef 
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PROGRAM   BHAGIA2 00001 
COMMON/TATA/A1,A2(9),A3(9) , 811, 812, 81 ?., 31k, 021 ( 9) ,822(9) , 00 00 2 

1        B23(9),H31(9),832(9) 00003 
COMHON/QATA/An) ,C0NST1(9) ,CONST2(9)  „        OOOP't. 
OATA  (CT^STi=3(ibQoonoo/)V^ooooooo.,ibo"ooobo.,3(4*()o"ol)ooo".), ' "ooobs 

1 10003000.),(CONST2=3(16700.),66800.,16700.,3(66800.), 00006 
2 16700.) 00007 

COMMON   P0PR(9),CATFE0(9),TRCSTC(9,9),TRCSTt(9,9),SLCOST(9) , 00008 
1 Sl.C0Y(9>,FIXA(9,9),SUPCBR(9) ,PHHFBR(9),PF0CAT{9) ,F0NMFB(9,9), 00 0 09 
2 CANMFT(9,9) ,FNMF3(9) ?CN_M_FBJ9) ,TL mxSL(9)JLYTR(9> > —QMiJL 
3 0IFWV(9,9) ,VFnCAT(9T,VCAT(9rroTFLV(9,9")',XILA(9r9)*, " "" OOOll 
U         SUPC.T (9) ,R(9> 00012 

DATA    (ai. = 7(;.7'52) , (Bll=. 55'»6) , (812 = . 0761) , (B13=. 6925) , 00013 
1 CU^-O.) , (A2r-6.2370,-8.37<*6,-6.0(»97,-9.319i,-5.707B, 0001'* 
2 -12.t55 6,-6.777'»,-17.0b8 0,-<».97f»3) ,(B?1 = 1.163 i»8<»t 1.0 760<»9, 00015 
3 1.0<49 963,1. 10 2823,l.l<*9151,1.133«»76jl.l«»9<*03,1.17860 2, JO 016 
<♦         1 .1799«»3) ,(B22'=.012816,-.i2324,-."6i8i»6V.bdd831,-.007252, *        " 00017 
5 . 0ni?rn,-.01'*07J,-..l<tl213,-. O'tlZSi.) , {B23=.00'»679,-. 00210, 00018 
6 . 0 023*3, .002031, . 00 0523,-. 0 0050 0 ,-. 00 6382,-. 015M3,. 003863) , 00019 
7 (A3 = 3.U?390,2.27921,.16966,.23515,-3.97397,-.50336,9.5«» 019, 00 020 
8 -8. 2?<;76, !<♦. 86013) , (R31=. 78310,1.01*339,1. O'tl'tg, 1. 0<t5 86 , 00021 
9 1.10928,1.10088,.7i»782,1.25051,.60035),(B32=.000002207, 00 022 
X -.000003238,.00000326^,.Jo'000230'f,'.000018289,.0bo6od2"i»ii 00023 
1         -."00001217,.00000069<t,-. 000000816) 0002<t 

DIMENSION   PCNM(9),PFNM(9) 00025 
IYFAR=P 00026 

10          READ    (1,1)    NITER,NSKIP 00027 
1             FORMAT    (2Iit) 00028 

IF    (EOF(l))    CALL   EXIT                                       " 00029 
READ   (1,102)    POP,YT,°KPRIC 00030 

102        FORMST    (8F9.0) 00031 
IF    (EOF(l))    CALL   EXIT 00032 
READ   (1,10?)   POPR 00033 
IYFAR=TYEAR+1 0003<t 
READ   (1,101)    YTR                           ""    ""         " 00035 

101        FORMAT    (9E8.0) 00036 
READ   (1,1.01)    CATFEH 00037 
RFAO    (1,101)    ((TRCSTC(I,J),J=1,9),1=1,9) 00038 
READ    (1,101)    ((TRCSTL(I,J),J=1,9),1=1,9) 00039 
READ    (1,101)    SLCOST 00040 
READ    (1,101)    SLCPY                                             '" 000'tl 
REAO   (1,101)    A 00042 
RFAO (1,111) (Td) ,1 = 1, 9) 00043 
ITER=1 00044 
T"RDL=0. 00045 
DO   2n   1=1,Q 00046 
TPROL=T=,PDL + CATF'ED(I) 00047 
FNMF^d) =CNMF9(I)=0. 00048 
PCNM(I)=PFNM(I)=0. 00049 
DO   20   J=l,9 00050 

20          CANMFP(I,J) = F!3NMF9(I,J)=0. 00051 
TPRDC^IS'T^POL 0005? 
CATF^=ToR0C/P0P                                                       " 00053 
PWHFf> = Alt-Pll»CATFe + B12*YT-B13*PKPRIC 0 0 054 
WRITE    (?,30?)    TPPnL,TPRDC,CATFB,PWHFB 00055 

302        FORMAT    (*   ToR0L=   *,E14.6,*      TPRDC=/,E14.6,*      CATFB=*,E14.6, 00056 
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1        *     PWHFB=*,E1<*„6) 00057 
HRITE(2,999)                                                                _ 00058 

999 FORMAT(lH0,<I<,10X,*a(I)»POPR(i>*,16X,*CATFEDtI)»615*) 00 05.9 
_Op   25   I = lj9 j_ 00060. 
TERM~=Am»POPRm        "        '    "                                      ""*"" '                                                     00061 
CTERM=C4TFF.0(I)*615. 00062 

25   WRITE(2,1000)1, TERM, CTERM            "" 00063 
1000 FORMATUH , II, 8X,E1V.6» 15X,Eli».6)    _ OOOe** 

DO 31 1=1,9 00065 
—   SUPC^m^l5T^tC.

ft.-TI.gP.<.I> »615.»FNMFB(I) »CNHFB (I) 00066 
SU>C9R(I>=SUPCB(I)/Pt)PR(I) 00067 
PNHF9Rm = A2(I)+B2i<I>»PWHFB+B22Q)»<CATFB-SUPCBRm>+ 00 068 

1       B23(I)*YTR(I) 00069 
31          nONTINU1?                                                                          _ 00070 
30          AMAXS=A1AXt=-l.E300 00071 

_M=N=M_M = NN = 0 __     . 00072 
(10   35   1 = 1,9""""*                   *""         "    '                        ~ "   "                         00073 
TLm=G4TFEn(mFNMFB<I) 00074 
SL(I>=SLCPY(I)-TL(T) 00075 
VFOCAT(I)=PWHFRR(I)-SLCOST(I) 00076 
VCAT(I)=VF0CATtI)/1.67 00077 
PFDC AT (t) g A3 (I) »B31 (I) »VCAT (I) »B_32.m ♦JSL (I) __       _      _             00078 

35 CONftNU^---•—■ -  ■••■-—— -  -.,.....-.   . .„      """     00079 

00   50   1=1,9 00080 
00   50   J=t,9                                                                   " 00081 
IF   (J.E1.I)   GO   TO   50 00082 
niFWVd, J)=PWHFBR(J)-PMHF8R(I) 00083 
EIXA n,J>=OIFWV<I,J)-TRCSTCn_,J>  _                 _0008<» 
Y'F'TF'TX'M'I"; J>".LE7'AHAXS"r (TO^'TO  liO"   ~ —— -    --■   00085 
AMAXS=«:IXA(I,J) 00086 
H=I 00087 
N=J 00088 

kti          OIFLV(I,J»=PFnCAT(J)-PFOCAT(I) 00089 
_XILA(I,J)=0IFL\^(2,J»-TRCSTLajJ)    _ __   00090 

'"" '   IF naLA<nj")VLE.AMAXL)= GO'TO 5 0  ""~ ° "'"'    00091 
A«AXL=XILA(I,J) 00092 
HH=I 00093 
NN=J 0009'* 

50    CONTINUE 00095 
AKON=503n000.                   __ 00096 
IF(M.LT.i».0R.M.Eb.5.0R.N.GT.8)GO TO' 150""" 00097 
IFCN.Ea.^.OR.N.GE.eiAKON=10000U00. 00098 

150   BMAXS=A<ON»AHAXS 00099 
AKON=8350. 00100 
IF(MM.LT.'*.OR.MM.E0.5.0R.MH.GT.8)GO TO 160 00101 
IF(NN.Fa.>.OR.NN.GF.6>aKON = 16700_. _ 00102 

f60  'BMA>tL"=T<ON»)fM"AXL '""^            —.,_..-.--.——      "00103 
IF (3MAXS.UE.0..ANn.9fAXL.LE.0.> GO TO 110 0010«» 
IPRINT=10*(ITER/10)-ITER 00105 
IF (ITF^.LE.MSKIP) IPRINT=1 00106 
IF <ITER.LE.<0 TPRINT=0 00107 
IF(ITER.LE.NSKIP)GO TO 54            _ 00108 
IF(lfFR. GT.^.ANO.IPRINTJGb TO'"5"«»" 00109 
WRITE t?,301) ITER 00110 

301   FORMAT (*1*,15X,*ITFRATION >,I4) 00111 
IF (IPRINTJ GO TO 51 00112 
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51 

306 

303 

30k 

so1; 

307 

301 

309 

SS 

103 

60 

UQl 

63 IF 
6<» IF 
65 50 
66 IF 
67 IF 
68 TE 

WRITF   (?,2nn2) 
WRITE   (?,?n03) 
WRITE   (^^OH^) 
WRIT^   (2,2005) 
WRITE   (?,2n06> 
WRITE   (?,2007) 
WRITE   (2,2005)    (J,.J = 1,9) 
WRITE   (2,200^.)    (I,(CANMFB( 
IF    (ITFR.GT.iO   GO   TO   Sh 
WRITE   (2,306)   M,N,BMflXS,fM 
FORMftT    it      M=*,i2,*      N=<,I 

1 12,*      BMflXL = *,El't.6) 
WRITE (2,303) SUPCB 
FORM4T (5X,*SUDCB*/lX,9El<t 
WRITE (2,30«») ((OIFMVd.J) 
FORMAT (5X,*niFWV</(lX,9El 
WRITE (7,305) ((EIXA(I,J), 
FORHAT (5X,*EIXA*/(lX,9El't 
WRITE (2,307) TL,SL,VFOCAT 
FORMAT (5X,*TL*/lX,9El<t.6/ 

1 lX,9"lit.6//^X,#VCAT*/lX 
WRITE (2,30P) ((HIFLVd.J) 
FORMiT (/5X, tOTFlVt/(IX,9E 
WRITE (2,309) ((XILAd.J), 
FORMAT (/5X,*XILA*/(1X,9F1 
CONTINU" 
IF    (5M1XS.LE.0..ANn.nMAXL. 
IF    (AMAXS.GT.AMAXL)    GO   TO 
IF    CM.AND.NN)    GO   TO   60 
WRITE   (61,103)    ITER,MM,NN 
FORMAT    (*   CAN   NOT   FIND   MAX 
GO   TO   210 
FONMFPIMM, NM) =:BMAXL+ FONMFB 
PFNMFRI=FNMFB(MM) 
FMMF9(MM)=-RMAXL+FNMFP(MM) 
PFNMFnj=FNMFP(NN) 
FNMFg(NN)=nMAXL+FNMFn(MN) 
IF (ITE^.LF.i.) WRITE (2,1*0 
FORMAT (iX,*FNMFn#,lX,qtl<t 
C^ECKMrSUPCBRt^M)+(615.*FN 
CH£nKN=-sUPCBR(NN)* (615.»FN 
GO TC (6?,6<*,6<,,6<t,63,6'»,6 

(CHEDKM.GT.AfMM)) 62,65 
(OHrOKM.LT.AtMM)) 62,65 
TO (66,67,67,67,66,67,6 
(CHFIKN.GT.AJNN)) 62,68 
(CHECKM.LT.A(MN)) 62,68 

TEST, = SLCPY{NM) -FNMFC1(NN)- 
TEST7=CNMFB(MM)+FN^F9(MM)» 
IF (TFST2.LT.0..0R.TEST3.L 
TFRMNM=CATFFO(NN)*615.+FMM 

1 A(MN)*POPR(MM) 
IF(T^PMMN.GT.Q.)GO   TO   6? 
IF    (ITER.FO.l)    GO   TO   70 
IF    (ABS(PFNMF3I-FNMF8<MM)) 

1 .005)    GO   TO   200 

d,SU0CBR(I),PWHFBR(I),PFOCAT(I),1=1,9) 

(J,J-1,9) 
d, (FONMFfHIjJ), J-1,9) ,1 = 1,9) 

I,J),J=1,9),1=1,9) 

,NN,BMAXL 
Z',i     BMAXS=*,El'»."6/*"MM = *,i2,* NN = *, 

.6) 
,J=1,9),1=1,9) 
i*.6)) 
J=T,9)',I = 1,9) 
.6) ) 
,VCAT 
/5X,*SL*/IX,9Eli».6//5X,/VFOCAT*/ 
jgEl^^) 
,J=1,9),1=1,9) 
1<».6)) 
J=1,9),I=1,9) 
>*.(>)) 

LE.0.) GO TO 110 
75 

IN ITER *,!<♦,*  MM= *,!?.,*   NN= *,I2) 

(MM,NN) 

1) FNMFB 
.6) 
MFB(MM)-61_5.»PFNM(MM) >/POPR(MM) 
MFB(NN)-615.»PFNM(NN))/POPR(NN) 
<*,(>>*, 63) MM 

7,67,66) NN 

CATFEO(NN) 
615.+CATFE0(MM)*615.-A(MM)*P0PR(MM) 
T.0.) GO TO 62 
FB(NN)*615.+CNMFB(NN)- 

• IT..a05.ANO.A8S(PFNMFBJ-FNMFB(NN)) .IT. 

00113 
0011«» 
00115 
00116 
00117 
00118 
00119 
00120 
00121 
00122 
6o"l23 
0012<» 
00125 
00126 
00127 
0012B 
00129 
00130 
00131 
00132 
00133 
0013<« 
00135 
00136 
00137 
00138 
0013° 
001*40 
001<»1 
001<»2 
OOl^S 
001«»'t 
001«»5 
0011*6 
001'»7 
OOl'fB 
001<.9 
00150 
00151 
00152 
00153 
0015<» 
00155 
00156 
00157 
0015B 
00159 
00160 
00161 
00162 
00163 
00161. 
00165 
00166 
00167 
00168 
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70 ITER=ITSR+1 00169 
IF   ( ITf^.GT. NITER)    GO   TO   110 00170 
SUPCa<MM)=615.*FNMF8(MM) 00171 
SUc,CP(N»l)=615.»FNHFn(NN) 0 017? 
DSUPCPR^MSUPCOfMM) -615 . *PFNM (MM) )/POPR(MW) 00173 
DSUPCnRN=(SUPCT(NN)-615.»PFNM(NN))/POPR(NN> 001714 
PFNM(MM)=FNMFe{MH) 00175 
PFNM(NN>=FNMFq<NN> 00176 
SUPCqRdM) =SLIPC3R(MM) +0SUPCDRM 00177 
SUPC8R(NN) =SUPnRR(NN)«-nSUPCBRN _ 00178 
OPWHH^MM) »7>S"UPCRRM          ----- 00179 
OPWHN=3(MN)*OSUPCBRN 00180 
PWHF3R("IM)=PWHFnR(MM)+nPWHM 00181 
PMHFRRCJN) =PWHFnP(NN)+nPWHN 0018? 
GO   TO   '3 00183 

6? XILAtMM, NNJ=0.n _ 0018«f 
FONMFP(HM,NNJ = FONMFR(MM,NN)'-BMAXL       "" 00185 
FN^FPIMI)=FNMF1(MM)♦qMAXL 00186 
FNMFP(MN)=FNMFT(MN)-t»MflXL 00187 
IF   (ITr^.LF.it)   WRITE    (?,i»01)   FNMFH 00188 
MM=NN=0 00189 
HMflXL=-l.E3C0 _ 00190 
DO   7k   1=1,9" 00191 
00   7t.   J=l,q 0019? 
IF   ( J.Ea.I)   GO   TO   7i* 00193 
IF   (XILA (I,J) .LE.AMflVL)    GO   TO   T* 0019'* 
AMAXL=XtLA(I,J) 00195 
^H=I 00196 
NN=J " 00197 

?k COMTINU'; 00198 
AKON=fl75n. 00199 
IF(Mf.LT.it.0R.MM.EO.5.O-R.MM.GT. 8)GO   TO   76 00200 
IF(NN.FO. .U.OR.NN.GF.S) AKON = 6680 0. 00 201 

76 BMAXL=A<ON*AMAXL 00202 
GO   TO   55 00203 

75 IF    (M.mn.N)    GO   TO   80 002014 
WRITE   CSljlHi*)    M,N 00205 

ID"*        FORMAT    (*   CAN   MOT   FTNO   MAX   IN   ITER   t,lk,t      M=   *,I2,*     N=   t,lZ) 00206 
GO   TO   2.n 00207 

80 CAN>lcn{M,N)=8MAX,5tCANMFB<M,N) 00208 
DCMMFRT^CN^FBCM) 00209 
OMMF!3(M) =-nMAX<; + CNMFc)(M) 00210 
PCNMFPJ-CNMF8(N) 0O211 
CNMFO<N)=BMAXS+CNMF9{N) 00212 
IF    {ncX.\.F..h)    WRITE    <2,<»a2>   CNMFn 00213 
CHFCKM = SUPC9R(M) +(CNV'FB(M)-PCNM(M) ) /POPR(M) 0021'« 
CHIiCKN = ';UPCnR(M) + (CNMFB(N)-PCNM{N) )/POPR(N» 00215 
GO   TO   m,82,92,82,81,82,82,82,81)    M 00216 

(CHFCK^.GT.ACM))    92,83 00217 
(CH'TTKM.LT.ACM))    92,33 00218 
TO   (34, 8^, 85, 85, 81*, 8<5, 85, 85, 8<»)    N 00219 
(OHECKN.GT.A(N))    92,36 00220 
dHES^N.LT.A(M))    92,96 00221 

TFSTl = r .|^PR(M) + (FMhicc,(M) +CATFEO(M)) »615 . -A ( M) »POPR (M) 0 0 222 
TFST2=C^'1C-O(M)+SLCPY (M ) *615 .-A ( M) *POPR (M) 00 223 
IF    ( TFST1.LT.0.OR.TEST2.LT.0. )    GO   TO   92 00221* 

81 IF 
82 IF 
83 GO 
8<* IF 
85 IF 
86 TF 
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90 

92 

1*02 

9<. 

95 

110 
105 
200 
2000 

2001 

2002 

2003 

200<» 

2005 

2006 

2007 

IF (CNHF^(M)+FNMFn(M)»615..LT.-.fi0*615.*CATFeD(M)) GO TO 92 
TFRHN=CATFE0(N)»615.«-FNMF9(N) »615 . +CNMFB (N) - 

L   AINCOOPRCN) 
IF(TFRMN.GT.0.)GO TO 92    _ _ 
IF (ITP^.FQ.l) GO TO 90 
IF (»BS(PCNMFBI-CNMFB<M>).LT..005.AND.ABS(PCNMFBJ-CNMFO(N)).LT. 

L   .005) GO TO 200 
ITER=ITiRtl 
IF (ITER.GT.NITER) GO TO ilO 
SUPCB(M)=CNMFB(M) _       
"SUPCB(M) =CNMFR(M) 
OSURCRR,1=(SUPC8(M)-PnNM(M) )/POPR(M) 
OSUPCBRN=(SUPCa(N)-PCNM(N))/POPR(N) 
PCNM(P)rCNMFB(M) 
PCNM(N)sCNMFB(N) 
SUPCBRt^l) =SIJPCBR(«)+DSUPCBRM 
SUPC9R(N)=SUP08R(N)+DSUPCBRM 
nPWHM=rl(^) »OSUDCBRM 
npWHN=n(N)^DSUPCBRN 
PWHFBR(N)=oWHFBR(N)+0PUHN 
PWHFBR(1)=PWHFBR(N|)tTPWHM 
GO   TC   71 
EIXA (hvn = 0.'0 
CANMFB(1,M)=CAMMF3(M,N)-PMAXS 
CNMFT(M)=CNMFn(M)tnHAXS 
CMMFB(N)=CNMFB(N)-BMAXS 
IF (TTE^.LE.'*) WRITE (2,<+02) CNMFB 
FORMAT (lX,)!CNMFB)t,lX,9El<».6) 
M=N=0 
ftMAXS=-l.E300 
DO 91. 1=1,9 
00 git J=lrP 
IF (J.ET.I) GO TO 9<. 
IF (FIXA(I,J).LF.AMAXS) 
AMAXS=ETXA(T,J) 
1=1 
N=J 
CONTINUE 
AKON=c;n3oono. 
IF(M.LT.i».OR.M.EO. 
IF(N.FO.it.OR.N.GF. 
BMAXS=A<ON*AMAXS 
GO TO 55 
WRITE (»J1,105) ITEP.IYEAP 
FORMAT HO   ITERATIONS FXCEEO *,!<♦,* IN YEAR *,Iit) 
WRITE (?,2000> 
FORMAT (*i*,10X,<RFGIONAL SHIPMENTS" CONVERGENCE oR0GRAM*> 
WRITE (?,2P01) lYEAR 
FORMAT <*-YEAR <,I2) 
WRITC (2,2002) 
FORMAT (t-       I<,7y,^SU0CBP(I)t,5X,^PWHFBR(I)t,5X,^P^DCAT (I) t/ttit) 
WRITE C,?003) (I,SIJPCBR(I) ,PWHFBR{I) .PFOCATd) ,1=1,9) 
FORMAT {3X,Il,<tX,3El<t.6) 
WRITE (Z.ZOO't) 
FORMAT (t-FONMFBd , J) /) 
WRITE (?,2n'i5) (J,J=1,9) 
FORMAT (*0*,5X,*J/,Ill,3Ill»/*0*) 
WRITC (2,?0(!f.)  (I, (FnNMFS(I,J) , J = l,9) ,1 = 1,9) 
FORMAT ( ^X.Il.itX.qElit.e) 
WRITE (?,?n07) 
FORM AT(<-CANMF°(I,J)t) 
WPTTE (2,2005) (J,J=1,9) 
WRIT17    (2,2006)     (I, (CANMFBI I,J) , J = 
GO TO in 
END 

GO  TO  g^t 

.5.0R.M. 

.6)AKOM- 
GT.8)G0   TO 
itOOOOOOO. 

95 

1,9),1=1,9) 

00225 
00226 
00227 
00 228. 

"00229 
00230 
00231 
00232 
00233 
0023<t 
00235 
00236 
00237 
00238 
00239 
002<t0 
002<tl 
002<t2 
002«»3 
002'»<t 
002^5 
002it6 
002it7 
002't8 
002^9 
00250 
00251 
0025? 
00253 
0025'. 
00255 
00256 
00257 
00258 
00259 
00260 
00261 
00262 
00263 
00261. 
00265 
00266 
00267 
00268 
00269 
00270 
00271 
00272 
00273 
00271. 
00275 
00276 
00277 
00278 
00279 
00280 
0028! 
00282 
00283 
00281. 
00285 
00286 
00287 
00288 
00289 


